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Abstract
Community networks (in South Africa and Africa) are often serviced by limited bandwidth
network backhauls. Relative to the basic needs of the community, this is an expensive
ongoing concern. In many cases the Internet connection is shared among multiple sites.
Community networks may also have a lack of technical personnel to maintain a network
of this nature. Hence, there is a demand for a system which will monitor and manage
bandwidth use, as well as network use.
The proposed solution for community networks and the focus within this dissertation,
is a system of two parts. A Community Access Point (CAP) is located at each site within
the community network. This provides the hosts and servers at that site with access to
services on the community network and the Internet, it is the site's router. The CAP
provides a web based interface (CAPgui) which allows conﬁguration of the device and
viewing of simple monitoring statistics. The Access Concentrator (AC) is the default
router for the CAPs and the gateway to the Internet. It provides authenticated and
encrypted communication between the network sites. The AC performs several monitoring
functions, both for the individual sites and for the upstream Internet connection. The AC
provides a means for centrally managing and eﬀectively allocating Internet bandwidth by
using the web based interface (ACgui). Bandwidth use can be allocated per user, per
host and per site. The system is maintainable, extendable and customisable for diﬀerent
network architectures.
The system was deployed successfully to two community networks. The Centre of Ex-
cellence (CoE) testbed network is a peri-urban network deployment whereas the Siyakhula
Living Lab (SLL) network is a rural deployment. The results gathered conclude that the
project was successful as the deployed system is more robust and more manageable than
the previous systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Internet is a global system of interconnected computer networks that interchange data
by packet switching using the TCP/IP protocols. It is a network of networks that consists
of millions of private and public, academic, business and government networks, local and
global in scope, that are linked by copper wire, ﬁber optic cable, wireless technologies and
various other technologies.
Before the invention of the Internet browser the World Wide Web (WWW) existed as
a text only based communication medium. The advent of the Internet browser led to the
general public being able to access content on the Internet with increased ease. Over the
last ﬁfteen years, the Internet has become a ubiquitous communication medium and is
employed as a powerful tool for researchers, for personal beneﬁts and for business gains.
South Africans' Internet use has progressed from the days when there were 300 bits per
second (bps) dial up modems and users were connecting to local Bulletin Board Systems
(BBSs) for online chat and simple ﬁle sharing. South Africans can now obtain a variety of
broadband Internet connections. Over the last nine years the number of Internet users in
South Africa has almost doubled. According to Internet World Stats [47], with data from
2009, South Africa currently has a penetration rate of 9.4% of the country's population
using the Internet, this accounts for almost 4.6 million people out of a total population
of almost 49.3 million [101]. Between 2000 and 2009, the number of Internet users had
increased by 91.3%, from 2.4 million to 4.6 million users. These 4.6 million users in South
Africa account for 6.8% of the Internet users in Africa [47].
There are a variety of broadband Internet connection options present, however, the
majority of these options can be costly or are not available in all areas of South Africa.
Rural areas in South Africa are aﬀected by limited telecommunications infrastructure and
these areas are the focus of the study.
Internet usage in South Africa remains expensive when compared to costs in devel-
oped countries [12, 95]. In a privately conducted survey, South Africa's telecommuni-
1
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cation prices were compared with developed countries and with an international peer
group [12,95]. Its peers were chosen by those countries similar to South Africa (in terms
of geographical dispersion of population, income dispersion and market structure) and
those considered to have advanced telecommunication structures. An appropriate peer
group was identiﬁed, by constructing a telecommunications competitiveness index. The
countries in the survey included Canada, Hong Kong (China), Sweden, United States and
other developed countries as international telecommunications best practice. The survey
also included Brazil, India, Morocco, Thailand and other developing countries as peer
group telecommunications best practice [12,95].
The surveys conducted in 2005 [95] and 2007 [12] revealed some relevant Internet price
diﬀerences between South Africa and 14 other countries. For an international leased line,
South African prices had reduced by 44% between 2005 and 2007, however, the price
remained 404.7% higher than the surveyed average price. A national leased line in South
Africa had reduced in average price compared with the 15 countries, from 102% in 2005 to
25.5% higher in 2007. Business broadband (1 mbps ADSL) was the third most expensive
service in its class of the 15 surveyed countries, and it was 127.2% more expensive than the
average price. This had improved from 148% more expensive in 2005. Retail broadband
(512 kbps ADSL) was the most expensive service in its class when compared to its peer
group and was 130.5% more expensive than the average price. This had improved from
139% more expensive than the average in 2005 [12,95]. In July 2009, the Seacom undersea
ﬁbre optic cable came online promising 10 times more bandwidth to South Africans [84].
The demand for broadband Internet at the oﬃce and at home is increasing. Between
2003 and 2008 in Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) ADSL is becoming the primary
form of Internet connectivity, with dial up, ISDN and leased lines decreasing (satellite
usage remains small and wireless is slowly increasing with more options becoming avail-
able) [91]. Although the supply of bandwidth is improving year by year, there still exists
a great demand for bandwidth to be managed due to the expense incurred in obtaining a
connection.
Connection options which are made available to the South African public are limited
by their speed (throughput) and are also generally limited by their bandwidth capacity
(downloaded content or quota). For example, one may be able to purchase an ADSL line
with a maximum download throughput rate of 512 kbps, a 1 GB maximum bandwidth
capacity for international traﬃc per month and a 3 GB maximum bandwidth capacity
for local (South African) traﬃc per month. In 2007, this form of Internet connection in
South Africa would have been 130.5% more expensive when compared to its international
peers [12]. As this is a large expense it results in South Africans requiring methods to
control what the connection is used for.
1.1. Problem Statement 3
Companies typically ﬁnd that after purchasing an Internet connection that bandwidth
intensive sites or applications (for example ﬁle sharing and social networking web sites) can
saturate the shared Internet link. The solution most often implemented is to upgrade the
connection at substantial cost. In many cases this scenario can be averted by eﬀectively
managing the connection [105].
Community networks can also suﬀer from this situation, where a limited capacity
Internet connection is utilised for bandwidth intensive Internet content. A community
network is a type of network which connects various geographical sites to share services
and allow collaboration. A community network can allow the sharing of a single Internet
connection amongst multiple sites. In this case a community network would rarely be
able to cover the cost of upgrading the connection. Community networks could instead
limit throughput to bandwidth intensive content to allow a higher use of informative,
educational or knowledge based content.
Due to the many restrictions in place in South Africa, the Internet is a scarce, ﬁnite
and expensive resource and this resource needs to be managed and monitored to provide
a fair service to all that are using it.
1.1 Problem Statement
In 2008, Africa accounted for 14.3% of the world population but only accounted for 3.5%
of the worlds total Internet users [47]. However, between 2000 to 2008 the growth rate of
Internet users in Africa had exceeded 1000%. It is interesting to note that the rest of the
world increased by only 296%. As of 2008 South Africa had the fourth highest number of
Internet users on the continent with 4.6 million. Nigeria had the most Internet users on
the African continent with 10 million [47], closely followed by Egypt and Morocco.
The years between 2000 to 2008 saw Internet usage in Africa increase impressively.
However, in 2008 the price for Internet connectivity still remained high when compared
with developed countries. Africa, speciﬁcally Sub-Saharan Africa, has among the highest
connectivity costs in the world. African universities and schools spend almost 50 times
more for their Internet connection than a United States of America equivalent [50]. This
high price leads to a digital isolation of African students from the rest of the world.
Community networks (in South Africa and Africa) are often serviced by constrained
capacity network backhauls. In relative terms this is an expensive ongoing part of their
operation, relative to the basic needs of the community in question (water, electricity,
food and shelter). In cases where this backhaul is ﬁnanced or donated by other parties it
is still a bounded resource. It needs to be managed, monitored and allocated equitably
between users of the Internet connection.
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The focus of the monitoring and management should be on bandwidth and throughput,
but also allow for monitoring of network quality. Network quality can be understood as
the degree of excellence that the user experiences when making use of the network and
its available services. Monitoring will reveal which services are used most often and what
those services require in terms of bandwidth and throughput to make the users experience
more valuable. Monitoring will also produce statistics which will guide the administrator
in how to best apportion the available bandwidth and throughput between services and
users, and at what times certain services should get preference over others.
A problem with current network deployments of this type (community networks) is
ensuring that there is an equitable distribution of the scarce resource between sites. A
simple division of the resources (such as each site only having 1/nth of the total throughput
as a maximum rate and 1/nth of the total bandwidth) may seem appropriate, but could
lead to signiﬁcant under-performance and under-utilization of resources. This division
leads to an ineﬃcient division of bandwidth and throughput, especially when multiple
parties are not utilising the shared link. Division needs to be fair for each site as each site
may have diﬀerent requirements of the resources.
Many network tools and open source applications exist to help in monitoring and
managing networks but the problem is that many of these tools and applications need to
be integrated to form a ﬁnal solution. By combining and interlinking these already existing
applications this project hoped to produce a system that allowed network managers to
equitably manage and control access to a scarce resource like bandwidth and the associated
throughput for community networks in South Africa and other developing countries.
1.2 Research Goals and Intended Outcomes
The four primary research goals for this project are as follows:
• This project investigates network management and monitoring, to collate applica-
tions and tools which can aid a network administrator. Many applications and tools
exist which are designed for a speciﬁc purpose. Administrators need to choose which
of these meet the requirements for their network and implement them separately.
• By researching numerous network applications and tools, this project attempts to
integrate these into a single and easily deployable system. The system integrates
multiple applications and tools in a client-server architecture to manage and monitor
a network, whilst managing bandwidth and users more eﬀectively. This system is
designed in such a way to allow easy implementation into an existing network and
have a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to abstract the management of the system
from the underlying Operating System (OS).
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• The system must allow for bandwidth and throughput management and monitoring
of a network with a single Internet connection. It must be simple to conﬁgure, to
deploy and to customise.
• Deployment of the system to two community networks. Success of the deployments
will be measured in terms of the reliability and usability of the system.
Two secondary goals have been identiﬁed:
• The system should be suﬃciently lightweight to run on low-cost Personal Computers
(PCs) with minimal performance requirements.
• Documentation of the system components will be made available to explain how the
components ﬁt together, allowing for further modiﬁcations or for easy replication.
The documentation should be understandable by an administrator with limited
networking knowledge.
1.3 Document Structure
This document is presented in three broad sections, divided over a number of chapters.
The ﬁrst section (Chapters 1 and 2) deﬁnes and describes the problem area that this
project seeks to address, highlighting literature relevant to the project's goals. This is
followed (Chapters 3 to 5) by a detailed description of the system employed to manage
and monitor bandwidth, ﬁrst presenting the system design then the implementation phase,
and ﬁnally deployment and results. The last section (Chapter 6) is a review of the work
covered and draws conclusions regarding this project.
The remainder of this section presents an overview of each chapter:
• Chapter 2 examines current Internet usage in South Africa and why a need exists to
manage and monitor bandwidth use to provide eﬀective and eﬃcient use of the scarce
resource. Network applications, tools and hardware are discussed along with their
beneﬁts and shortfalls in terms of achieving the goals of this project. This chapter
describes two community research networks which were used as test sites for this
project. Systems which provide similar outcomes to this project are investigated,
with their advantages and disadvantages.
• Chapter 3 describes the design of the system that was implemented to manage and
monitor bandwidth use at the two community networks, along with how it ﬁts into
an existing network. This chapter gives insight into what type of applications and
tools are needed to implement a workable package. This is a high level view of the
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system and how it was constructed, in terms of concepts used and not the actual
technology used.
• Chapter 4 discusses the implementation of the system design. Using the concepts
discussed in Chapter 3 applications and tools are chosen to meet the goals of the
design requirements. This chapter presents some of the more technical aspects of
this project, demonstrating how the applications and tools are integrated to produce
a working solution to meet the design and project goals.
• Chapter 5 discusses the deployment of the proposed solution to the two community
networks. It explains how the deployment was conducted. This chapter also presents
the results of the deployed system and shows how it was used to manage and monitor
the two research networks.
• Chapter 6 discusses a number of conclusions that can be reached when considering
the results from Chapter 5. Goals stated in Chapter 1 are revisited and conclusions
are drawn on them. This chapter summarises and concludes this dissertation and
lists future research that could be conducted to extend and further this work.
Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Introduction
The Internet has inﬂuenced the way that the population of the world stays in touch.
Many devices today are Internet Enabled, enabling millions of users world wide to get
connected. Devices capable of Internet connectivity include computers, laptops, netbooks,
mobile phones, smart phones and even WiFi enabled SD cards1. Internet use in South
Africa is increasing, from 2.4 million Internet users in 2000 to 4.6 million users in 2008.
However, South Africa's level of Internet connectivity is not nearly as ubiquitous as it is
in developed countries.
The chapter begins with a discussion on the limited availability of Internet bandwidth
in South Africa in Section 2.2. In a scenario with a limited bandwidth Internet connection,
the resource needs to be adequately managed and this is described in Section 2.3. A
number of monitoring and troubleshooting tools are available for use within a network and
some pertinent tools and applications are discussed in Section 2.4. Monitoring provides
invaluable network usage information to an administrator, however, monitoring itself does
not lead to eﬀective management of a network, thus we also investigate a number of tools
and applications for bandwidth management.
A widely used solution for a private network with a limited number of real world IP
addresses is Network Address Translation (NAT). Reasons for utilising NAT are described
in Section 2.5. To facilitate secure tunnels over a shared connection medium is Point-to-
Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE) can be implemented, it is discussed further in
Section 2.6.
A brief introduction to the Domain Naming System (DNS) and a popular application
to implement it, BIND, is presented in Section 2.7. Squid Caching Proxy Server, an
1Eye-Fi - http://www.eye.ﬁ/
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application to control and reduce the amount of bandwidth used in accessing the World
Wide Web (WWW), is discussed in Section 2.8. Section 2.9 presents a web based appli-
cation called LightSquid, which summarises the Squid access log ﬁles. LightSquid allows
eﬀectively monitoring the amount and type of content accessed from the Internet via the
proxy server. A necessary component for a network of any size is a ﬁrewall and two
implementations are described in Section 2.10 with their methods for limiting Internet
usage.
Two community research networks have been identiﬁed which are in need of a system to
manage and monitor bandwidth use. The two networks, their layouts and their associated
problems are discussed in Section 2.11. Four applications, which produce similar desired
results to this research project have been identiﬁed in Section 2.12. The similar projects'
advantages and disadvantages are also presented, however, neither were found to meet
the requirements of the research networks.
2.2 Internet and bandwidth in South Africa
In South Africa, there are many diﬀerent types of Internet connectivity options available,
however, the majority of these options are in urban areas. Internet connectivity options
are limited in rural areas due to the scarcity of telecommunications infrastructure. In
South Africa, and indeed in most of Africa, using or having an Internet connection is
considered a luxury, and it is not as widely used as it is in developed countries. Even
though there are a number of Internet connection options, the majority of South Africans
cannot aﬀord it due to high prices.
Statistics South Africa2 conducted a study of South African households and their In-
come and Expenditure, and the results were made available in 2008 [100]. The study took
a sample of over 21 thousand households from a population of over 12 million households in
South Africa. Approximately 11 thousand households were in urban areas and 9 thousand
were situated in rural areas. The study revealed that 14.7% of all South African house-
holds had a computer, however, only 6.5% of all households had some form of Internet
service [100]. Only 22% of South African households had a landline telephone, although
70.4% had a cellular telephone. 30.9% of landline telephones were situated in urban
households compared to only 5.4% of rural households. The majority of the households
which had a computer and an Internet service were in the upper income groups [100].
The high cost of an Internet connection is hampering the uptake of Internet based
services in South Africa. This is limiting South Africans from using and creating new
2Statistics South Africa: http://www.statssa.gov.za/
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web-based technologies. Internet services created for South African users need to take into
account that a large majority of South Africans have a very limited Internet connection
in terms of bandwidth and throughput [68]. The high cost of bandwidth in South Africa
poses a barrier to the country's contribution to international trade and knowledge, also
limiting the growth of local markets and education in the country [86].
Seacom has provided a ﬁbre optic cable along the East Coast of Africa to Southern
Africa, Europe and Asia [84]. The Seacom cable has a capacity of 1.28 TB/s, which will
enable a higher utilisation of services; such as high deﬁnition television; IPTV; peer to
peer networking and supply the growing demand of Internet bandwidth in Africa. The
undersea cable came on-line in South Africa on 23 July 2009 [84]. Before this, South Africa
was connected to Europe and Spain through the SAT-3/SAFE (South Atlantic 3/West
Africa Submarine Cable) ﬁbre optic cable along the West Coast of Africa. Capacity of the
SAT-3/SAFE cable was insuﬃcient to oﬀer fast broadband, however, Seacom is proposed
to provide 10 times more bandwidth [57]. The introduction of the Seacom cable is expected
to reduce the price of Internet bandwidth [51] and provide new opportunities [1], however,
telecommunication infrastructure in many rural areas within South Africa are still being
developed and deployed. Therefore, the majority of beneﬁts from the increased bandwidth
supply will only be seen in urban areas. Telecommunications in South Africa is improving,
however, it is not at a state similar to developed countries.
With limited availability of bandwidth and infrastructure, systems need to be put in
place to manage how Internet services are being used. When an Internet connection is
used by a single user, they can control and limit their own usage. A shared Internet
connection needs speciﬁc measures in place to control its use and allow fair distribution
among all the users.
2.3 Managing Internet Access
The Internet encapsulates a wealth of information and data which is constantly being
changed and updated, and search engines allow for easy access to a wide variety of mul-
timedia. Information that can be found on the Internet can be legitimate and well re-
searched information with reliable sources, or it can simply be a single individual's opinion
on a speciﬁc subject matter. As information on any subject matter can be easily accessed
and taking into account the location of the people using the Internet connection, controls
may need to be implemented to prevent or limit access to certain subject matter [81].
For an example, in the scenario of a school computer laboratory, access to certain
websites and services could be limited (or denied) depending on their content. As schools
are locations in which education takes place, the Internet should generally be used for
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educational purposes and not primarily recreational purposes. Instead of allowing the
students access to only certain sites, it is preferred to limit or deny access to a list of
known websites, otherwise known as a blacklist. The blacklists can either be created
manually or ready made lists are freely available [85]. It is possible to obtain blacklists in
distinct content categories such as illegal, advertising, downloads, gambling, pornographic
and violent content [85]. A blacklists could be constructed based on the requirements of
the location at which the Internet is accessed. Another popular method of limiting access
is to prevent accessing websites which contain one or more predeﬁned keywords [81].
However, keywords, or combinations of keywords can be a rather poor representation of
the meaning of texts and therefore may block otherwise acceptable sites [81].
Many websites exist that are bandwidth intensive, for example, the popular video
sharing website YouTube and social networking websites Facebook and MySpace [34,61].
In an educational setting, the aforementioned websites are generally considered to be
used as recreational websites, however, they can also have educational merit in speciﬁc
circumstances. As these types of websites are bandwidth intensive, they may be required
to be limited or blocked, unless a user has a speciﬁc educational reason to have access to
them. Without controls on bandwidth intensive websites, you run the risk of a tragedy
of the commons scenario where a few ruin the experience for the rest by wasting the
shared resource [40]. However, this may not be the intentional outcome by the few that
are aﬀecting the experience for others.
When bandwidth is a ﬁnite resource, it may need to be equitably distributed amongst
users to ensure fairness of use. In a limited bandwidth scenario, Internet usage could be
logged and a per user quota could be used to limit user access to fair levels. User quotas
can be a predeﬁned amount (bandwidth), which could diﬀer per location. When a user
reaches their maximum allocated bandwidth, their Internet access can either be limited
in speed (throughput) or their access can be denied. Internet usage could be limited by
time online or amount transferred in a time period, for example bandwidth used per x
days, per week or per month.
Two common methods that are used to limit throughput on a (Internet) connection are
policing and shaping of network traﬃc [16]. Traﬃc policing is implemented by dropping
packets over the maximum throughput rate. Policing network traﬃc tends to propagate
bursts of traﬃc ﬂows. The result is a throughput rate that, when graphed, appears
as a saw-tooth with crests and troughs [16]. Traﬃc shaping retains the excess packets,
which would exceed the maximum throughput rate, in a queue and schedules them for
later transmission over a period of time. The result of traﬃc shaping is a smoothed
throughput rate.
To aid in allocating bandwidth fairly and eﬃciently, monitoring of the network needs
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to be conducted to investigate how the network is being used. The following section
discusses some applications and tools that are available to assist in management and
monitoring networks and bandwidth.
2.4 Tools for Monitoring and Troubleshooting Networks
The applications and tools discussed in this section aid administrators in determining
the health of an IP based network, providing troubleshooting information and assessing
the utilisation of a network. Utilisation of the network includes network traﬃc within
the Local Area Network (LAN) or utilising services outside the LAN (on the Internet).
By understanding how the network is being used, it is then possible to implement better
controls and limits on network services to ensure an equitable distribution of network
resources between the users. A number of these components have been integrated into
the project system.
This section discusses some simple tools and network protocols before it proceeds onto
more advanced tools, graphing and monitoring applications which can be customised to
suit speciﬁc network requirements. This section is separated into nine subsections. The
ﬁrst three sections discuss ping, traceroute and cURL. These are basic network trou-
bleshooting and information gathering tools. Section 2.4.4 is a detailed description of
SNMP, and NetFlow is discussed in Section 2.4.5. The last three sections present a
graphing solution, Cacti, and two monitoring applications, Zenoss Core and Nagios.
2.4.1 ping
The ping [67] program is a common tool included with most modern Operating Systems
(OSs). The ping program tests basic connectivity between two systems running TCP/IP
and using the ICMP protocol [104]. ICMP is often considered part of the Network Layer
(layer three) protocol in the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) network stack [44], however,
ICMP packets are encapsulated within IP datagrams [104]. Ping sends Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP) echo requests to a host and receives ICMP echo responses [76].
This simple action allows the Round Trip Time (RTT) to be measured which quantiﬁes
the latency of the network connection [48]. Ping also measures how many packets were
lost during the test; packet loss provides a rough measure of the quality of the network
connection between the two hosts. Latency is the delay from requesting data and receiving
a response, or in the case of one-way communication from the moment of transmission
until the moment the data is received. Diﬀerent communication technologies have diﬀerent
latencies. By measuring packet loss and RTT, an administrator can determine the quality
of the network connection being tested. Ping can be used as a starting point for network
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dan@g03w0418 :~ $ ping −c 4 c a t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za
PING ca t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ( 146 . 2 31 . 1 18 . 1 31 ) 56(84) bytes o f data .
64 bytes from ca t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ( 1 4 6 . 2 3 1 . 1 1 8 . 1 3 1 ) : icmp_seq=1 t t l =124 time=42.1 ms
64 bytes from ca t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ( 1 4 6 . 2 3 1 . 1 1 8 . 1 3 1 ) : icmp_seq=2 t t l =124 time=46.6 ms
64 bytes from ca t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ( 1 4 6 . 2 3 1 . 1 1 8 . 1 3 1 ) : icmp_seq=3 t t l =124 time=48.2 ms
64 bytes from ca t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ( 1 4 6 . 2 3 1 . 1 1 8 . 1 3 1 ) : icmp_seq=4 t t l =124 time=49.1 ms
−−− c a t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ping s t a t i s t i c s −−−
4 packets transmitted , 4 rece ived , 0% packet l o s s , time 3013ms
r t t min/avg/max/mdev = 42 .110/46 .555/49 .189/2 .721 ms
Figure 2.1: Example of ping Usage
dan@g03w0418 :~ $ ping −R −c 4 c a t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za
PING ca t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ( 146 . 2 31 . 1 18 . 1 31 ) 56(124) bytes o f data .
64 bytes from ca t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ( 1 4 6 . 2 3 1 . 1 1 8 . 1 3 1 ) : icmp_seq=1 t t l =124 time=50.2 ms
NOP
RR: g03w0418−5. i c t . ru . ac . za ( 1 4 6 . 2 3 1 . 1 2 3 . 9 )
dukat . d s l . ru . ac . za ( 1 46 . 2 3 1 . 1 1 3 . 3 7 )
dan . gw . ru . ac . za ( 1 46 . 2 31 . 1 18 . 1 29 )
c a t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ( 1 46 . 2 31 . 1 18 . 1 31 )
dan−gw . scw . ru . ac . za ( 146 . 2 31 . 1 17 . 1 54 )
dukat . d s l . ru . ac . za ( 1 46 . 2 3 1 . 1 1 3 . 3 7 )
g03w0418−5. i c t . ru . ac . za ( 1 4 6 . 2 3 1 . 1 2 3 . 9 )
64 bytes from ca t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ( 1 4 6 . 2 3 1 . 1 1 8 . 1 3 1 ) : icmp_seq=2 t t l =124 time=46.1 ms
NOP ( same route )
64 bytes from ca t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ( 1 4 6 . 2 3 1 . 1 1 8 . 1 3 1 ) : icmp_seq=3 t t l =124 time=52.4 ms
NOP ( same route )
64 bytes from ca t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ( 1 4 6 . 2 3 1 . 1 1 8 . 1 3 1 ) : icmp_seq=4 t t l =124 time=50.5 ms
NOP ( same route )
−−− c a t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ping s t a t i s t i c s −−−
4 packets transmitted , 4 rece ived , 0% packet l o s s , time 3009ms
r t t min/avg/max/mdev = 46 .170/49 .834/52 .434/2 .279 ms
Figure 2.2: Example of ping with IP record route option
troubleshooting. By using ping, a network user can test whether a speciﬁc host on the
network is online, if the host is online it will respond to the ICMP echo request (unless
the host is conﬁgured to not respond to ICMP echo requests or ICMP is blocked by a
ﬁrewall, which are the default settings on Microsoft Windows XP and newer OSs). By
testing a known host, it is possible to test if a network link (or segment) is up.
An example of ping in use can be seen in Figure 2.1. In the example, four ICMP
Echo Requests are sent to the host catalyst.scw.ru.ac.za. Each line displays the ICMP
Echo Responses from the host; it displays how many bytes were received, which ICMP
packet it was in the sequence, the packets Time to Live (TTL) and the time in took from
sending the request to receiving the response. In this example, of the four ICMP packets
that were transmitted four ICMP packets were received. The summary shows that there
was a 0% packet loss and the total test took 3013 ms. The last line in the example shows
minimum, average, maximum and mean deviation of the RTT [67].
The ping program provides an option to record the network route it took to reach
and return from the speciﬁed host. The IP record route option (most versions enabled
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by attaching the -R ﬂag) asks each router which handles the ICMP datagram to add its
IP address to a list [104]. When ping receives the ICMP echo reply it prints the list of
IP addresses. See Figure 2.2 for an example of ping with the IP record route option.
However, this feature of ping does not always provide suitable outputs; there is limited
space in the ICMP datagram; and some routers might not check the ICMP datagram for
this option. Rather, for tracing the route to a speciﬁc host on the network, traceroute
can be used.
2.4.2 traceroute
The traceroute [49] program is a network tool used to determine the route taken by packets
across a TCP/IP network. Although it is possible that two consecutive IP datagrams from
the same source to the same destination could follow diﬀerent routes, it is unlikely. Ping
with the record route option set (see Figure 2.2) can gather this information, but it relies
on the routers supporting the option. Traceroute does not require any special or optional
features at any routers along the path.
Traceroute relies on IP and manipulates the TTL ﬁeld in the IP packet header.
The Microsoft Windows implementation of traceroute (tracert) [64] uses ICMP pack-
ets. FreeBSD's traceroute [49] uses UDP packets by default, but can use TCP, GRE
and ICMP packets. Each router that handles the IP datagram is required to decrement
the TTL by either one or the number of seconds the router held the datagram. Most
routers will hold a datagram for less than a second, eﬀectively making the TTL a hop
counter, decremented by one by each router. The purpose of the TTL ﬁeld is to prevent
datagrams from traveling in inﬁnite loops, which can occur during times that routers are
down [104]. When a router receives a datagram whose TTL is either 0 or 1 it will not
forward the datagram. Instead the router discards the datagram and sends back a ICMP
Time Exceeded response to the originating host.
Traceroute, by default, sends three IP packets (triplets) with consecutively incre-
mented TTLs on the IP datagrams. Traceroute sends an IP datagram with a TTL of 1
to the destination host, the ﬁrst router decrements the TTL, discards the datagram and
sends back a ICMP Time Exceeded. Traceroute has identiﬁed the ﬁrst router in the
path. Traceroute then sends a datagram with a TTL of 2 to the destination host, and
identiﬁes the second router in the path.
A number of tracing methods are supported by traceroute, the default (in FreeBSD)
is to use UDP datagrams on decrementing unlikely port numbers to return a ICMP Port
Unreachable on the destination host. Various other methods supported by traceroute
include using ICMP datagrams as the probes; constant destination port (default port
80, HTTP) and TCP datagrams, intended to bypass ﬁrewalls; and UDP datagrams with
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dan@g03w0418 :~ $ t r a c e r ou t e c a t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za
t r a c e r ou t e to c a t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ( 1 46 . 2 3 1 . 1 1 8 . 1 31 ) , 30 hops max , 40 byte packets
1 i c t . gw . ru . ac . za ( 1 4 6 . 2 3 1 . 1 2 0 . 1 ) 0 .451 ms 0 .601 ms 0 .738 ms
2 rtu02−ds l 1 . d s l . ru . ac . za ( 146 . 2 31 . 1 13 . 2 34 ) 7 .742 ms 8 .846 ms 9 .839 ms
3 dukat . d s l . ru . ac . za ( 1 46 . 2 3 1 . 1 1 3 . 3 7 ) 11 .453 ms 12.122 ms 13.446 ms
4 dan−gw . scw . ru . ac . za ( 146 . 2 31 . 1 17 . 1 54 ) 43 .352 ms 48.511 ms 55.140 ms
5 c a t a l y s t . scw . ru . ac . za ( 146 . 2 31 . 1 18 . 1 31 ) 65 .502 ms 68.553 ms 69.559 ms
Figure 2.3: Example of traceroute usage
constant destination port (default 53, DNS) [49].
Figure 2.3 shows an example of the traceroute program, tracing the network path to
the host catalyst.scw.ru.ac.za . The ﬁrst line of output displays the name and IP address
of the destination host. Next, the output states that traceroute will attempt a maximum
of 30 increments of the TTL and each datagram sent will be 40 bytes. Each successive
line in the output shows the TTL followed by the name of the host or router and its
associated IP address. For each TTL, three datagrams are sent and the RTT for each are
calculated and printed. By sending three datagrams, an average RTT can be quantiﬁed.
The traceroute halted at a TTL of 5 when it reached its destination host. Figure 2.3
shows a traceroute in its default form using UDP datagrams and an unlikely port number
of the destination host. Firewalls may block connections on high port numbers, eﬀectively
stopping a traceroute short of its destination.
Traceroute allows administrators to conﬁrm routing is conﬁgured correctly within the
network. It provides information such as the RTT for each datagram to reach each router,
providing an understanding about the latency of each hop. However, traceroute does not
provide the throughput rate for transferring ﬁles between the source and destination hosts.
The cURL program can be used to quantify the throughput between two hosts.
2.4.3 cURL
The cURL3 program is a command line tool for transferring ﬁles with Uniform Resource
Locator (URL) syntax [102]. It is available for download on a number of OSs. A large
number of protocols are supported including FTP, HTTP, HTTPS and SCP [103]. The
syntax of the URL is protocol dependent, more detailed information on URLs can be
found in RFC 3986 [7].
Figure 2.4 shows an example of a transfer using cURL to download a ﬁle from an
FTP server on the host catalyst.scw.ru.ac.za. The URL syntax shows the protocol used
(ftp:// ), the user (test), the password (password), the host name (catalyst.scw.ru.ac.za)
and the ﬁle required (/test8000k.dat). The ﬁle was not stored on the local machine but
3cURL - http://curl.haxx.se/
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dan@g03w0418 :~ $ cu r l f tp : // t e s t : password@catalyst . scw . ru . ac . za/ te s t8000k . dat > /dev/ nu l l
% Total % Received % Xferd Average Speed Time Time Time Current
Dload Upload Total Spent Le f t Speed
100 8023k 100 8023k 0 0 88064 0 0 : 0 1 : 3 3 0 : 0 1 : 3 3 −−:−−:−− 88874
Figure 2.4: Example of cURL usage
rather the received output was redirected to /dev/null. The summary provides some basic
information about the transfer, including the size of the ﬁle, average download speed and
duration of the transfer. In this example, the download of a 8023 Kb ﬁle took 1 minute
33 seconds at an average throughput rate of 88 Kbps.
The example provided in Figure 2.4 shows cURL as a basic test for measuring through-
put across a network or the Internet.
2.4.4 Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
A widely used approach to network monitoring and management is the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) [38,62,72]. This protocol was formulated in 1988 in RFC
1067 [14]. SNMP has undergone many changes since 1988 and is presently in version three
(SNMPv3 [41]), however, the two prior versions (SNMPv1 [15] and SNMPv2c [77]) are
still supported in most software and devices (as this is best current practice according to
RFC 3584 [33]).
A number of applications are available providing a host with an SNMP agent and
SNMP tools, three implementations (Net-SNMP [72], BSNMP4 and Microsoft Windows
SNMP Service [63]) are discussed later in this section.
Key network devices (such as servers, hosts, switches and routers) may be equipped
with SNMP agent software so that they may be managed from a management station [62].
"The [SNMP] management agent responds to requests for information from a manage-
ment station, responds to requests for actions from the management station, and may
asynchronously provide the management station with important but unsolicited informa-
tion" [98].
In SNMP, resources on the network are referred to as an object and each object is a
data variable that represents one aspect of the managed system. An object is referred to
using a numerical Object Identiﬁer (OID) for examples see Table 2.1. In this table, OIDs
are presented for the monitored systems description, system uptime and hostname. As
OIDs are diﬃcult for people to remember a method of assigning human readable names
has been deﬁned.
A collection of these objects (OIDs), in human readable form are referred to as the
4BSNMP - Mini SNMP daemon - http://people.freebsd.org/~harti/bsnmp/
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Object Identiﬁer (OID) Management Information Base (MIB)
.1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0 .iso.org.dod.internet.mgmt.mib-2.system.sysDescr.0
.1.3.6.1.2.1.1.3.0 .iso.org.dod.internet.mgmt.mib-2.system.sysUpTime.sysUpTimeInstance
.1.3.6.1.2.1.1.5.0 .iso.org.dod.internet.mgmt.mib-2.system.sysName.0
Table 2.1: SNMP OIDs Mapped to MIBs [70]
Management Information Base (MIB). Using MIBs and the examples given in Table 2.1,
the OID numerical representation changes to more human readable forms. To a large
extent, the information contained in the MIBs are standardised, however, some propri-
etary devices can set aside their own MIBs and these can be obtained by contacting
the device manufacturer. A common use for SNMP is measuring how many bytes have
been transferred on a network interface by using the MIBs for the InOctet and OutOctet
counters [48].
Monitoring the SNMP managed system can be undertaken by retrieving the value of
MIB objects. A management station can then cause an action to take place at an agent or
can change the conﬁguration settings of an agent by modifying the value of speciﬁc MIBs
[62,98]. SNMPv1 and SNMPv2 both have limited security features, namely authentication
and privacy [99]. The use of SNMPv3 is advised as it provides authentication, privacy
and access control when managing the SNMP agents [99]. In addition to responding to
requests, SNMP can notify the management station of an occurrence of a preconﬁgured
event, these events are sent as a one way message to the management station and are called
traps. SNMP is a useful network management protocol as it provides an administrator
with the advantage of being able to manage all devices from a central point.
A number of SNMP agent and management software implementations are available,
however, three have been identiﬁed for inclusion in this discussion, Net-SNMP, BSNMP
and Windows SNMP Service. Net-SNMP [72] is a collection of SNMP applications used to
implement SNMP v1/v2c/v3 using both IPv4 and IPv6. Net-SNMP is available for many
Unix like OS's and also for Microsoft Windows. The installation of Net-SNMP comes pre-
packaged with a number of MIBs for a wide variety of devices. An SNMP agent is included
for responding to queries for MIBs via the daemon snmpd, this includes many built in MIBs
and can be extended using dynamically loadable modules. The SNMP agent snmpd binds
to a speciﬁc port and awaits requests from SNMP management software; when it receives
a request it processes it, collects the requested information or performs the requested
operations and returns the information to the sender [71]. Net-SNMP also provides a
number of useful SNMP based applications. The collection of Net-SNMP applications
include snmpget, snmpgetnext and snmpset which retrieves or sets a single OID; snmpwalk
retrieves a subtree of MIBs using multiple snmpgetnext requests; snmpstatus returns a
number of basic statistics of the host such as OS, system uptime and summarises network
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interface statistics; and snmptranslate which converts numerical OIDs to textual forms.
A lightweight and simpler implementation of an SNMP agent is BSNMP [9]. BSNMP
consists of a small number of tools and bsnmpd the SNMP agent daemon. BSNMP
supports SNMP v1/v2c and only contains a small number of pre-package MIBs. Although
a lightweight implementation of an SNMP agent, BSNMP's functionality is implemented
via loadable modules and therefore can be extended to provide functions outside the
scope of network management. BSNMP is only available for installation on FreeBSD, it
is included in FreeBSDs source tree and is shipped with FreeBSD releases.
Bundled with Microsoft Windows family is the SNMP Service [63]. The SNMP service
is not enabled by default, however, it is easy to install and conﬁgure via a graphical
conﬁguration page. The Microsoft Windows OS's that were investigated were Windows
XP,Windows Vista andWindows 2003 Server [63]. Conﬁguration options include selecting
which services the SNMP service must monitor, such as physical disks, applications,
network interfaces, network routing and end-to-end connections. It is also possible to
conﬁgure SNMP communities, SNMP traps, and security.
An SNMP agent can only collect information on the machine on which it is installed.
To provide more detail of the network utilisation by the hosts, a NetFlow sensor can be
employed.
2.4.5 NetFlow
Operating a network without accurate traﬃc statistics is not desirable [94]. NetFlow can
provide network traﬃc usage statistics. NetFlow provides more ﬁne grained data than an
SNMP agent but not as detailed or high volume as packet sniﬀers [94]. SNMP facilitates
capacity planning, however, it does little to characterize traﬃc applications and patterns.
SNMP provides packet and byte counters, which are useful, but understanding which IP
addresses are the source and destination of traﬃc and which applications are generating
the traﬃc is invaluable [17]. NetFlow is a widely used tool for traﬃc accounting and traﬃc
analysis [75]. Using NetFlow to aggregate traﬃc information it is possible to understand
how the network is being used and how bandwidth should be separated between sites.
NetFlow is an open protocol developed by Cisco Systems Inc. for collecting IP network
traﬃc information. NetFlow can track a wide range of packet information at the Network
level (level 3 of the OSI stack [44]), for IPv4 and IPv6 traﬃc ﬂows. A ﬂow is described as
"active as long as observed packets that are meeting the ﬂow speciﬁcation are observed
separated in time by less than a speciﬁed timeout value" [19]. NetFlow gathers information
such as source and destination MAC addresses, IP address and ports; the number of
packets and bytes transmitted; timestamps on the packets; and TCP ﬂags [18].
NetFlow provides a session-level view of network traﬃc and records information about
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every TCP/IP transaction that occurs over the network [54]. NetFlow has three major
components, a sensor, a collector and a reporting system. The sensor is a daemon which
actively listens to network traﬃc on a speciﬁc network interface and captures the TCP/IP
session data. The NetFlow sensor exports summarised ﬂow data (NetFlow datagrams) to a
collecting host by UDP on a speciﬁc port number. The collector is a daemon which listens
on a UDP port for NetFlow datagrams and saves them for later evaluation. A reporting
system compiles the NetFlow datagrams from the collector and produces human readable
reports or graphs.
A range of NetFlow sensor implementations are available for use and three forms
of implementation are discussed. These are sensors implemented in hardware, software
based sensors and sensors dependent on another application. Cisco Systems Inc. provides
a range of NetFlow enabled routers and switches which natively perform ﬂow analysis
and exporting at the hardware level. Softﬂowd [92] is a software implementation of a
NetFlow sensor which relies on the libpcap5 library to sniﬀ packets as they pass through the
monitored network interface. Softﬂowd has been developed for use on Linux distributions
and BSD type OSs. A sensor application that is dependent on PF Firewall [39] is Powd
[73]. Powd converts PF Firewall status messages to NetFlow datagrams which are
transmitted to a collector. Utilising PF Firewall's stateful packet ﬁltering infrastructure
Powd allows ﬂow tracking that is fast and accurate [73].
SNMP and NetFlow monitoring can provide a substantial amount of data very quickly.
Data can be gathered about the system health of servers, the state of network services,
bytes or packets transferred in and out of network interfaces and ﬂows of data throughout
a network. Without eﬀectively using or viewing this data, the resources needed to collect
the data have been consumed unnecessarily. The following section discusses a graphing
solution, Cacti, which uses data from a number of sources and represents the data over
time via graph plots.
2.4.6 Cacti
Cacti6 is a web based graphing solution, utilising the customisability of Round Robin
Database tool (RRDtool) graphs [82]. Cacti provides quick polling of devices for system
data, advanced graph templates, various methods of acquiring data from multiple sources
(primarily utilising SNMP) and user management features. Cacti is capable of graphing
data from a small number of hosts, or networks with hundreds of devices [107].
The design of RRDtool is such that it allows the collection of status information from
5tcpdump/libpcap - http://www.tcpdump.org/
6Cacti - http://www.cacti.net/
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a range of data sources and generate graphical representations of the data collected over
a deﬁnable time period [82]. Data acquisition is preferred at constant time intervals,
however, RRDtool can interpolate missing values when new data is gathered from a
source. Data consolidation is performed after speciﬁc time periods as storing gathered
data for long periods can take up considerable amounts of disk space. RRDtool stores the
collected data in Round Robin Archives (RRA) as it is an eﬃcient method to store data
for a certain amount of time while using a known and constant amount of disk space [82].
RRAs are pre-conﬁgured to store a set number of records and when this value is reached,
the data is stored from the beginning of the RRA again. Multiple RRAs can be stored
within an RRD, allowing diﬀerent resolutions of the data for diﬀerent time frames. For
example, ﬁner grained data can be stored for data over the period of a day, and coarser
grained data can be stored for the period of a month. RRDtool allows the generation
of reports in numerical and graphical forms based on the data stored in one or more
RRDs [82]. Graphing using RRDtool is customisable, allowing changes of size, colour and
the contents of the graph. Cacti utilises the aforementioned strengths of RRDtool and
presents it in an easy to use and intuitive web based interface.
Cacti includes extensive user management features, allowing administrators to create
users and assign diﬀerent levels of permissions to the interface. Permissions can be speciﬁc
per-graph for each user, allowing only speciﬁc users to view graphs related to speciﬁc
devices.
A number of graphs can be created and viewed in Cacti. Limitations exist on the
amount of disk space available to house the RRDs and time to poll the devices for data.
RRD ﬁles can be populated with data from multiple data sources allowing for highly
customisable graphs. Users are able to deﬁne custom scripts that can be used to gather
data. Cacti has built in SNMP support for a number of SNMP implementations. A PHP-
based poller is provided to execute scripts, retrieve SNMP data and update the RRD ﬁles.
Cacti provides three types of templates to insert new devices and create new graphs easily.
Graph templates allow for the easy construction of new graphs. Data source templates
enable common data source types to be grouped together. Host templates are a group of
graph and data source templates that allows Cacti to deﬁne common host types. By using
host templates, data sources are populated and graphs are created to that speciﬁcation.
Figure 2.5 shows a working installation of Cacti. Along the left hand side of Figure
2.5 a list of devices is displayed in a tree structure, upon selecting a device, graphs that
are related to the device are shown in the main panel. This example shows the graphs for
CPU Usage and Load Average for the device Access Concentrator.
Cacti provides an administrator with a number of graphs about speciﬁc variables and
devices on a network. The next sections describe two monitoring applications, which ob-
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Figure 2.5: Example of Cacti - Screenshot
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tain a number of monitoring inputs and provide a succinct summary of all the devices on
a network. The applications were researched to understand how monitoring could be per-
formed and which variables should be monitored in a network. The method for displaying
status information on the user interfaces was particularly relevant to this project.
2.4.7 Zenoss Core
Zenoss Inc.7 provide three software packages which can aid the administrator of a net-
work of any size. The software packages available are Zenoss Core, Zenoss Professional
and Zenoss Enterprise. The Zenoss Core package is licensed as open source, whereas
Professional and Enterprise require a commercial subscription license. The focus of this
discussion is on Zenoss Core as it is a free package.
Zenoss Core [121] is a network monitoring package that monitors the conﬁguration,
health and performance of networks. Network devices, servers and applications are moni-
tored through a single, integrated software package. Zenoss Core is available for installa-
tion on a number of OS's including various Linux distributions, FreeBSD, Solaris 10 and
Mac OS X.
Zenoss Core is a web based application which installs to a central server on the net-
work. It provides administrators with a single interface that allows device management;
availability and performance monitoring; event management; system report generation;
and user alert management [5].
The user interface of Zenoss Core provides a single access point to the monitoring
system and requires no OS speciﬁc knowledge to use. The interface features customisable
drag-and-drop portlets that allow a customised view of a network's health. An example
of the interface is provided in Figure 2.6. In this example, there are three portlets : Device
Issues, Root Organisers and Locations. The Device Issues portlet displays any problems
with individual devices. The Root Organiser displays device issues per group of devices,
and Locations shows the location of the devices, with their related status.
Device management uses a Conﬁguration Management Database (CMDB) to store a
model of the network environment and any changes to the environment [5]. With Zenoss
Core, devices can either be added manually or by auto-discovering active devices by
searching the network routing tables. Devices, and the variables which are monitored are
modeled using SNMP, SSH or port scans. Devices can be organised by locations, groups,
classes or systems.
Availability of devices or services can be monitored by using SNMP or ICMP. Avail-
ability statuses can be checked for network devices; TCP/IP or UDP services and ports;
7Zenoss Inc. - http://www.zenoss.com/
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Figure 2.6: Example of Zenoss Core - CoE Testbed
URL availability and Microsoft Windows or Linux services and processes. Performance
monitors collect time series data and provide an administrator with graphical analysis
of ﬁle system statistics; CPU and memory usage. It also has plugins for Cacti support.
Zenoss Core can generate an alert if a device crosses a pre-deﬁned performance threshold
(for example a disk running low on storage space).
Zenoss Core monitors a variety of sources for events. Sources monitored include system
logs; availability and performance monitors; SNMP traps; and Microsoft Windows event
logs. Events can generate a customised response by sending an email, a pager alert or
running a script. Conﬁguration of how Zenoss handles events is deﬁned by alerting rules
for users or groups of users.
Zenoss Core generates reports that allow an administrator to view the current status
of devices, or historic events. The reports integrate with device management, performance
monitors, events and user functions. The ability to create custom reports is also present.
Monitoring using Zenoss Core provides the administrator of a network of any size with
a fully featured monitoring solution. It provides a number of monitoring methods, gener-
ates reports and alerts administrators of speciﬁed events. Zenoss Core was deployed for
evaluation to monitor devices in the CoE Testbed network (described in Section 2.11.1)
and alerted speciﬁc individuals of events for devices which they were responsible for. An-
other open source software package which is similar yet more extendable and customisable
than Zenoss Core, is Nagios.
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2.4.8 Nagios
Nagios8 is a system, network and application monitoring software package. It is an open
source, Unix based, monitoring package with a web based front-end. Nagios can monitor
servers, network devices, applications and any other device that can be accessed via
TCP/IP networking. It can monitor hosts running almost any OS and can be conﬁgured
to work through ﬁrewalls, VPN tunnels, across SSH tunnels and the Internet [110]. Nagios
monitoring is based on three simple states; green informs that a variable is in a working
condition; yellow means a variable is in a questionable or warning state; and red denotes
a critical state.
Nagios can monitor a variety of attributes of devices. Attributes can range from
system attributes such as CPU, memory and disk usage to the status of applications,
ﬁles and databases. It can be conﬁgured to continuously monitor network services such
as SMTP, POP3, HTTP, NNTP, SSH and FTP [6]. It can also monitor environmental
factors such as temperature and humidity, given the right devices. Alerts can take many
forms, including email, pager alerts and SMS's.
Multiple Nagios installations situated around a network can form a distributed mon-
itoring model, with multiple servers collecting data about devices in a network and re-
porting them to a central Nagios server. This is ideal for large networks with sites geo-
graphically separated from each other.
A strength of Nagios compared to other monitoring packages, such as Zenoss Core, is
its modular structure. Nagios relies on external programs for service and host monitoring
and these are known as plugins. Nagios is initially installed with many plugins for typical
monitoring requirements, however, custom plugins are available and can be personally
developed. A plugin is a simple program that outputs one of four possible conditions;
OK; WARNING; CRITICAL; or UNKNOWN for unexpected errors [6]. Plugins can
be created as a shell script, for example using bash9, perl10 or python11. By providing
a method to create plugins, Nagios is extendable to monitor any device which can be
measured electronically.
Nagios has a complex alerting or notiﬁcation system. The sending side, Nagios, can
be conﬁgured as to when a user should be notiﬁed; for example, only on week days during
the hours 8 AM to 5 PM or when a device is in a critical state and not a warning state.
The person who receives the notiﬁcation has the ability to forward the notiﬁcation to
another user, or discard it. Nagios also has the ability to make use of external programs
8Nagios - http://www.nagios.org/
9GNU Bourne-Again SHell (Bash) - http://www.gnu.org/software/bash/
10Perl Programming Language - http://www.perl.org/
11Python Programming Language - http://www.python.org/
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for notiﬁcation, to send SMS's or leave voice mail messages on an administrators mobile
phone [6]. Notiﬁcations can be conﬁgured to escalate, for example if a problem has
not been addressed in a certain time frame, an email can be sent to the administrators
supervisor.
The web front-end provides administrators with a range of information arranged by
any issues involved. The front-end can provide summaries of the monitoring in many
forms, including an overall summary, problematic services or hosts and group statuses
[6]. Custom summaries can be created to show speciﬁc devices together. From the
front-end, and in a network with more than one administrator, an administrator can
inform colleagues upon accepting a particular problem to address, allowing the other
administrators to focus on other problems.
Nagios provides a similar function to Zenoss Core, however, it is more extendable to
ﬁt into any network. Nagios provides an administrator with the ability to write custom
plugins to monitor almost any device.
2.4.9 Section Summary
This section described a number of tools and applications available for monitoring and
troubleshooting networks. The section started with some simple tools, ping and tracer-
oute, which can aid an administrator in troubleshooting problems and conﬁguring net-
work routing. The cURL program allows the transfer of ﬁles using the URL syntax from
a number of diﬀerent protocols, and generates some simple throughput rates achieved
in transferring a ﬁle. SNMP was discussed, demonstrating how an SNMP agent can be
used to monitor various hosts and services throughout a network. Following this, Net-
Flow was described allowing for ﬁner grained data than SNMP, capturing information
about how the network is being used and how data ﬂows around a network. A graphing
solution, Cacti, was discussed which can generate graphs from a number of diﬀerent in-
put sources including SNMP and NetFlow data. Two open source web based monitoring
software packages were discussed, including the advantages they can provide a network
administrator. Zenoss Core takes input from a number of diﬀerent sources to produce a
comprehensive summary on the health of a number of devices, services and applications.
Nagios, a similar yet more extendable and customisable package than Zenoss Core, allows
data input through the use of custom plugins.
Monitoring can produce a large amount of information from the data it collects but
this information needs to be used to eﬀectively manage a network. The following sections
describe relevant network related tools and solutions.
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Subnet IP Start IP End
10.0.0.0/8 10.0.0.0 10.255.255.255
172.16.0.0/12 172.16.0.0 172.31.255.255
192.168.0.0/16 192.168.0.0 192.168.255.255
Table 2.2: Private IP Address Space [78]
2.5 Network Address Translation (NAT)
In response to the fast growing IP based Internet, where IP addresses were being depleted
rapidly, Network Address Translation (NAT) was seen as a possible solution [22, 97].
NAT was ﬁrst deﬁned in RFC 1631 in 1994 [22], however, it was later made obsolete and
replaced by RFC 3022 in 2001 [97]. NAT was intended to be an interim solution until a
new IP standard was developed with a larger address space [22]. A new IP protocol, IP
version 6 (IPv6), was introduced providing a much larger address space [21]. However,
uptake and support of IPv6 is still underway.
Another solution to the rapidly depleting unique IP addresses was the introduction
of private IP ranges as deﬁned in RFC 1918 [78]. Speciﬁc IP ranges were allocated for
private use, which required no application to an Internet registry for the allocation of
a unique range of IP addresses [78]. The IP ranges that were allocated can be seen in
Table 2.2. However, hosts assigned with a private IP can only communicate with hosts
within the private network, they cannot have IP connectivity to any host outside of their
network [78]. Using NAT, external IP connectivity is possible for hosts within a private
IP range.
NAT is a service conﬁgured on a router to translate internal (LAN) IP addresses to an
external IP address(es) which is Internet routable [22]. In some cases there may be more
than one external IP address for NAT to utilise. NAT is required when a LAN cannot
communicate with external hosts for security reasons or because the LAN uses a private
IP range [97]. As an example, an Internet Service Provider (ISP) may assign a single
unique IP address for use with an access router, NAT would allow hosts in the LAN to
simultaneously use the Internet using the single IP address assigned to their router [97].
An ISP may also provide multiple IP addresses for the access router to utilise.
When NAT receives an outbound IP packet from the LAN, it rewrites the source IP
address and the TCP/UDP port number [97]. The source IP address will be rewritten
with an Internet routable IP address. The translation process also requires checksums
within the IP and TCP/UDP packets to be rewritten to reﬂect the changes. NAT stores
information about the state of each TCP/IP connection and when a packet is received
from outside the LAN it checks the state information and correctly rewrites the destination
IP address of the packet to the host in the LAN which requested it.
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As a result of ISP's providing a limited number of unique IP addresses for networks
to use due to their limited availability, NAT and private IP ranges can be used to provide
hosts within a LAN with shared Internet connectivity. The next section describes PPPoE,
a protocol to encrypt and authenticate connections to securely transport data over an
Ethernet link.
2.6 Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE)
Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE) is a method for encapsulating Point-to-
Point Protocol (PPP) frames within Ethernet frames [58]. PPP is described in RFC
1661 [89] and PPPoE in RFC 2516 [58]. A frame is a unit of transmission at the datalink
layer, layer 1 of the OSI stack [44]. PPP operates at the datalink layer and can provide
authentication, encryption and compression over a point-to-point link [89]. PPP provides
a method to encapsulate network layer protocols (such as IP or ICMP) simultaneously
over the same link [89].
By encapsulating PPP in Ethernet frames, it is possible to overcome some of the
limited security features of Ethernet such as IP address conﬂicts. PPPoE was initially
designed for use by ISPs with broadband access technology over an Ethernet network [58].
However, it can be used over any point-to-point Ethernet network which uses a shared
connection medium (such as a wireless network) to enforce encrypted and authenticated
links for authorised users.
The PPPoE connection has two stages, the discovery stage and the PPP session stage
[58]. The discovery stage is inherently a client-server relationship, with a PPPoE server
and PPPoE client. During this stage, the client discovers a server by identifying the
Ethernet MAC address of the server. It is possible to have multiple PPPoE servers within
a network. After identifying the server, a PPP session is created, involving the client and
server allocating a PPP virtual interface for communication with each other [58]. The
established connection is commonly referred to as a tunnel. The tunnel can carry network
layer protocols over the encrypted, authenticated and compressed PPPoE tunnel [58].
PPPoE can be used to limit network use to authorised users and ensure encrypted IP
traﬃc over an Ethernet network. The next section explains DNS and describes a widely
used application that implements it, BIND.
2.7 DNS and BIND
The Internet, and every IP based network, works by assigning a globally or locally
unique IP address to each host (server, router, interface) on the network. The Domain
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Figure 2.7: Domain Name System (DNS) Tree Structure
Name System (DNS) provides the ability to assign human understandable names (such as
www.example.com) to those IP addresses (such as 192.0.32.10 ) [2]. The standards which
were published in 1987, RFC 1034 [65] and RFC 1035 [66], are still the Internet base
standards for DNS which are used today.
A name server (DNS server), present in a network, allows any host to query it to
resolve a resource name (for example a website) to an IP address. A name server is a
specialised database which facilitates the translation of resource names to IP addresses
(forward mapping), or IP addresses to resource names (reverse mapping) [2].
Before the discussion on types of name servers, a brief introduction to DNS is provided.
Following this the widely used DNS implementation, Berkeley Internet Name Domain
(BIND)12, is discussed.
The structure of the DNS database can be seen in Figure 2.7. It is represented in an
inverse tree or hierarchical structure. At the top of the tree is the root node followed by
Top-Level Domains (TLDs). Following the TLDs are the Second-Level Domains (SLDs)
and beneath these are any number of lower domains. Each level is separated by a dot (`.').
TLDs are further separated into Generic Top-Level Domains (gTLD) and Country Code
Top-Level Domains (ccTLD). An example of gTLDs are .com, .net, .org, .gov and .info.
Examples of ccTLDs include .za (South Africa), .us (United States), .de (Germany), and
.nz (New Zealand).
A domain name is a combination of an SLD name and a TLD name, and is represented
from left to right with the lowest level of the hierarchy on the left and the highest level
on the right [2]. Each domain may have several subdomains of its own, for example
www.example.com is a subdomain of the domain example.com [3].
The main goal of the design for DNS was to decentralize administration via delegation.
12Berkeley Internet Name Domain (BIND) - https://www.isc.org/software/bind
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Organisations are delegated administration over particular domains, and may divide that
domain into subdomains. Each subdomain can then be delegated to other organisations,
and so forth. An organisation becomes responsible for maintaining all the data for that
subdomain. The parent of the subdomain retains only pointers to the subdomains data,
so that queries can be referred there [3]. For example, the domain ru.ac.za is delegated
to Rhodes University and they manage all subdomains within their domain.
A name server generally has complete information about some part of the domain
namespace, called a zone, which they are provided with from ﬁle or from another name
server. A name server can then be called authoritative for that zone. A name server
can also be authoritative for multiple zones. However, there are diﬀerent types of name
servers [2].
Four basic types of name servers exist: master (primary), slave (secondary), caching
and forwarding name servers. A master name server contains one or more zone ﬁles for
which it is authoritive. As DNS is a critical service for any network, slave name servers
replicate the data of the master to be an additional authoritative name server for the zone.
Caching name servers obtain requested DNS records from authoritative name servers and
store the result locally until the records Time-To-Live (TTL) has expired. A forwarding
name server is one that forwards all queries to another DNS server and caches the result
until the TTL expires [2].
A master name server (zone master) contains the zone ﬁle whereas a slave name
server (zone slave) obtains its zone information from the zone master. The zone master
can indicate a change to the zone and all zone slaves can update their zone information.
It is possible to have multiple zone masters for a zone, however, each zone ﬁle will have
to be updated if changes in the zone information occur. Both the master and slave name
servers are said to be authoritative for their zone [2].
A caching name server obtains information from a zone's authoritative name server
in the form of Resource Records (RR) in order to satisfy a host query and the RR is
cached. Subsequent requests for the same information results with a response from the
name server's cache. The RR is stored until the TTL has expired and at this point the
RR is removed from the cache. By using a caching name server DNS request performance
can be signiﬁcantly improved. The RR remains in the cache until the TTL expires or
until the name server is restarted [2].
A forwarding name server forwards all queries to another name server, and caches the
results. This provides improved response times for frequently requested DNS information
and also eliminates additional external traﬃc [2].
Implementing the various types of DNS servers is the Open Source application BIND
[46]. BIND is available for installation on numerous OSs including the BSD family, Linux
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platforms, Microsoft Windows 2000 and Windows NT 4.0. BIND is widely viewed as the
reference implementation of the Internet's DNS. Due to its stability and high quality it is
also the most widely deployed DNS software [2, 3].
For any host which is connected to the Internet, DNS is a critical service. Conﬁguring
BIND in its simplest form, as a forwarding and caching name server, a network can have
improved response times for name lookups for DNS. The next section discusses the Squid
proxy server, which can be conﬁgured to handle all WWW based requests for hosts in a
network. Squid also provides a cache for storing downloaded web content, which in turn
improves response times for already cached items.
2.8 Squid Caching Proxy Server
Squid13 is an open source caching proxy server. Squid supports a number of protocols,
including HTTP, HTTPS and FTP. Squid is at version 3.1 at the time of writing, yet
the most stable version is currently 2.7. As a proxy, Squid accepts requests from a client,
processes the request and then forwards the request to the destination server (on behalf of
the client). The client's request may be logged, rejected or modiﬁed before it is forwarded.
As a cache Squid stores retrieved web content for possible later use. Subsequent client
requests for the same web content can then be retrieved from the cache.
Using Squid as a proxy and a cache provides a number of advantages to a network:
one can utilise less Internet bandwidth by retrieving regularly used content from a cache;
reduces load times for web pages; protects internal hosts by proxying their traﬃc; collects
statistics about Internet traﬃc; prevents access to inappropriate web content; ensures
only authorised users have access to the Internet and enhances user privacy by ﬁltering
information from web requests [117].
A Squid installation can provide all the various advantages discussed above, however,
if ﬁrewall rules are not in place to restrict HTTP traﬃc, Internet bound connections could
simply bypass it. Using necessary ﬁrewall rules will force connections to use the proxy to
retrieve web content. This may also require the conﬁguration of the users' web browsers
(or user agents) to use the proxy. Authentication of users can then be enforced. However,
if no authentication is required and it is impractical to modify the conﬁgurations of users'
browsers, Squid can be conﬁgured as a transparent proxy. Squid must be compiled at
installation with support for transparent proxying. Appropriate ﬁrewall rules must be
conﬁgured to forward HTTP connections to the Squid service for a transparent proxy.
Squid is conﬁgured to listen on a particular IP address and a speciﬁc port. If Squid
13Squid Caching Proxy Server - http://www.squid-cache.org/
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is installed on a ﬁrewall, it is usually best to only listen on the internal (LAN) facing
interface. Squid can be conﬁgured to only allow authorised users access to the proxy and
cache. Authentication is aided by an authentication helper, which is an external script
which Squid calls. Authentication through Squid is made possible by various Access Con-
trol Lists (ACL) and by using an authentication helper thread. Squid can utilise many
diﬀerent types of authentication helpers including checking credentials using RADIUS,
LDAP, ident, NTLM and MySQL. As mentioned earlier, authentication can not be used
if Squid is conﬁgured as a transparent proxy as the client does not send a proxy au-
thentication header [117]. Further details about the Squid conﬁguration is described in
Appendix B.2.
Squid has extensive logging capabilities, logging the application itself, access to the
proxy by clients and storing content in the cache. Of these logs, the access log is the most
important as it logs every request which passes through the proxy. It logs information
such as web content retrieved; whether the content was in the cache; source IP address;
username; and the number of bytes transferred in retrieving the content. As the access
log contains a line for each client request, and with Squid proxying requests for a large
number of requests, the log ﬁles can become very large. It is advisable to rotate the log
ﬁles after a speciﬁc period, this can be achieved with a cron-job and the squid -k rotate
shell command. This command renames the current log ﬁle and Squid opens a new ﬁle.
The speciﬁc period after which log ﬁles should be rotated is dependant on the amount
of requests the Squid proxy handles, as the access log ﬁle can become relatively large. A
Squid conﬁguration directive can limit how many old log ﬁles must be stored [117].
Squid provides a method to monitor the health of the application via SNMP. SNMP
must be conﬁgured when the Squid package is installed. Access to Squid monitoring
via SNMP is conﬁgured by setting a community string and a port number to listen on
for SNMP requests. SNMP data from Squid can be retrieved by using the following: an
SNMP tool such as snmpwalk or snmpget (see Section 2.4.4); using the correct community
string; and walking the MIB tree iso.org.dod.internet.private.enterprises.nlanr.squid or
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3495.1. Further to this some useful MIBs for Squid are discussed in Appendix
A.2.
It can make use of extensive ACLs to provide a highly conﬁgurable and secure proxy
server. Squid can route content requests to servers in a variety of ways to build extensive
caches and optimise network throughput. Monitoring of the Squid proxy can be performed
using SNMP. It is an invaluable application for networks with limited Internet resources as
it reduces bandwidth use and improves response times for requests. It can control access
to the Internet by only allowing authenticated clients, and limit those clients' Internet
usage to acceptable levels.
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Tools and applications can use the data and log ﬁles that Squid generates to further
provide added functionality. LightSquid uses the Squid access log ﬁle to generate reports
and summaries of the transactions that Squid has performed. LightSquid is discussed in
the next section.
2.9 LightSquid
LightSquid14 provides Internet usage summaries which are presented as a web based ap-
plication. It processes the Squid access log ﬁle to provide useful information about web
transactions performed by the proxy server.
LightSquid is separated into two components, the parser and the web front-end [23].
The parser is a perl script which processes the Squid access log ﬁle and creates reports.
The parser is run automatically every predetermined period, the recommended period is
20 minutes [23]. The reports are separated into individual folders for each day. Within
the report folder, three types of summary ﬁles exist. The ﬁrst type of ﬁle is a summary
for each user (if using Squid proxy authentication) or IP address. It provides a summary
of the web pages that were visited by that user, the number of connects to that web page,
the total bytes transferred in retrieving the web page and the times at which the web
page was retrieved. Each user or IP address has their own ﬁle within the report folder.
The second type of ﬁle is a summary of totals, storing the total bytes transferred for
the day, total bytes transferred per user or IP address and the total connects per user
or IP address. The last type of ﬁle is a features summary storing information about the
cache usage: the cache hit percentage; bytes retrieved from the cache; cache misses, bytes
retrieved from the Internet; and total bytes retrieved for that day.
The web front-end displays the reports that have been generated by the parser in a
graphical form [23], which can be seen in Figure 2.8. LightSquid provides a number of
levels of summarisation including total bytes transferred by the Squid proxy per day, per
month and per year. It provides the ability to drill-down into this information to see
more data. It is possible to ascertain the number of bytes transferred per user and per
user group. Reports are compiled ranking popularly accessed websites, either sorted by
the number of connects to that website or the number of bytes transferred in retrieving
it. These popularly accessed website reports can be per day, per month or per year. Bar
graphs can be generated displaying Internet usage per day for the period of a month,
either showing all users or a single user.
LightSquid provides a graphical and simple method for analysing the Squid proxy ac-
14LightSquid - http://lightsquid.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 2.8: Example of LightSquid
cess log. Various other Squid access log ﬁle analysers are available including Calamaris15,
Squish16 and Webalizer17.
Utilising a Squid log ﬁle analyzer, such as LightSquid, it is possible to eﬀectively
monitor the amount and type of content which is being accessed from the Internet. Squid
can only provide these advantages to a network if web bound traﬃc is forced to pass
through it and this can be achieved by conﬁguring a ﬁrewall to forward all web requests
to Squid.
2.10 Firewalls
Two ﬁrewall implementations are discussed in this section and they are FreeBSD's Internet
Protocol Firewall (IPFW) and OpenBSD's Packet Filter (PF). Firewalls play a key role in
network security. Used as a choke point at the edge of a network, they enforce ﬁne-grained
access control. FreeBSD and OpenBSD have reliably made good platforms for ﬁrewall
deployments through their stable development process allowing them to be conﬁgured in
a secured manner. FreeBSD and OpenBSD provide high performance networking that is
15Calamaris - http://cord.de/tools/squid/calamaris/
16Squish - http://ledge.co.za/software/squint/squish/
17Squid Logﬁle Analysis - http://www.squid-cache.org/scripts/
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fundamental to the scalability of a ﬁrewall [52]. A ﬁrewall is the entry point for many
network attacks and an insecure ﬁrewall makes for an insecure network. Following the
discussion on IPFW and PF two traﬃc shaping mechanisms are discussed. They are AltQ
and Dummynet found in Sections 2.10.2 and 2.10.3 respectively.
2.10.1 IPFW and PF
IPFW is FreeBSD's primary ﬁrewall and has been included in the OS since FreeBSD
2.0 [4]. In 2002 IPFW was rewritten as part of the FreeBSD 5 development. It was aptly
renamed to IPFW2, however, the FreeBSD community continues to refer to it as IPFW.
OpenBSD prior to 2001 utilised the ﬁrewall IPFilter, however, a licensing dispute forced
the maintainers of OpenBSD to remove it. PF was created to ﬁll the gap in OpenBSD [39].
It was designed to integrate smoothly with OpenBSD and as such is usable and ﬂexible.
PF is included in a base install of FreeBSD as of 2004 [108], however, it is primarily an
OpenBSD project.
Both IPFW and PF can be conﬁgured with either stateless or stateful rules for their
packet ﬁltering [4, 39]. A stateless ruleset ﬁlters packets on a per-packet level, restrict-
ing or blocking packets based on source/destination IP address or other static values.
Stateless ﬁrewalls are not aware of traﬃc patterns or data ﬂows and therefore could allow
packets through which meet certain criteria but were never requested. A stateful ﬁrewall
observes communication paths from start of the ﬂow until the end, remembering the state
of the ﬂow. Both types of ﬁrewalls have their merits. Stateless ﬁrewalls can typically
perform faster under heavy traﬃc ﬂows whereas a stateful ﬁrewall is better at identifying
unauthorised or unrequested communication.
IPFW and PF are composed of two parts, a kernel-level packet ﬁlter engine and a
userland utility for controlling the ﬁrewall. However, PF provides a device node for
further control (/dev/pf ) [39]. Both ﬁrewalls support stateful and stateless processing
of connections. Both ﬁrewalls contain customisable rulesets which conﬁgure the packet
ﬁltering.
IPFW has a list-based ruleset while PF is more object-oriented. PF's conﬁguration
is split into many parts, while IPFW conﬁgurations are scripts with rules processed in a
speciﬁc (each rule is numbered) order. In IPFW the ﬁrst rule in a ruleset that matches
a packet is the rule that is chosen [4]. For example, if a ruleset allows traﬃc to port 22
(SSH) before a rule that denies it, the packet will be allowed. PF operates in an opposite
manner to this and the last rule that matches a packet is the rule that is chosen [39]. In
the same example SSH would be denied by PF.
In IPFW, denied packets are logged through the syslog facility [4]. In PF denied
packets are logged to a pseudo interface called pﬂog0 [39]. This interface makes it easy to
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use tools such as tcpdump to capture the logged packets allowing applications to monitor
and analyse the ﬁrewall's activity without having to directly interact with the PF ﬁrewall.
An example of such a system is an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) such as Snort18 or
Bro19, however, these systems work inline with IPFW as well.
PF directly implements NAT and Quality of Service (QoS) via AltQ [55], whereas
IPFW provides NAT by a userland program [29], however, QoS is integrated with Dum-
mynet [79]. This provides no functional diﬀerence but the PF approach provides a single
ﬁle for all conﬁguration.
Two FreeBSD systems are provided for traﬃc shaping and QoS, AltQ and Dummynet.
AltQ is closely tied with PF and Dummynet with IPFW. Both systems can impose lim-
its on throughput via a particular network interface and therefore can be used to limit
throughput over an Internet connection.
2.10.2 AltQ
ALTernate Queuing (AltQ) is a ﬂexible traﬃc shaping mechanism which is integrated into
PF [55]. In a default networking environment with no AltQ-type queuing, the TCP/IP
stack processes the packets in the order that they arrive on the interface. The TCP/IP
stack follows the First In, First Out (FIFO) principle when ﬁltering packets. AltQ can
modify this behaviour.
The core concept to AltQ is the queue. Queues are a form of buﬀer for network packets.
Packets are held in queues until they are either dropped or sent to their destination
according to the criteria that forms the queue. Multiple queues can be deﬁned with AltQ.
Queues are attached to particular network interfaces, deﬁned with speciﬁc amounts of
bandwidth and have a priority. Priority is a preference of which queue should be serviced
with the least delay.
AltQ deﬁnes several types of queues including Priority-based queue (priq), Class-based
queue (cbq) and a Hierarchical Fair Service Curve (hfsc) [39]. A priority-based queue is
deﬁned in terms of priority within the total bandwidth and a packet in a higher priority
queue results in that packet being serviced before ones in a lower priority queue. A class-
based queue is deﬁned as a having a constant-size bandwidth allocation and this type
of queue can also have an attached priority. Packets in a class-based queue are kept in
the queue until bandwidth is available to transmit it. Hierarchical Fair Service Curve
is a complex algorithm which ensures a fair allocation of bandwidth among queues in a
hierarchy.
18Snort - http://www.snort.org/
19Bro Intrusion Detection System - http://www.bro-ids.org/
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AltQ is an eﬀective method for traﬃc shaping on networks of any size using PF. A
similar mechanism provided by the IPFW ﬁrewall is Dummynet.
2.10.3 Dummynet
Dummynet was originally designed for testing network protocols over a simulated network
[80]. However, its uses have extended into providing a comprehensive traﬃc shaping
application built on IPFW [79].
Dummynet works by intercepting packets, using IPFW, and passing them through
one or more objects called queues and pipes. The queues and pipes simulate eﬀects such
as bandwidth limitations, propagation delays, bounded-size queues, packet losses and
multipath eﬀects. Pipes are ﬁxed bandwidth channels which carry packets. Queues are
queues of packets with an associated weight (priority) which share the bandwidth of the
pipe they are connected to. Each pipe or queue can be conﬁgured separately, allowing
the application of diﬀerent limitations to diﬀerent traﬃc according to an IPFW ruleset.
Dummynet is conﬁgured by the addition of pipes and queues using IPFW commands or
an IPFW ruleset [4].
Implementation of the IPFW and PF ﬁrewall, including their rulesets and associated
traﬃc shaping, can become overwhelming to conﬁgure for an administrator. However, a
ﬁrewall is highly recommended in securing a network from unwanted traﬃc and eﬃciently
utilising available bandwidth.
2.11 Research Networks
In this section two research networks are identiﬁed and discussed. Further to this, their
purpose and connectivity are described. Issues have been identiﬁed and there is a need
for a system to manage and monitor bandwidth usage within the networks. The Centre of
Excellence (CoE) testbed network in Grahamstown provides a number of schools, Rhodes
University students and staﬀ members with connectivity to the Internet via a number
of access technologies. The Siyakhula Living Lab (SLL) network, situated in the Dwesa-
Cwebe region in rural Eastern Cape, allows the sharing of a single Internet connection
via the use of a WiMAX test network within a community where there is no ﬁxed line
telecommunication infrastructure in place.
2.11.1 CoE Testbed Network
The Telkom Centre of Excellence (CoE) in the Department of Computer Science at Rhodes
University has been conducting research into cost eﬀective last mile Internet access so-
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Figure 2.9: CoE Testbed Network - Location of Sites [36]
lutions since its inception in 1998. This research has led to the construction of the CoE
testbed network and the ongoing testing and experimentation with technologies within
the Grahamstown area20. Figure 2.9 shows the locations of some of the CoE network
devices around Grahamstown. The network is used by various previously disadvantaged
schools as well as a handful of Rhodes University staﬀ members and post-graduate stu-
dents. The network provides a method for connecting to the Rhodes University network
and the Internet for staﬀ and students, and provides only Internet access for the schools.
The CoE network has two parts, the DSL portion and the wireless portion. The wireless
portion is referred to as the Settler City Wireless (SCW) network.
One of the aims of the CoE was the identiﬁcation of aﬀordable telecommunication
solutions for previously disadvantaged schools. The research over the years has included
Digital Subscriber Lines (DSL) [10, 38], WiFi [11, 118] and WiMAX [8, 87] type connec-
tions. Subsequently, the SCW portion of the network consists of both WiFi and WiMAX
technologies.
DSL has limited use within the CoE network in that it cannot be used over a maxi-
mum distance of 5 km (point-to-point via the copper) and many disadvantaged schools in
Grahamstown are further than this limit [38]. Over time WiFi was introduced as it could
be used to reach those individuals further away than 5 km and had beneﬁts over DSL in
20Grahamstown GPS Coordinates - S33 18' 37.6 E26 31' 31.2
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Figure 2.10: CoE Testbed - SCW - Logical Network Structure
that it was quick and easy to install (and so the SCW component of the CoE network
was born). WiFi equipment was inexpensive and did not rely on any previous infrastruc-
ture. However, WiFi had limitations in that it was not designed to connect computers at
distances over 100 meters [11]. It also requires line of sight between devices and is very
susceptible to interference [10,116]. Progressing from the disadvantages of WiFi, the CoE
research progressed to deploying WiMAX in the SCW network. WiMAX bypassed most
of the problems brought about when using WiFi by providing better transmission rates,
greater resistance to interference and connectivity to locations that do not have direct
line of sight [88]. In addition, WiMAX can provide better transmission rates than DSL as
it is generally available as a symmetric technology. The downlink and uplink throughput
rates are often the same. In a simple experiment (using cURL; see Section 2.4.3) from
one of the network sites throughput rates of 7 Mbps were obtained over the WiMAX link
at a straight line distance of 2 km.
Figure 2.10 shows the logical layout of the SCW portion of the CoE network. The Ac-
cess Router (dukat.dsl.ru.ac.za) connects to the Rhodes University network via an ADSL
backhaul which terminates in the CoE DSLAM. The ADSL link provides a throughput
of 6 Mbps download from the DSLAM and 800 Kbps upload. The Access Router routes
connections from the WiFi Access Point and the WiMAX base station to and from the
Rhodes University network. The water tower repeater extends the reach of the SCW net-
work. It houses a WiMAX Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) and a WiFi Access Point
for clients to connect to. The WiMAX CPE provides network backhaul to the WiMAX
base station and therefore the Rhodes University network.
Connecting to the WiMAX base station and WiFi Access Point are the clients, either
by WiMAX CPE or some form of WiFi network interface. Beyond the client's connections
are the routers or individual PCs, which route packets from their LAN through the SCW
network to the Internet, via the Rhodes University network.
The Access Router is installed with the FreeBSD 6.2 OS. A PPPoE service is provided
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by the Access Router, providing secure tunnels and ensuring encrypted and authenticated
communication over the WiFi and WiMAX network. The Access Router implements
the IPFW ﬁrewall, mainly for the use of Dummynet to provide Quality of Service over
the ADSL backhaul. However, it is also used to secure the open wireless network from
unwanted traﬃc and only allow traﬃc over the PPPoE sessions. A simple web interface
provides monitoring data in the form of RRD graphs. This data is collected by the IPFW
ﬁrewall using packet counters. Graphs are available for the total in/out Internet traﬃc;
total in/out Rhodes traﬃc; total in/out Internet and Rhodes traﬃc per client router; and
Access Router system health, namely CPU use, memory use and ﬁle system use.
Although there is a monitoring system in place a number of variables are not moni-
tored. The system health of the client routers is not monitored, only their traﬃc inbound
or outbound through the Access Router. The status of devices is not provided. The mon-
itoring system does not provide information such as the type of traﬃc being generated,
for example the type of protocols being used. In addition, no data is gathered regarding
ﬂow of packets in order to better understand how the network is being used.
Management of the network and the devices is done either by console access or SSH.
Management of the Access Router requires an administrator skilled in using FreeBSD.
Adding new PPPoE subscribers is performed by editing a text ﬁle and running custom
scripts.
A need for a more substantial monitoring system has been identiﬁed with a compre-
hensive management interface which allows the addition and modiﬁcation of new PPPoE
subscribers.
2.11.2 Siyakhula Living Lab (SLL)
The Dwesa-Cwebe region is a rural community located in the Mbashe Municipality of the
Eastern Cape (South Africa)21 [60,90]. This area generally lacks technical personnel, has
a low level of economic activity, low income per capita, limited and intermittent electricity
availability, limited telecommunications infrastructure (mainly cellular networks) and is
geographically mountainous. The schools involved in this project and their geographical
locations can be seen in Figure 2.11. These conditions have led to the deployment of a
WiMAX network to connect a number of schools together to provide access to the Internet
via a Satellite (VSAT) backhaul [60]. The community network is named Siyakhula Living
Lab (SLL) 22.
This community network is in need of a system to manage and monitor bandwidth
21Dwesa-Cwebe GPS Coordinates - S32 17' 60 E28 49' 60
22Siyakhula Living Lab - http://www.dwesa.org/
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Figure 2.11: SLL Network - Location of Sites [36]
usage. Figure 2.12 shows the logical layout of the community network. The Commu-
nity Wide Area Network (C-WAN) of SLL incorporates ﬁve schools; Mpume, Ngwane,
Mthokwane, Nondobo and Nqabara. Nqabara has not been connected to the SLL network
yet, however, future projects plan to incorporate the school. Nqabara seldom use their
computer lab, as they have limited funds to incorporate ICTs into their curriculum.
Each school has its own Community Local Area Network (C-LAN) which includes
its own servers and hosts. Each school is connected to a central point (at Ngwane)
which houses the WiMAX (IEEE 802.16) base station technology linking the C-WAN
together [60]. The C-WAN has a single Internet connection (via Telkom VSAT; satellite
Internet backhaul) which is shared amongst the ﬁve schools. The Internet connection is
located at the Mpume school.
Each of the schools have a customised installation of FreeBSD on a computer acting as
their C-LAN router. The FreeBSD routers are low end Intel Pentium III computers. Each
router has two network interface cards (an internal interface and an external interface).
The internal interface is connected to the C-LAN via a switch at the school and the
external interface binds an IP address on the open WiMAX IP network. The external
interface of each router is connected to the WiMAX CPE, with the exception that Ngwane
connects to the base station directly and that the router at Mpume is also an access
concentrator terminating all PPPoE connections from the other four schools. The routers
at each of the schools route packets intended for other C-LANs or the Internet to the
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Figure 2.12: SLL - Logical Network Structure
access concentrator at Mpume. The access concentrator then routes the packets to the
intended C-LAN over the WiMAX network, or routes the packets to the Internet via the
VSAT link.
As the schools are connected using a shared medium, authentication and encryption of
the traﬃc which is transmitted between them was required. A PPPoE service runs on the
Mpume access concentrator to establish secure and encrypted tunnels over the WiMAX
link between the school routers and the access concentrator.
The network is not without its ﬂaws. The community network has a single point of
failure at the Mpume school and if the access concentrator is down (or oﬀ), the other
schools lose connectivity with each other and with the Internet. In addition, the VSAT
connection has limited bandwidth available for the community and latency is very high.
The community network required measures to be put in place to manage and monitor
the use of bandwidth throughout the community, and detect network errors as and when
they occur.
The two research networks were identiﬁed as in need of a system to monitor and
manage bandwidth usage, hopefully making both networks more robust to failure. The
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next section describes two ready made projects which can aid in monitoring and managing
a network.
2.12 Similar Projects
The project problem statement, in Section 1.1, describes the need for a custom system to
manage and monitor bandwidth use in a community network. This section identiﬁes ex-
isting systems which provide similar functionality, however, none match the requirements
within this project's context. Four systems are presented along with their advantages
and disadvantages. The four systems are Network Management Station (NMS), Network
Discovery (NeDi), m0n0wall and pfSense.
NeDi and NMS primarily provide monitoring data, whereas m0n0wall and pfSense are
ﬁrewall solutions which are customisable.
2.12.1 Network Management Station
The Network Management Station (NMS) [119] is available as a VMware virtual appli-
ance23. As a virtual appliance it allows easy deployment into an existing network. It is
based on FreeBSD 6.1 and provides a number of applications, accessible via an Apache
web server. It uses open source applications and is a free appliance.
The applications, of most importance, that are installed include Cacti, Syslog-NG,
MySQL, phpMyAdmin and Webmin [119]. Cacti is a graphing application and more
information about this application is discussed in Section 2.4.6. Syslog-NG is a logging
application which transfers and stores log messages in an encrypted channel. Further
to this, it provides ﬂexible sorting and management of system events and alerts can be
generated based on the occurrence of system events. phpMyAdmin is a web based tool
for use in management of MySQL databases. Webmin is a web based interface for system
administration of Unix based machines.
The NMS is based on Cacti for graphing of data from devices on a network. Devices are
added into Cacti which creates graphs and polls devices for SNMPmonitoring information.
An extension of Cacti provides scanning of a network (or subnet) for easy addition of
SNMP enabled devices to Cacti. Syslog messages and SNMP traps can be sent to the
NMS and alerts can be triggered and sent via email.
phpMyAdmin and Webmin are provided for troubleshooting purposes and do not
require regular use. Webmin is a very powerful application which provides administration
23Network Management Station - http://www.vmware.com/appliances/directory/310
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from a web based interface, however, it has a number of known security issues24. As it
provides administration on system conﬁguration ﬁles, the application has to be run as root
(the superuser or administrator user account). A security breach could allow an attacker
to gain root access and have full access to all services on machine.
The highlight of this system is the Cacti graphing application, providing extensive
graphs on a wide range of devices.
2.12.2 Network Discovery (NeDi)
The Network Discovery (NeDi) [69] system is also available as a VMware Virtual Appliance
called NeDi Virtual Appliance (NeDiVA25). NeDiVA is based on the Ubuntu OS and
provides a fully functional NeDi deployment. NeDi is available for installation on a number
of Linux distributions, OpenBSD and Microsoft Windows 2003 Server; NeDi is an open
source application.
NeDi provides a full featured and simple to use web based interface which summarises
gathered network monitoring data. It provides automated discovery of Cisco network
devices and the network topology. Comprehensive diagrams can be generated displaying
the network topology and it is possible to append this network topology to an architec-
tural building plan. Network connections can be displayed at the switches port level,
demonstrating how the physical connections are made.
Device management is provided allowing modiﬁcation of conﬁguration from a single
point and many devices can be managed simultaneously. In terms of reporting it provides
a method for locating users on the network. It is possible to drill down by DNS entries, to
IP addresses, to MAC addresses, to which switch they are connected and to which port.
IP address usage is calculated showing which IPs in the range are used and which are
available. Performance of devices is monitored including traﬃc statistics on each network
interface and CPU and memory utilisation. Performance data that is gathered is also
graphed using RRD graphs. The status of network devices are monitored and alerts can
be generated, either by email or SMS alerts. It also listens for SNMP traps and Syslog
messages.
A highlight of this system is the automatic discovery of networked devices, however,
this assumes that all the network devices are manufactured by Cisco. An automated
discovery of network devices utilises a network scan and an Intrusion Detection System
(IDS) would trigger alerts. The generated network topology diagrams, from the automatic
discovery, are useful for visualising the network links and displaying which ports on which
24Webmin Security Alerts - http://www.webmin.com/security.html
25NeDiVa - http://www.vmware.com/appliances/directory/184
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Figure 2.13: m0n0wall - User Interface
switches connect to which devices. However, a large network with many thousands of
devices and a diagram of this nature could become very cluttered.
2.12.3 m0n0wall and pfSense
This section describes two ﬁrewall solutions, m0n0wall [56] and pfSense [74]. Both pack-
ages are free and open source and are based on a custom distribution of FreeBSD which
has been tailored as a ﬁrewall and router. m0n0wall is a complete embedded ﬁrewall soft-
ware package (based on IPFilter) that is intended to be used on an embedded computer.
pfSense was created from m0n0wall, however, it is based on the PF ﬁrewall and intended
towards full computer installations rather than embedded hardware. Both software pack-
ages are discussed further in this section.
m0n0wall26 provides a full featured ﬁrewall which is based on a customized distribution
of FreeBSD. It is possible to run oﬀ a Compact Flash card, hard drive or CD. A working
installation of m0n0wall uses less than 5 MB of disk space. The requirements are an x86
type processor [56] with a suggested minimum of 64 MB of RAM and two network inter-
faces. Initial conﬁguration is performed via a serial console and subsequent conﬁguration
is performed by a web front-end built in PHP. An example of the web front-end can be
26m0n0wall - http://m0n0.ch/wall/
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Figure 2.14: pfSense - User Interface
seen in Figure 2.13. The ﬁgure displays the m0n0wall features on the left hand side and
the system status in the main web frame. The conﬁguration is stored in a single XML
ﬁle. The sole purpose of m0n0wall is to provide security as a ﬁrewall and with limited
functionality it has limited vulnerability to attack [56]. As m0n0wall is intended to be
deployed on an embedded computer the services which are CPU and memory intensive
have been limited.
m0n0wall provides a number of network pertinent features, including a web inter-
face for easy conﬁguration; serial console for recovery purposes; ability to be conﬁgured
as a wireless access point; stateful packet ﬁltering using IPFilter; NAT; DHCP server
and client; PPPoE client; routing tables; caching and forwarding DNS; Virtual Private
Network (VPN) support and traﬃc shaping.
pfSense27 is an extension of the m0n0wall project by focusing on full computer in-
stallations rather than embedded computers. However, pfSense does oﬀer an image for
Compact Flash based installations but it is not their primary focus. Initial conﬁguration
for the network interfaces is performed via the console and subsequent conﬁguration is
performed using the web front-end. An example of the web front-end is seen in Figure
2.14. At the top of the ﬁgure the services it provides are listed in drop-down menus.
pfSense uses PF ﬁrewall instead of IPFilter, and provides all the functionality of PF (see
Section 2.10) including stateful packet ﬁltering and comprehensive rulesets. pfSense pro-
27pfSense - http://www.pfsense.com/
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vides a number of functions including NAT; redundancy of multiple pfSense ﬁrewalls using
CARP; traﬃc shaping using AltQ; VPN support; PPPoE server and client; a variety of
RRD graphs; DHCP server and client and SNMP monitoring.
m0n0wall and pfSense are free and open source and utilising them as a base they
can be customised to provide additional functionality. However, the web front-end only
has a single user account which provides administrators access to conﬁguration. Users
cannot view statistics or monitoring variables without being authorised. This allows only
authorised administrators with access to troubleshoot network problems. In a network
with multiple administrators or support staﬀ, it would be preferential to have two types
of views on the interface: initially presenting monitoring data and graphs which would
be available for all users; and secondly providing access to the system conﬁguration only
after an administrator has authenticated.
2.13 Summary
The chapter began with a discussion of Internet bandwidth availability in South Africa.
There is a limited availability of infrastructure as well as limited bandwidth speciﬁcally
in rural South Africa. There is a demand for a system to manage and monitor a shared
Internet connection. In terms of managing Internet Access, controls could be put in place
such as blacklists and quota systems. Before putting these controls in place, further
understanding of the tools and applications available to aid this project were discussed.
Numerous tools for monitoring and for troubleshooting a network were presented. The
most important tools are identiﬁed here. Host and network segment status can be checked
using ping. The tool traceroute aﬀords conﬁrmation of network routing conﬁguration.
cURL allowed throughput rate testing over a network segment, or download throughput
rate testing from the Internet. An SNMP agent provides a method to monitor a host's
system health, service status and network interface statistics. NetFlow provides more ﬁne
grained data than SNMP, allowing an administrator to understand how the network (and
the Internet) is being used and by which hosts on the network. The graphing application
Cacti, allows the construction of many types of graphs and can graph data from a variety of
sources. Zenoss Core and Nagios provide customisable monitoring applications, however,
the complexity of these applications suggests that the average user could ﬁnd these diﬃcult
to maintain.
A solution to limited availability of unique IP addresses is NAT, which allows numerous
hosts in a private network to communicate with the Internet by using a limited number of
IP addresses. PPPoE was discussed, describing its use in encrypting and authenticating
communications over a shared medium.
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DNS is a critical service for any network and by providing a forwarding and caching
DNS server it can improve response times for name lookups. The Squid proxy server
provides a method for all hosts within a network to access the Internet. As Squid can be
conﬁgured to store (cache) accessed web content, subsequent requests for the same web
content can be retrieved from the cache, reducing Internet usage. Squid can be conﬁgured
to provide blacklists, user authentication, dynamic caching and delay pools. LightSquid
provides Internet usage summaries via the Squid proxy server.
A ﬁrewall is necessary for a network of any size and IPFW and PF provide methods
to control what type of traﬃc is allowed out of and into a network. Both ﬁrewalls provide
methods for implementing NAT and both provide methods for traﬃc shaping.
The CoE testbed and SLL networks were described. The CoE network is in an peri-
urban setting whereas the SLL network is situated in a rural community. In both networks,
a demand was established for a system to monitor and manage bandwidth use.
Before concluding the chapter, four similar projects were presented. They were NMS,
NeDi, m0n0wall and pfSense. NMS and NeDi were evaluated and found to only provide
suitable network monitoring. Both lacked bandwidth management features. m0n0wall
and pfSense are very customisable applications, however, they lacked views of monitoring
statistics for users who were not authenticated. This would prevent users from being able
to troubleshoot network connectivity issues without help from an authorised administra-
tor.
The next chapter describes the design of a solution for the research networks based on
survey of literature that was conducted in this chapter.
Chapter 3
System Design
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the project system that was designed to meet the requirements and
features highlighted in Chapter 1; a system is required to aid in monitoring and managing
bandwidth in community networks with a shared Internet connection. The conceptual
design of the system is described based on the evaluation of past research and literature in
Chapter 2. It includes the application features, how they tie into the ﬁnal system solution,
the Graphical User Interface (GUI) design and the underlying connections between the
various parts of the system. The discussion begins with the overall conceptual design of
the system presenting the numerous features that each part of the system provides. The
chapter then moves into greater detail of each part of the system and highlights the ﬁner
points of the design.
3.2 Conceptual Design and Feature Speciﬁcation
The goal of this research project is to integrate multiple useful network applications and
tools into a single and easily deployable system. The integration of the applications and
tools is designed speciﬁcally to aid in managing and monitoring a community network,
but also to manage the bandwidth use of the shared Internet connection. The design
must allow the developed system to be easily implemented within the two testbed net-
works identiﬁed in Section 2.11, however, care must also be taken to allow for further
conﬁgurations, extensions and customisations for alternative networks.
The design of the system is inherently that of a client-server architecture and as such is
composed of two main parts. Figure 3.1 demonstrates a generic community network based
on the project's testbed networks (described in Section 2.11). The Community Wide Area
Network (C-WAN) has a single Community Network Core (CNC) with multiple Commu-
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Figure 3.1: Generic Community Network
nity Local Area Networks (C-LANs) connecting through the CNC to obtain connectivity
to other C-LANs or to have access to the shared Internet connection. The connection be-
tween the C-LANs and the CNC can be achieved via various access technologies, however
in this system it is assumed that the connection medium provides a TCP/IP network.
Access technologies between the CNC and C-LANs can include, but are not limited to,
WiMAX, WiFi, xDSL and Ethernet (Section 3.7 provides a more detailed explanation on
the types of connection mediums).
As previously stated, the design of the system is composed of two components forming
a client-server architecture; the Access Concentrator (AC) which is the server component
in this architecture, and the Community Access Point (CAP) which is the client. A C-
WAN has a single AC at the CNC and multiple CAPs in communication with it from the
various C-LANs. Figure 3.2 shows two CAPs in communication with the AC, however,
there is no upper limit on the number of CAPs that can be in the C-WAN. Neither the
AC nor the CAP are required to have a screen or monitor as they are both accessed via
a web based GUI, discussed later in this chapter (Sections 3.4 and 3.6). A fully featured
shell environment is also provided for administrators for troubleshooting purposes.
The CAP design requirements are that they are easy to deploy and conﬁgure, and
provide a number of networking, monitoring and management functions for a C-LAN. The
CAP is the default router for the C-LAN, all IP packets destined for outside the C-LAN
are routed via the CAP to the AC, the AC then routes the packets to their destination,
whether that is within the C-WAN or to the Internet. In addition, the CAP collects
network monitoring data for the C-LAN. The monitoring data collected by the CAP is
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Figure 3.2: Conceptual System Design
communicated with the AC for aggregation and summarisation. CAP related monitoring
data is critical in evaluating Internet usage per C-LAN (site) and per host. The CAP has
a web based GUI to enter the system conﬁguration and display monitoring information
such as system uptime, upstream connectivity status, whether speciﬁc local services are
running, and statistics gathered from the network interfaces. More detailed monitoring
information regarding the status of the C-WAN and bandwidth usage is available on the
Access Concentrators GUI.
The AC design requirements are more complex, although it is required to be easy to
install, conﬁgure and use. The AC is dual purposed, ﬁrst it routes IP packets between
the CAPs and is the gateway to the Internet connection. Secondly, the AC performs
a number of network management and monitoring tasks. The AC is at the core of the
community network and provides network administrators with a number of tools to aid in
everyday tasks. These applications and tools include monitoring and managing of critical
services (and servers) within the C-WAN, monitoring and managing bandwidth usage
throughout the C-WAN and providing network administrators with network wide access
to a web based GUI to eﬀectively manage the C-WAN. The ACs web based GUI allows
administrators to conﬁgure various system settings on the AC and also provide a means
to set bandwidth management related thresholds. The ACs GUI also displays a number
of summarised monitoring variables, including the system health of the AC (CPU use,
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Figure 3.3: Community Access Point (CAP)
memory use and system uptime); the status of the CAPs in the C-WAN, their associated
system uptime; the Internet usage per C-LAN (site), per host and per user; and the
viewing of a list of the most accessed web sites in a speciﬁed period.
Various parts of the system design are discussed in detail in the following sections,
highlighting how the parts are integrated and function together. First in Section 3.3 the
CAP is detailed demonstrating how it provides the AC with critical monitoring informa-
tion. The web based GUI for the CAP is also designed in this section. Following this, in
Section 3.5, a discussion on the AC describes how the various applications work together
to provide eﬀective network management and monitoring and how the web based GUI
is designed to link these applications together. Connecting the two parts is a discussion
addressing the connection medium between the AC and the CAPs in Section 3.7. This
section also details how the community network connects to the Internet.
3.3 Community Access Point (CAP)
The CAP is depicted in Figure 3.3 with the rest of the C-WAN greyed out. It is eﬀectively
a PC conﬁgured as a network router with custom modules installed, collects critical
monitoring data for the C-LAN in which it is situated. The PC conﬁgured as the CAP is
required to have a reliable, tried-and-tested network Operating System (OS). The OS is
required to permit extensions and customisations of the applications and tools that are,
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and can be, installed. The OS is required to be open source and allow the installation
of Open Source Software (OSS). By using a widely implemented open source networking
OS, not only is an expense removed (in purchasing a proprietary OS) but generally large
amounts of documentation exist which aid in the implementation process.
The OS is required to be able to run on a device with minimal hardware speciﬁcations.
This is an important requirement as the CAP is either installed on low-end PCs or low-
cost PCs which have minimal performance ratings. Adequate network performance, via
the Network Interface Card (NIC), may be a requirement, as it could be possible that
many hosts at each C-LAN will route their C-WAN or Internet bound traﬃc through the
CAP.
The CAP is conﬁgured to communicate with the AC using an encrypted network tun-
nel. This is an essential requirement as the two testbed networks (Section 2.11) both
use WiFi or WiMAX technologies to transmit data between the C-LANs and the CNC.
Using encrypted and authenticated connections over wireless networks prevents unautho-
rised network access and network traﬃc is secured. In any communication over a shared
medium where unauthorised users could get access to private data, the connection should
be authenticated and encrypted.
The CAP is required to have a number of applications installed to facilitate network
conﬁguration and communicate network usage data to the AC. It is required to monitor
the health of the system on which it is hosted. Monitoring system health provides a
number of variables that can be collected and graphed such as secondary storage usage;
RAM usage; CPU usage; and bytes in and out of the network interfaces. By monitoring
these variables issues can be identiﬁed without the need of physically being at the PC
being monitored. Issues that could arise include secondary storage space running low or
RAM and CPU usage being very high. Variables such as bytes in and out of the network
interfaces are also collected. By comparing bytes in and out with system variables such as
RAM or CPU usage, it is possible to identify any hardware bottlenecks. By monitoring
the system health of the CAP, it allows for the identiﬁcation of hardware issues and the
quick resolution of any problems that may arise.
As the CAP is the default router for the C-LAN and all packets entering or leaving the
C-LAN are routed via it, information is collected about how many bytes are transmitted
and received from outside the C-LAN. This information allows the modeling or graphing
of total network usage patterns per C-LAN.
The CAP is not only required to monitor the ﬂow of data in and out of the C-LAN,
but also monitor ﬂows of data between hosts in the C-LAN to hosts in the C-WAN or
the Internet. For example, the CAP can provide data suggesting the external network
interface is at 85% capacity. In addition to this information, the CAP can provide data
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suggesting which hosts within the C-LAN are responsible for this traﬃc.
The monitoring data collected by the CAP is sent on to the AC, which creates sum-
maries and graphs of the data (more information on how this data is used is discussed
in Section 3.5). The CAPs have been designed to require minimal management. They
are required to be conﬁgured once (however subsequent conﬁgurations are possible) when
they are installed at the C-LAN. They are required to be installed once and should need
no further modiﬁcation to conﬁguration.
3.4 CAP Graphical User Interface Design
The CAP provides a standard Unix shell environment for administrators to troubleshoot
the device, however, this is not the preferred interface for everyday use. In this section,
the CAP GUI and its design requirements are discussed. The design goal for the GUI
is primarily to allow system conﬁguration of the CAP and secondly display monitoring
variables in a meaningful way for users of varying levels of networking knowledge to
understand.
It was decided that a web based GUI is preferred as any PC within the C-WAN with
an Internet browser can access the information that it provides. Only authenticated users
should be able to modify system conﬁguration, however, the monitoring data is available
to anyone within the C-WAN.
The GUI should be easy to navigate and to discover the monitoring statistics. A
number of monitoring variables are viewable on the GUI by any user and this includes:
upstream connectivity statuses; the system uptime; checking local services status; disk
usage; and statistics from the network interfaces.
The device has three network interfaces, the internal, external and tunnel interfaces.
The internal interface connects to the C-LAN, the external interface connects to the C-
WAN and the tunnel interface provides a secure and encrypted tunnel over the external
interface to the AC. Monitoring variables collected on the interfaces include link status,
IP address, netmask, MAC address, media type and bytes in/out. A page within the GUI
provides these collected network interface variables in a table.
Another page in the GUI provides a simple table for local services' status. If a local
service or a network interface on the CAP is not up, the item is highlighted in red with
the text DOWN otherwise if it is running it is highlighted in green with the text UP. A
simple colour diﬀerence can allow novice support staﬀ to conﬁrm and resolve problems
within the C-LAN.
The user has to be authenticated to modify the system conﬁguration of the CAP.
Conﬁguration of the device entails giving the CAP a meaningful hostname; setting net-
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Figure 3.4: Access Concentrator (AC)
work related variables, including IP addresses and DNS servers; setting a username and
password for encrypted and authenticated communication with the AC; and conﬁguring
the monitoring software and other services for the C-LAN.
The GUI for the CAP displays information regarding the C-LAN at which it is situated.
For further monitoring information regarding the rest of the C-WAN, the ACs GUI should
be visited. A hyperlink from the CAPs GUI transfers the user to the ACs GUI (see Section
3.6) to view C-WAN information. The subsequent sections discuss the design of the AC
and its GUI.
3.5 Access Concentrator (AC)
In Figure 3.4, the AC is depicted with the other parts of the C-WAN greyed out as the
AC is the focus of this section. The AC has a dual function as the C-WAN gateway router
(for the shared Internet connection) and it also hosts many applications and tools, which
are discussed further in this section. The primary function of the AC is to route traﬃc
between the C-LANs, and to the Internet; and to facilitate encrypted and authorised
network tunnels to the C-LANs over the C-WAN.
The ACs secondary function is to host monitoring and management applications which
provide an administrator with a single interface to manage the C-WAN. These applications
allow eﬀective use of the shared Internet connection, and also provide Internet usage
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statistics for all users, hosts and C-LANs (sites) within the C-WAN.
The OS chosen has similar requirements to those discussed in Section 3.3. A reliable,
well documented and widely used networking OS is required. The hardware speciﬁcations
are similar to the CAP, however, the AC requires additional disk space for the storing of
the proxy cache and network ﬂow data.
A number of applications are required to be hosted on a web server running on the
AC. Therefore making these applications accessible from anywhere within the C-WAN,
using an Internet browser. User authentication is required for users to gain access to
certain portions of these applications (for example their relevant conﬁguration settings).
The AC has a caching proxy server which all clients on the C-WAN should use to
connect to the Internet. Firewall directives prevent direct connections to the Internet
by forwarding all Internet bound connections to pass through the proxy server. The
proxy server's cache is conﬁgured to store regularly requested web content. By retrieving
requested web content from the cache, Internet usage is decreased and response times
are improved. The proxy server is conﬁgured to cache dynamic content speciﬁcally when
identical content is hosted oﬀ multiple web servers. By recognising that this content is
hosted on multiple web servers, the content is stored in the cache as a single item instead
of multiple items for each URL. By caching dynamic content, requests to the Internet can
be reduced when the same item is requested from a diﬀerent web server.
The proxy server can be conﬁgured to require user authentication by matching cre-
dentials with those stored on an AAA (Authentication, Authorisation and Accounting)
server. However, the proxy server can also be conﬁgured as a transparent proxy, requiring
no user authentication. If no user authentication is present, user based Internet usage
limits cannot be imposed. However, host and C-LAN based limits can still be imposed.
The proxy server is conﬁgured with the option to blacklist or deny access to certain
content, allowing administrators to control the content that the C-WAN users can view.
The blacklists are required to be customisable to block diﬀerent forms of content, including
speciﬁc web pages, domains, IP ranges, web page sizes or web server types.
The caching proxy server is conﬁgured to log to ﬁle all attempts to request information
from the Internet. The log ﬁles are comprehensive, providing information about the user
who requested the information, the time and date, the source IP address, the URL and
the bytes transferred in retrieving the web page. By using these log ﬁles, summaries of
bandwidth use per user (or per IP address) are compiled. By investigating the log ﬁles
further, it is possible to identify popularly accessed websites (ordered by either bytes
transferred or connects to that website).
Host based Internet usage is monitored by retrieving information about the network
ﬂows from the CAPs. Any ﬂows that are recorded with a destination or source IP outside
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the C-WAN communicating with an IP within the C-WAN is considered to be Internet
based traﬃc. Combined with this, all traﬃc which has a source or destination IP for the
proxy server on the proxy port number will be considered web traﬃc as well. C-LAN
(site) based Internet usage is determined by calculating the sum of all the hosts Internet
usage within a particular C-LAN.
Delay pools are conﬁgured to limit throughput for particular users (or hosts) or to
particular web sites (or domains). For this system, it was decided to conﬁgure four delay
pools on the proxy server. The pools are no delay, slight delay, signiﬁcant delay and
no access. The pools have an eﬀect over a particular period of time. Thresholds are
conﬁgured for a particular period, for example, over x day(s) or per month. Diﬀerent
thresholds can be set for user based Internet usage, host based Internet usage and C-LAN
(site) based Internet usage. Host and site limits on throughput are imposed by queues
conﬁgured within ﬁrewall rules.
As a user's (or host's or site's) Internet usage increases, they move into a higher delay
pool and when they reach a predeﬁned threshold of Internet usage, their Internet access
is denied (or their throughput is severely limited). The period and thresholds of Internet
usage for moving between pools are conﬁgured via the ACs web based GUI (see Section
3.6).
The AC is required to graph all monitoring data received from the CAPs, the proxy
server and the system health of the AC. By graphing the monitoring data, the data is
displayed in a more meaningful way than interpreting an array of numbers. Numerous
variables are graphed, including the system health data of each CAP and the AC. The
graphs are grouped per device.
In the following section, the interface to the AC is designed, discussing how the pre-
viously identiﬁed requirements are integrated into a single and meaningful interface.
3.6 AC Graphical User Interface Design
The AC hosts a number of applications to aid in monitoring and managing a community
network. An interface was required to link these applications together in a meaningful
way to both the user and the administrator. It was decided that a web based GUI
should be created for the interface, as the AC is not required to have a screen or a
monitor and a web GUI can be accessed throughout the C-WAN. Any user within the C-
WAN can view the monitored information, however, only authenticated users may modify
system conﬁguration, including thresholds and periods on Internet use. The use of colour
was required, as colour allows for diﬀerentiation of a healthy network/system from an
unhealthy one.
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The GUI was designed to easily interpret the health of the AC, including the status of
upstream connections. But more importantly, the GUI provides a number of statistics on
the health of the CAPs in the C-WAN, and the usage of the shared Internet connection
distinguished by each user, host and C-LAN (site). Once the user has been authenticated,
links are provided for system conﬁguration and bandwidth management.
Similar to the CAP, the GUI describes the system health status for the AC, the status
on the services that it provides, disk usage and statistics about the network interfaces.
The GUI also provides a summary of the CAPs situated within the network. The CAPs
are listed in a table with their relevant status information. Information that is displayed,
includes status (UP/DOWN ), system uptime, date and time when it was last seen, IP
address, subnet information and status information about the services it provides. Any
item which has the status of DOWN is highlighted in red and a status of UP is highlighted
in green. By clicking on the CAPs name, the user is redirected to the GUI hosted on that
particular CAP.
A page is available for the status of the proxy's cache, providing a summary of the
cache use. This includes statistics about whether objects were served from the cache
(HITS ), or whether they had to be downloaded from the Internet (MISSES ). The status
of the cache is also available, providing information about how much disk space is still
available for caching web content. Another page provides a list of the most accessed
websites, ordered by the total bytes transferred or total connects to that web site.
Following these pages, a user quota page lists all the users (or IP addresses) which
have accessed the Internet via the proxy, with the total bytes transferred by that user.
The user quota page also provides delay information about whether a user is in a delay
pool or not. A page for C-LAN (site) and host quotas is available, listing the C-LANs and
their speciﬁc Internet usage and whether they are in a delay pool or not. The Internet
usage (per host and per C-LAN) is displayed as the total bytes transferred and also as a
percentage of the total bandwidth available to the C-WAN.
Numerous conﬁguration pages are available once the user has been authenticated,
allowing changes to network settings, addition/removal of CAPs and adjustments to their
site quotas, routing settings, proxy settings, blacklists and quota conﬁguration for user
and host quotas.
Two hyperlinks are available to the user from the AC's GUI. First, a link is available
to view more detailed summaries of Internet usage via the proxy than is shown on the
AC's GUI. The second link provides a number of graphs which have been generated by
data received from the CAPs.
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3.7 Connection Medium and Internet Connection
The connection medium could include the technologies Ethernet, DSL, WiFi or WiMAX.
The technology used to connect the CAPs and AC does not have to be the same used
throughout the C-WAN, some CAPs may connect using WiFi while others connect over
WiMAX or DSL as long as they all provide TCP/IP.
Whichever connection medium is used to connect the CAPs to the AC, the connec-
tion is regarded as insecure and therefore traﬃc that is transmitted is authenticated and
encrypted. The connection medium provides an open network on which an authenticated
and encrypted connection can be conﬁgured. This conﬁguration allows for standard end-
points to be utilised on which the traﬃc will be encrypted. Using an authenticated and
encrypted connection ensures that only users who have access to the network are allowed
to utilise the services it provides. A secured connection also protects network traﬃc from
being intercepted by potentially malicious third parties, and restricts access to the shared
services to recognized members of the community.
The connection to the Internet can be provided by a number of diﬀerent technologies.
This system does not require or rely on a speciﬁc type of technology to connect to the
Internet.
3.8 Summary
A solution has been designed to meet the goals of the project's problem statement (stated
in Section 1.1). The architecture that was chosen is inherently that of a client-server
architecture.
The CAP, the client in the system design, is required to route packets via the AC to
other parts of the C-WAN or the Internet, and collect monitoring information for its local
network (C-LAN). System health of the CAP is monitored, and ﬂows of data into and
out of the C-LAN are logged. Information that is gathered by the CAP is communicated
with the AC, which is aggregated and summarised. A web based GUI is accessible by any
Internet browser within the C-WAN, however, only authenticated users may access the
conﬁguration portions of the interface.
The AC, the server in the design, is the default gateway to the shared Internet con-
nection for the C-WAN. It also ensures the connections to the CAPs are encrypted and
authenticated. The AC hosts a number of applications which will aid administrators in
managing and monitoring the network. An administrator is able to set thresholds which
control how much the users can utilise the Internet. As thresholds are exceeded users are
moved into higher delay pools to limit their Internet usage to acceptable levels. Thresh-
olds should not only be set for users, but for hosts and C-LANs (sites) on the C-WAN as
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well. Host and C-LAN based Internet usage is calculated by retrieving ﬂow data from the
CAPs. Regularly accessed web pages are cached using a caching proxy server to reduce
Internet usage and improve response times. Users' Internet usage is summarised using the
proxy server's log ﬁles and a list of popular web pages that consume the most bandwidth
is produced. Bandwidth intensive web sites or domains can be placed within delay pools
to limit their throughput, or blacklists to deny access to them. Graphs are generated to
display information received from the CAPs and to monitor critical servers and services
on the network.
Linking the various AC applications together is a web based GUI, facilitating con-
ﬁguration and also displaying monitoring variables for the C-WAN. Only authenticated
users should be able to modify the conﬁguration, however monitoring data may be viewed
by all users within the C-WAN. The AC GUI should provide information regarding the
status of the various CAPs in the C-WAN and display information gathered about the
speciﬁc C-LANs. Using the ACs GUI, limits can be imposed on user, host and C-LAN
(site) based Internet usage.
This chapter focused on the design requirements of the solution. Chapter 4 delves into
the ﬁner details of the CAPs' and the AC's implementation.
Chapter 4
Implementation
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 described the design requirements of the project solution. This chapter delves
into the implementation decisions made to meet these requirements. The primary design
goal was to integrate multiple network applications and tools together to aid in managing
and monitoring the users use of bandwidth in a community network with a shared Internet
connection.
The chapter begins with an overview of the implementation and highlights the most
important points. This is followed by a brief look at the Operating System (OS) which
was chosen, FreeBSD. FreeBSD provides a number of advantages to this system which
are discussed further in Section 4.3. Revisiting the system design stipulated in Chapter
3, the project system is composed of a Community Access Point (CAP) and an Access
Concentrator (AC). These components are discussed in detail including the integrated
applications and tools chosen to meet the requirements. The Graphical User Interfaces
(GUI) development of the CAP (CAPgui) and the AC (ACgui) is based on their design
requirements which were discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.6 respectively, and implementa-
tions of the GUIs is presented in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.5.5 respectively. An isolated testbed
network was needed for the development process, and thus a discussion follows in Section
4.6 on a virtual network that was created within which the system was implemented and
deployed, before physical deployment.
4.2 Implementation Overview
The implementation of this system was divided into two components, the AC and the CAP.
The implementation phase of this project sought to develop the AC and CAP based on the
speciﬁcations in Chapter 3. Initial testing and development was performed using a virtual
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Figure 4.1: Overview of System Developed
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network which is discussed in Section 4.6. This allowed for rapid turnaround cycles, and
scalability testing without having to implement on a physical network or devices.
Figure 4.1 shows a typical community network conﬁguration, based on the testbed
networks, with the developed project system in place. The AC and the CAP have been
developed using FreeBSD1 as the base operating system (more detail in Section 4.3). Both
devices have a number of Open Source Software (OSS) applications and tools installed in
order to provide the functionality stipulated in the design. The AC and CAP have PHP2
web front-ends, ACgui and CAPgui, to integrate the various applications, to facilitate
system conﬁguration and to display monitoring statistics. The applications and tools
used in the project solution are highlighted in Figure 4.1 and are discussed in detail in
this and subsequent sections.
The CAP is conﬁgured as the default router for the Community Local Area Network
(C-LAN) at which it is situated. It also provides a PPPoE [58] tunnel to the AC to ensure
encrypted and authenticated traﬃc over the Community Wide Area Network (C-WAN).
PPPoE is detailed in Section 2.6. The CAP utilises IPFW as its ﬁrewall limiting IP traﬃc
to only allow certain protocols. All outgoing traﬃc is passed through Network Address
Translation (NAT) [97] which translates the IP address to that of the PPPoE tunnel.
NAT is explained in further detail in Section 2.5. However, HTTP traﬃc is automatically
forwarded by IPFW to the Squid proxy situated on the AC.
The CAP provides a forwarding and caching Domain Name System (DNS) server for
the C-LAN, forwarding DNS requests to the AC. DNS lookups are cached, allowing the
C-LAN to have improved response times for recent DNS lookups. The CAP provides
a simple Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) server for providing clients with IP
addresses in a particular IP range.
The CAP also collects monitoring data for the C-LAN, using an SNMP agent [33,72]
and a NetFlow collector [20,92]. The AC requests data from the SNMP agent on the CAP
and also receives data from the NetFlow sensor, generating aggregated and summarised
C-LAN Internet bandwidth usage data.
The CAP has a custom PHP web front-end (CAPgui) which facilitates initial and
subsequent conﬁguration. The CAPgui also provides a number of monitoring statistics
about the system health of the CAP and status of upstream connectivity. The CAPgui
can be accessed from any location within the C-WAN via the use of an Internet browser,
to allow conﬁguration changes to take place from any location. Monitoring statistics are
available to any user, however, the user must be authenticated to make conﬁguration
changes.
1The FreeBSD Project - http://www.freebsd.org/
2PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor - http://www.php.net/
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The AC, conﬁgured as the default router for the C-WAN, terminates the PPPoE
tunnels from the various C-LANs in the community network by running a PPPoE service
to which each CAP connects. As the community network will most likely have RFC
1918 [78] IP addresses (private IP addresses), which are not Internet routable, NAT [97]
is conﬁgured on the AC to translate the internal IP addresses to an Internet routable
address (the external IP on the AC). The AC has a number of ﬁrewall rules implemented,
using an IPFW Firewall [4], to ensure only acceptable network traﬃc enters and leaves
the C-WAN via the Internet connection. The IPFW ﬁrewall has been conﬁgured with
Dummynet [79] pipes and queues, to enforce host and C-LAN (site) Internet usage quotas.
The AC provides a forwarding and caching DNS server to serve all name lookups for
the C-WAN. DNS requests are forwarded from the AC to the Internet connection service
provider's (ISP) DNS servers. With all the C-LANs requesting DNS lookups through a
single point, a comprehensive cache of recent DNS entries can be stored. The cached
DNS entries provide improved response times to all hosts within the C-WAN compared
to retrieving the DNS entry from the ISP's DNS servers.
An SNMP agent is conﬁgured to gather monitoring data on the AC. The AC collects
NetFlow data from its external network interface and the CAPs within the C-WAN for
use within other applications.
The AC provides a number of useful applications, aiding in monitoring and managing
bandwidth use, monitoring critical servers and services, and managing users throughout
the C-WAN. Applications installed on the AC include a Squid Caching Proxy Server
[96], LightSquid [23] and Cacti [107]. Squid provides a proxy server through which all
Internet based traﬃc passes and caches regularly used web content. Direct connections
to the Internet from within the C-WAN are not allowed and this has been enforced
with appropriate IPFW rules to forward all HTTP traﬃc to Squid. Squid has also been
conﬁgured to provide dynamic caching and user quotas using delay pools. Squid has been
conﬁgured with the option of communicating with an Authentication, Authorisation and
Accounting (AAA) server within the C-WAN to only allow authenticated users access
to the Internet. LightSquid and Cacti are hosted on an Apache [106] web server on the
AC. LightSquid utilises Squid log ﬁles to provide useful summaries of user Internet usage,
popular websites and total Internet traﬃc. Cacti takes a number of inputs, including
SNMP data, NetFlow data and Squid data to provide graphical representations of various
C-WAN usage variables over time.
The AC has a PHP web based front-end, the ACgui. The ACgui can be accessed from
any location within the C-WAN by using an Internet browser, and allows the viewing of
monitoring statistics and modiﬁcation of system and bandwidth management conﬁgura-
tion. The statistics are available to any user, however, changes to conﬁguration are only
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available to authenticated users. Limits on bandwidth use can be imposed per user, per
host and/or per C-LAN (site).
Detailed information about how the CAP is conﬁgured is discussed in Section 4.4. The
AC, and speciﬁcs about its conﬁguration is described in Section 4.5. A rationale behind
using FreeBSD as the base OS for the CAP and AC is presented in the next section.
4.3 Operating System - FreeBSD
FreeBSD provides a number of advantages which this project utilises to achieve its goals.
FreeBSD is a freely available Unix-like operating system, used widely by Internet service
providers, in appliances and embedded systems, and anywhere that reliability on com-
modity hardware is paramount [55]. FreeBSD is used in some of the most critical services
and also visible Internet-oriented companies, including Yahoo!. Companies such as IBM,
Nokia, Juniper and NetApp rely on FreeBSD for their embedded systems to provide mixed
functionality. Darwin, the core OS of Apple Mac OS X, borrows heavily from FreeBSD,
including the virtual ﬁle system, network stack and many other components [55].
An additional advantage of FreeBSD is the world wide community of developers which
provide OSS applications which work well on this OS. Extensive documentation exists
about FreeBSD [108] and the ports (software source code) collection [26], which can be
built onto the OS. FreeBSD is reliable, extendable and adaptable in many situations and
support structures are available for user assistance. There is an extensive knowledge base
of FreeBSD expertise at Rhodes University, and this project has been built in conjunction
and collaboration with this experience. The various advantages and support structures in
place led to the use of FreeBSD as the base OS for the CAP and AC. The implemented
system could potentially be migrated to a Linux OS with only minor modiﬁcations.
The CAPs and AC are running an installation of FreeBSD 6.3 [28], which only in-
cludes the functionality that is required (reducing the installation size) and is suﬃciently
lightweight to run on lightweight computers (low cost or low performance computers) with
memory (primary and secondary) and processor limitations. For example the X Window
System is not required to be installed as the devices are not required to have screens or
monitors.
The next section describes how FreeBSD has been utilised and conﬁgured together
with the 3rd party application software in the implementation of the CAP.
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Figure 4.2: Community Access Point Implementation
4.4 Community Access Point (CAP)
Figure 4.2 shows a CAP and the services that it provides for its C-LAN. The CAP is the
default router (or gateway) for the C-LAN at which it is situated. The CAPs default gate-
way is the PPPoE tunnel to the AC. Situated at the various C-LANs, the CAPs provide a
secure connection to the AC and the Internet over the C-WAN. Monitoring is performed
using an SNMP agent and a NetFlow sensor. SNMP monitoring data is collected by the
AC and NetFlow data is transmitted to the NetFlow collector running on the AC, for ag-
gregation and analysis. A PHP web based GUI, CAPgui allows system conﬁguration and
details the monitoring statistics that have been collected. An administrator can also use
Secure SHell (SSH) [120] to connect to the CAP for a shell type environment. The CAPs
network and application conﬁguration is described in Section 4.4.1, and the CAPgui is
discussed in Section 4.4.2.
4.4.1 CAP Network and Application Conﬁguration
The CAP has two network interfaces. This can either be achieved by using two physical
Network Interface Cards (NIC) or a single NIC with two IP aliases [27] which reside on
separate Virtual LANs (VLANs). One network interface is connected to the C-WAN
(external interface) and the other is connected to the C-LAN (internal interface). The
CAPs external interface connects to a shared and an assumed to be insecure network, the
C-WAN. The CAPs internal interface connects to the C-LAN via switching infrastructure
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to connect to the computers and servers within the C-LAN. The external interface is used
to establish a PPPoE tunnel to the AC over the C-WAN, providing authenticated and
encrypted network traﬃc over the C-WAN.
By using PPPoE to facilitate secure connections between the CAPs and the AC, it
ensures that only authorised hosts may use the C-WAN and the services it provides.
Secured connections are a necessary requirement when using a shared medium for the
network link, as it prevents the potential of network abuse or attacks. Technologies which
use shared mediums can include WiFi or WiMAX. WiFi has well documented exploits [37]:
passive attacks, listening or eavesdropping on network traﬃc to obtain information; active
attacks to gain unauthorised access or perform Denial of Service (DoS); Man-in-the-Middle
attacks in which a legitimate user is tricked into talking to a rogue access point; and
jamming attacks which involve introducing interference on the radio frequency. PPPoE
can aid in preventing active, passive and man-in-the-middle attacks.
The CAP is conﬁgured as a forwarding DNS server using the application BIND [45]
and all DNS lookups by the hosts within the C-LAN must use the CAP as their DNS
server. DNS lookups are cached for a set period of time called the Time To Live (TTL)
which is set by an authoritative DNS server for a speciﬁc DNS entry. If the DNS cache on
the CAP does not have the entry, the request is forwarded to the AC which in turn will
forward the request to the ISP's DNS servers. By providing a DNS server on the CAP,
response times for regularly accessed websites can be improved, as DNS entries can be
retrieved from the cache instead of requesting lookups from the upstream DNS servers.
The CAP can be conﬁgured as a DHCP server for the C-LAN, providing IP addresses
to hosts within the C-LAN in a speciﬁc IP range. DHCP allows automatic conﬁguration
of IP addresses for hosts within the C-LAN, providing automatic TCP/IP conﬁguration
for hosts such as IP address, subnet mask, default gateway, DNS servers and Windows
Internet Naming (WIN) servers. By providing this service hosts within the C-LAN do not
require manual conﬁguration for their TCP/IP settings. The conﬁguration for DHCP on
the CAP is modiﬁed by using the CAPgui.
SNMP agent software is installed on each CAP. Net-SNMP [72] was chosen as the
SNMP agent for the CAPs as the installation comes pre-packaged with a number of MIBs
for a wide variety of devices. Net-SNMP on the CAP provides a method to monitor sys-
tem health; variables such as system uptime, secondary storage usage, RAM usage, CPU
usage, load averages, services running and bytes in and out of the network interfaces.
SNMP data is retrieved from the CAP by querying a number of MIBs related to the mon-
itoring data required. For example, the MIB for system uptime is HOST-RESOURCES-
MIB::hrSystemUptime.0 [115]. In another example, to discover how many bytes have
passed through any particular network interface, we look at IF-MIB::ifInOctets for the
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number of bytes that have been received or IF-MIB::ifOutOctets for the number of bytes
transmitted [25]. Appendix A identiﬁes some useful OIDs that have been monitored via
SNMP within this system.
The AC requests SNMP data from the CAP and creates status summaries and graphs.
As the CAP is the default router for the C-LAN and all packets leaving or entering the
network will route through it, the SNMP agent will collect data regarding the network
traﬃc that passes through the C-LAN interfaces (from within the local C-LAN and the
community wide C-WAN). However, the SNMP agent can only collect information on the
host on which it is installed.An SNMP agent cannot provide details regarding which hosts
are using the network and what they are using the network for. For example, the SNMP
agent will provide information suggesting that the external network interface, of the host
on which it is running, is at 90% capacity. In this example, SNMP does not provide
information regarding the origin of the traﬃc, be it the local host or another host on the
local network. To provide ﬁner grain network utilisation data, NetFlow [20] is used.
The CAP has Softﬂowd [92] installed, a software implementation of NetFlow to moni-
tor ﬂows within the C-LAN. Softﬂowd is conﬁgured to listen on the PPPoE tunnel interface
and to transmit the summarised ﬂow data to the AC, which has a NetFlow collector, via
UDP ﬂow exports on a speciﬁc port.
As the CAP is not required to have a screen or monitor to access it, OpenSSH [120]
is used to provide a shell environment via Secure SHell (SSH). However, SSH should only
be used by administrators who are troubleshooting problems with the CAP, upgrading
applications or installing new applications. For this reason the login process is secured
using cryptographic keys rather than plain-text passwords. For typical use, the CAPgui
is provided for conﬁguration and viewing of monitoring data and this is discussed in the
subsequent section.
The CAP is conﬁgured with IPFW ﬁrewall. IPFW has been conﬁgured with an
inclusive ﬁrewall ruleset, only allowing traﬃc which matches the rules and with a default
to deny all other incoming and outgoing traﬃc. The C-LANs are only required to be able
to access the WWW, via HTTP and HTTPS. HTTP traﬃc is automatically forwarded
by IPFW to the Squid proxy server situated on the AC. DNS traﬃc is allowed on the
internal interface (from the C-LAN) to the CAP, where the DNS requests will be forwarded
upstream.
ICMP and SSH are allowed in and out on any interface. Traﬃc destined to the CAP
from the AC for the SNMP port is allowed. Softﬂowd transmits UDP packets on a
speciﬁed port to the AC and this is allowed. NAT is implemented by using an IPFW
divert rule and all outgoing traﬃc has its IP address translated to that of the PPPoE
tunnel interface.
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The IPFW ﬁrewall rules prevent unencrypted traﬃc from being directly transmitted
using the external network interface and packets are routed over the PPPoE tunnel carried
by the external interface. However, SSH and ICMP are allowed over the external interface
for troubleshooting purposes.
4.4.2 CAP Graphical User Interface (CAPgui)
A PHP [109] based web front-end is provided for initial and subsequent conﬁgurations
of the CAP and it has been named CAPgui. The CAPgui also provides the user with
connectivity and system health variables to monitor the status of upstream links and the
CAP.
The CAPgui is hosted on the CAP using the Lighttpd [53] web server. Lighttpd
was chosen over other web server implementations as it is designed and optimised for any
server (or PC) that is either already under heavy load or has limited memory or processing
ability [53]. As the CAPs are deployed to low cost or low performance machines, using
an application which is eﬃcient and has a small memory footprint is advantageous.
The CAPgui is required to display dynamic content as the content is dependent on
monitoring information and conﬁguration pages. As the content is not static the pages
are generated by server-side PHP running on the CAP. The PHP generates Extensible
HyperText Markup Language (XHTML) [113] pages for the Internet Browser to display.
XHTML is an application of Extensible Markup Language (XML) [42], which requires the
document to be well-formed and able to be parsed by a standard XML parser. Cascading
Style Sheets (CSS) [114] have been used to separate the presentation of the page from
the information contained in the XHTML. Conﬁguration changes within the CAPgui
modify a single XML ﬁle. The XML ﬁle is parsed, when the CAP is rebooted via the
CAPgui, to generate and update FreeBSD conﬁguration ﬁles for various system settings
and service conﬁguration. More detail about how these conﬁguration ﬁles were generated
is described in Appendix B.1. The CAPgui User Manual, source code, background scripts
and screenshots of all the pages can be viewed in Appendix C.
Figure 4.3 demonstrates the CAPgui which is the front-end for the CAP. This particu-
lar CAP is deployed in the Settler City Wireless (SCW) testbed network. Figure 4.3 shows
the ﬁrst page seen when visiting the CAPgui, the System Status page. In the top left
of the ﬁgure, a logo displaying CAPgui informs the user where they are. The top-right
of the CAPgui provides the hostname of the CAP, in this example benm.scw.ru.ac.za.
The menu (on the left-hand side of the page) is separated according to content that can
be viewed (Status), conﬁguration modiﬁcation (Conﬁguration) and external links to the
Access Concentrator. Items listed beneath Conﬁguration are only visible to the user once
they have been authenticated, if they are not authenticated, the only item in this list is
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Figure 4.3: CAPgui - System Page
Log In. The central area of the CAPgui interface displays the content that is relevant
to the speciﬁc page that the user is currently viewing. Lastly, the bottom of the page
provides a footer to denote the bottom of the page.
The items under Status are System, Services, Disk Usage and Interfaces. These pages
display system health variables for the CAP. The various Status pages display information
from log ﬁles which are generated by PHP scripts that run at ﬁve minute intervals (unless
otherwise speciﬁed) on the CAP. By separating the gathering of status information from
displaying it, the Status pages have improved loading times as they do not have to wait
for information to be gathered.
The System Status page, seen in Figure 4.3, provides upstream `Connectivity' status,
displaying information about the status of upstream links. If any items within this list are
down they are highlighted in the colour red, otherwise if they are up they are highlighted
in the colour green. The connectivity table relies on a background bash [35] script which
checks the status of the PPP process and uses ping [67] to test upstream network hosts
every ﬁve minutes.
Also in the System Status page, `System Information' is displayed showing `System
Uptime', `Current CPU Usage', `Current Memory Usage' and `Swap Usage'. These vari-
ables, speciﬁcally CPU and memory usage, are constantly changing and are obtained every
time the page is visited or refreshed. The `System Information' is obtained by using PHP
scripts which execute speciﬁc commands on the AC to obtain the necessary information.
The System Status page is the ﬁrst point of reference for administrators wishing to
troubleshoot network issues or check the status of the CAP. If any of the `Connectivity'
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Figure 4.4: CAPgui - Service Status Page
Figure 4.5: CAPgui - Disk Usage Status Page
items are down, administrators can take the necessary steps to rectify the root cause of
the problem. A ﬂowchart was produced for administrators (or network support staﬀ) to
follow in the case of no or limited access to the Internet from their C-LAN, see Appendix
C.
The Services Status page, highlights various important network services, such as PPP,
SSHd, Softﬂowd, SNMPd and DHCPd in a table. Figure 4.4 displays such a table. In
this example, all the services are up (and highlighted in the colour green) except for
DHCPd which is down (highlighted in the colour red). The service status information is
gathered by using the SNMP service on the CAP (see Appendix A.1 for details of the
MIBs requested). However, if SNMP is unavailable then the services are checked by using
a PHP method which executes ps (process status) [31] on the CAP. In this case, SNMPd
would be marked as down.
The Disk Usage Status page provides a table with the FreeBSD mount points and per
disk partition the total size, the amount used, amount available and percentage used are
displayed. An example can be seen in Figure 4.5. In this example, the total disk size was
8 GB. The Disk Usage Status page allows administrators to resolve issues such as running
out of disk space on the CAP. The table relies on a PHP method which executes df [30]
on the CAP to provide details about each partition and their related usage status.
The last of the Status pages, the Interfaces page, provides a table of the network
interfaces with various ﬁelds relating to their conﬁguration and monitored statistics. In
Figure 4.6, three network interfaces are present: `int0', the internal interface; `ext0', the
external interface; and `tun0', the PPPoE tunnel interface to the AC. The interface table
provides information for each one's status (UP or DOWN ), IP Address, Netmask, MAC
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Figure 4.6: CAPgui - Interfaces Status Page
f unc t i on is_hostname ( $hostname )
{
i f ( ! is_string ( $hostname ) )
re turn fa l se ;
i f (preg_match( " /^( [_a−z0−9\−]+\.?)+$/ i " , $hostname ) )
re turn true ;
else
r e turn fa l se ;
}
Figure 4.7: Perl Regular Expression in PHP to Check a Valid Hostname
Address, Media Type, Bytes In and Bytes Out. An administrator can visit this page to
view the network conﬁguration of the CAP, see what type of network the interfaces are
connected to (Media) and view the number of bytes transferred in and out of the network
interfaces. The interfaces table obtains its data using SNMP on the CAP (see Appendix
A.1 for details of the MIBs requested).
Following the Status pages are the Conﬁguration pages. The Conﬁguration pages
allow the modiﬁcation of system and service settings, and therefore are only available to
a user who has been authenticated. As the pages rely on input by the user to update
conﬁguration, all input is validated for the speciﬁc ﬁeld that is being updated. Input is
validated using a variety of methods, but the majority of the methods rely on custom
Perl Regular Expressions [32] in PHP. For an example of such a Perl Regular Expression,
namely one checking whether a hostname is correct, see Figure 4.7. By validating the
input, checks can be put in place to make sure the CAP is not misconﬁgured. If the input
fails the validation check, the user is presented with a description of what type of input is
expected and the XML conﬁguration is not updated. When the input has been validated,
the user is shown a list of changes, the XML conﬁguration ﬁle is updated with the new
settings and new conﬁguration ﬁles relevant to that page are generated from the XML.
Conﬁguration pages are available for General, Network, PPPoE, Static Routes, SN-
MPd, Softﬂowd and DHCPd. The View Conﬁg Files page allows the administrator to view
the conﬁguration ﬁles that have been generated or updated by the CAPgui. Additionally,
the Reboot CAP page allows the CAP to be rebooted to load the new conﬁguration ﬁles.
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Figure 4.8: CAPgui - DHCPd Conﬁguration
For an added level of security the user has to conﬁrm their username and password to
reboot the CAP.
In Figure 4.8, the Conﬁguration page for DHCPd is presented. It displays the common
layout of all Conﬁguration pages, with ﬁelds for the relevant conﬁguration in a table layout
and a `Save' button at the bottom right.
Under the Access Concentrator heading, there are links to the ACgui, Cacti and
LightSquid. Visiting the ACgui provides more detailed information about the status
of the C-WAN, including the statuses of all the CAPs within the network. Cacti is a
graphing application which displays graphs for all devices in the C-WAN, LightSquid
provides detailed reports on all Internet access by the C-WAN via the Squid proxy.
The CAPs connect via PPPoE tunnels to the AC which provides the C-LANs with
connectivity to the rest of the C-WAN or the Internet. The AC is discussed in detail in
the next section.
4.5 Access Concentrator (AC)
This section discusses the implementation of the AC. First, an overview of the AC is
presented in Section 4.5.1 describing the various parts of the implementation. Section
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Figure 4.9: Access Concentrator Implementation
4.5.2 discusses the networking and routing related conﬁguration. In Section 4.5.3 the
applications hosted on the AC are detailed. Section 4.5.4 discusses the methods utilised
for managing bandwidth by imposing Internet usage quotas in the C-WAN. Lastly, Section
4.5.5 presents the PHP web based front-end of the AC, the ACgui, and how it was
implemented.
4.5.1 Overview of the Access Concentrator
The AC provides two main functions; to route traﬃc securely throughout the C-WAN and
to the Internet, and to perform a number of network monitoring, management, logging and
accounting tasks. Figure 4.9 shows the AC and the services that have been implemented.
The AC is the default router for the CAPs and all traﬃc originating from or destined to
the C-LANs pass through the AC. Secure and authenticated connections are facilitated
between the AC and the CAPs by using PPPoE. As the C-WAN could use an RFC
1918 [78] address space for internal IP addresses, these are translated to an Internet
routable IP, by using NAT. Internet in and out bound traﬃc is restricted by the use of an
IPFW ﬁrewall [4]. Monitoring of the AC is performed using an SNMP agent. Aggregated
ﬂow data is collected from the CAPs and AC with the use of a NetFlow collector on the
AC.
Three applications, which were pertinent in achieving the goals of this project, are the
Squid Caching Proxy Server, LightSquid and Cacti. The Squid proxy caches regularly
accessed web content and can therefore reduce the web content that needs to be retrieved
from the Internet by serving it from the cache, reducing bandwidth use. Necessary IPFW
ﬁrewall directives are in place to prevent direct connections to the Internet, forwarding all
Internet bound connections to pass through the proxy server. User based Internet quotas
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were implemented by summarising the Squid proxy log ﬁles and utilising delay pools in
Squid. Host based quotas are implemented by summarising NetFlow data received from
the CAPs and AC, and utilising Dummynet [79] in IPFW. LightSquid processes the Squid
proxy log ﬁles and presents neat summaries of Internet usage per user, usage per month,
usage per year and popular web pages (calculated using the number of hits or number
of bytes transferred). A graphing solution, Cacti, retrieves monitoring information from
multiple sources and generates graphs. Cacti generates graphs displaying information
about the AC and the CAPs within the C-WAN. Information that is graphed by Cacti
includes secondary storage; traﬃc in and out of the various network interfaces; CPU load;
load averages; memory usage; and various graphs related to the Squid Proxy and Cache.
Monitoring data that has been collected is summarised and displayed on the ACgui.
Using this information, administrators can impose user, host and C-LAN (site) Internet
usage quotas.
Tying the network conﬁguration, bandwidth management and other applications to-
gether is the ACgui. It provides a single portal for administrators to view monitoring
variables and modify system conﬁguration. The front-end displays a number of moni-
toring variables: including the statuses of the CAPs, and their related services, located
within the C-WAN; the status of the Squid proxy; a list of the popularly accessed websites;
C-LAN (site) and host quotas; and user quotas.
Administrators can modify user, host and C-LAN (site) based Internet quotas; add
or remove web content to blacklist; add or remove CAPs from the network; and various
other system and service conﬁguration. The front-end provides a number of services to
aid in bandwidth monitoring and management for an administrator.
4.5.2 Router/Gateway Networking Conﬁguration
The AC has two network interfaces. This can either be achieved by using two physical
NICs or a single NIC with two IP aliases [27] which reside on separate Virtual LANs
(VLANs). From this point, the network interfaces will be referred to as the internal and
external network interfaces.
The internal network interface communicates with the C-WAN and the external net-
work interface allows communication with the Internet. The AC controls the way packets
are routed between the CAPs and the AC.
The internal network interface facilitates the PPPoE tunnels with the CAPs. The un-
encrypted C-WAN network uses an IP address range of 169.254.0.0/16: this is to accom-
modate native windows clients on the network as its the default IP range that windows
machines assign when there is no DHCP server present or no ﬁxed IP conﬁgured [43].
The PPPoE service is provided by the PPPoEd [93] daemon and conﬁgured to only allow
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authorised CAPs to connect to the AC. When a CAP attempts to establish a PPPoE
connection over the C-WAN, the AC conﬁrms that the CAP is in the list of subscribers
and the given password is correct. The CAP and the AC create a PPPoE tunnel binding
an IP address provided by the AC. The AC then creates a network route to the CAPs
C-LAN via the tunnel interface's IP address to ensure traﬃc destined for the C-LAN is
routed correctly. When the PPPoE link from the AC to the CAP terminates, the route
to the C-LAN is removed and the tunnel interface on the AC is removed.
The community network could use an RFC 1918 [78] IP address space. These private
IP ranges are not Internet routable, as packets with a source or destination in an RFC
1918 address space are often discarded by routers, unless the router is providing a NAT
service for that IP range. NAT translates an outbound packet's IP address to an Internet
routable IP address. When inbound IP packets are received from outside the C-WAN
they are translated, by the AC, to internal IP addresses to ﬁnd the host that initiated the
connection. NAT is provided on the AC by using the NATd daemon [29] in conjunction
with divert rules in the IPFW ﬁrewall [4].
The AC has been conﬁgured as a forwarding and caching DNS server similarly to the
conﬁguration of the CAP. It diﬀers in that it forwards DNS requests to the ISP's DNS
servers. By using a central caching DNS server, requests from all hosts within the C-
WAN are cached, allowing improved response times for DNS name lookups for regularly
accessed web content.
The AC is not required to have a screen or monitor to access it, therefore OpenSSH
[120] is conﬁgured to allow remote logins to a shell environment using cryptographic keys
to encrypt connections. For general purpose conﬁguration and interaction with the AC,
the ACgui should be used, however when more complex problems or requirements arise,
such as needing to upgrade applications or troubleshoot network problems, then SSH
access could be used.
IPFW ﬁrewall on the AC limits any incoming and outgoing connections from the C-
WAN by only allowing connections using certain ports. The ruleset is an inclusive one,
which allows connections to a set range of services with the default to deny for any service
which is not speciﬁed in the rules. Services which are allowed out include ICMP, HTTPS,
SSH, SMTP and FTP. DNS is only allowed out by the AC, as it is running a DNS server.
HTTP traﬃc is also only allowed out by the AC, as all C-WAN HTTP traﬃc is forwarded
by the Squid proxy server.
An SNMP agent is installed and conﬁgured on the AC similarly to that of the CAP.
Net-SNMP is used as the SNMP agent, which provides a method to monitor critical
information about the health of the AC, network interfaces and local services status.
This section discussed the networking conﬁguration of the AC and how the various
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network applications have been conﬁgured. The next section discusses applications which
have been installed and conﬁgured to provide a C-WAN with management, monitoring,
logging and accounting.
4.5.3 Applications and Conﬁguration
Three applications, pivotal to the goals of the project, have been installed and conﬁgured
on the AC, the Squid Caching Proxy Server, LightSquid and Cacti. These applications,
why they were selected, their associated conﬁguration and their implications are discussed
in the following sections (Sections 4.5.3.1 - 4.5.3.3). LightSquid and Cacti are hosted on
the AC via an Apache [106] web server. Apache was chosen as the web server for the AC
as it is widely used, well maintained, secure and has a large community providing online
support. Squid, LightSquid and Cacti are conﬁgured to achieve eﬀective management and
monitoring of the network.
4.5.3.1 Squid Caching Proxy Server
Squid [96] was chosen for use in this system as it is a widely used, extensively documented
and customisable application (see Section 2.8). Squid has been conﬁgured to provide a
number of functions speciﬁc to this project which are discussed in this section. The func-
tionality, which Squid provides, includes caching regularly accessed web content; ensuring
authenticated and authorised users have access to the Internet; limiting Internet bound
connections to speciﬁc ports; collecting statistics on Internet usage by extensive logging;
providing delay pools to limit users' Internet throughput and limit throughput to speciﬁc
web content; caching dynamic web content; providing SNMP monitoring for its status;
and peering with other caches.
Hosts within the C-WAN cannot directly access the Internet and all their connections
are channeled to pass through the proxy server. This is enforced with forwarding ﬁrewall
rules on the AC. Squid, within this system, can either be conﬁgured as a transparent proxy
which automatically proxies Internet bound connections or as a proxy which requires
client authentication and client browser conﬁguration. However, conﬁguring Squid as a
transparent proxy has its trade-oﬀs. An advantage is that clients will not require any
conﬁguration of their web browsers to access the Internet as requests are transparently
received and proxied to the Internet. A disadvantage is that authentication of users is
not possible when using Squid as a transparent proxy.
If Squid is not conﬁgured as a transparent proxy, authentication of users can be en-
abled to only allow authorised users access to the Internet. This system has utilised proxy
authentication in conjunction with a FreeRADIUS server (for more information in regards
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to the conﬁguration of Squid and FreeRADIUS see Appendix B.2.1). Using user authen-
tication with Squid provides a number of beneﬁts; more detailed reports can be generated
in terms of how speciﬁc users are using the Internet; greater control over bandwidth use
(per user) can be achieved; and stricter control over who has authorisation to access the
Internet is allowed. Users would have a community wide username and password which
would allow them access to the Internet at any of the C-LANs and this is achieved by
using a federated authentication scheme for the community network. Squid is conﬁgured
to provide a cache in conjunction with its proxy.
The Squid cache stores regularly retrieved web content. If a client request is received
for an item which is stored in the cache, it is served from the cache instead of retrieving
the item from the Internet a second time. Squid has been conﬁgured to cache dynamic
content, by rewriting URLs that are stored in the cache of identical content, hosted oﬀ
multiple web servers. This frees up cache space for more content to be stored. This has
been achieved by using a store URL rewrite helper conﬁgured by the use of multiple Access
Control Lists (ACL) which refer to a number of destination domains (or match regular
expressions) which use multiple web servers. This list of web servers includes popularly
used services which are hosted on multiple web servers such as Google, Google Maps,
YouTube and Facebook. All access to the Squid proxy and cache is logged for further
analysis.
The Squid proxy logs every connection that passes through it, saving information such
as; the web content that was retrieved; the date and time of the transaction; whether the
web content was in the Squid cache, a cache HIT or MISS ; the IP address for the host
that requested the content; username (if user authentication required); and the number
of bytes transferred to retrieve the content. By processing the Squid proxy access log, the
Internet usage per user can be calculated.
Squid has been conﬁgured with delay pools to impose throughput limits on the C-WAN
users' Internet usage. These delay pools form the basis for user based Internet quotas,
and are discussed in more detail in Section 4.5.4. In conjunction with limits imposed
on the quantity of Internet bandwidth used the C-WAN users can also be limited to the
extent of type of content they can view.
Blacklists are lists of speciﬁc Internet content that administrators do not want their
users to have access to. Blacklists can include speciﬁc web pages, domains (ie: .face-
book.com; or .co.za), IP ranges, web page sizes, ﬁle types, web server types, MIME
types3, Autonomous System Numbers (ASN)4 or regular expressions. An example of
content which can be blocked is advertising content. Advertising can sometimes be un-
3MIME Media Types - http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/
4Autonomous System (AS) Numbers - http://www.iana.org/assignments/as-numbers/as-numbers.xml
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Figure 4.10: LightSquid - Overall Access Report
wanted with browser pop-ups and ﬂashing images on web pages. By blocking a known
list of advertisement web servers, bandwidth use while browsing can decrease and web
page loading times can improve. More information about how Squid ACLs have been
conﬁgured to deny access to these blacklists can be seen in Appendix B.2.3. These lists
can be modiﬁed manually via the ACgui (see Section 4.5.5) or updated using ready-made
lists that are freely available on the Internet [85].
As Squid logs every transaction which passes through it and generates a comprehensive
access log ﬁle for these transactions, this data requires summarisation for analysis. By
analysing the log ﬁles Internet bandwidth use information can be gathered. An application
which summarises these log ﬁles is LightSquid, it provides various views of the Squid log
ﬁles.
4.5.3.2 LightSquid
LightSquid [23] parses the Squid access log ﬁle to summarise data into diﬀerent views and
display them via a web front-end. Figure 4.10 displays a view of LightSquid's web front-
end. In this ﬁgure, an overall summary is provided showing information for the current
month and displaying data such as total data transferred, average data transferred per
day and the percentage of data that was served from the Squid cache (a cache HIT ).
Summaries can also be viewed for previous years and months. From the overall summaries
LightSquid provides the option to drill-down to ﬁnd more information. The options to
view reports organised per user are provided, showing information such as the total data
transferred, the websites they have visited and the times that they accessed those websites.
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Figure 4.11: LightSquid - Per Month Internet Usage Graph
LightSquid also provides a list of the most popular websites, viewed by all the users, sorted
either by the most data transferred or the most viewed site (connects to that website).
LightSquid provides a simple graph displaying Internet usage per month, either for all
users or per user. Figure 4.11 shows an Internet usage bar graph for the month of October
in 2009 for all users, the y-axis displays the amount of bytes transferred and the x-axis
displays each day in the month. Data is displayed per day showing how many bytes were
transferred in that day. The mean is displayed by a horizontal line, in this example, at
approximately 4 MB.
Using the extensive information about Internet usage via the Squid proxy, the popu-
larly visited websites that have been identiﬁed by LightSquid can be placed into a delay
pool by an administrator, to limit access to that website or be placed in a blacklist to
prevent all access.
LightSquid provides a single type of graph for Internet usage per month or per user
utilising the Squid access logs. Cacti is a graphing application which takes in many input
data sources and displays graphs for that data over various periods and is able to produce
many types of graphs. Cacti and its implementation on the AC is described in the next
section.
4.5.3.3 Cacti
Cacti [107] is a graphing application used to graphically display data received from the
SNMP agents on the CAPs and AC. An example of a graph generated by RRDTool and
Cacti can be seen in Figure 4.12 which is graphing `HTTP Service Times' for the Squid
proxy. This graph is measuring the duration of time that it took to perform a request.
The graph displays Hits, when the object was found in the cache; Misses, when the object
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Figure 4.12: Cacti - HTTP Service Times Graph
Figure 4.13: Cacti - Load Averages Graph
was not in the cache and had to be retrieved from the Internet; and DNS lookups.
Cacti provides the means to create templates for speciﬁc types of devices and two
host templates have been implemented for Cacti. The templates are for the AC/CAP
and for the Squid proxy. The AC/CAP host graph template will poll the devices and
create graphs for available disk space; retrieve information about the network interfaces
and create graphs for them displaying bytes inbound and outbound; CPU usage; load
averages (see example in Figure 4.13); and memory (RAM or primary memory) usage.
The Squid proxy host graph template will poll the Squid proxy for data and create graphs
on the state of the cache (total size, amount used and number of objects); ﬁle descriptors
(reserved and remaining); HTTP requests (the amount of requests and how many hits in
the cache); HTTP Service Times (discussed earlier and seen in Figure 4.12); and HTTP
Data (data received, data sent, data saved and percentage of data saved).
By utilising summarised data and graphs, limits on throughput and bandwidth use
can be imposed by various methods discussed in the next section.
4.5.4 Bandwidth Management
The Squid proxy server provides a comprehensive access log which can be processed to
summarise Internet usage per user. By calculating Internet usage per user for a speciﬁed
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period, when a speciﬁed threshold of Internet usage is reached, users are automatically
placed into a delay pool (limiting their throughput) until their Internet usage has de-
creased. The AC has been conﬁgured with four types of delay pools that a user can be
in and these have been conﬁgured by the necessary ACLs in the Squid conﬁguration (see
Appendix B.2.2 for a detailed conﬁguration). The pools that have been conﬁgured are no
delay, slight delay, signiﬁcant delay and no access. For example, when a user is in the no
delay pool, their Internet throughput is not restricted, but when they have exceeded the
threshold set on the no delay pool, they move into the slight delay pool. The per user
Internet usage is calculated over a particular period of days using a sliding window, or
total bandwidth used per month. A user is allocated a set amount of bandwidth they can
utilise within that period. If a user uses all their pre-allocated bandwidth, their Internet
access is denied by moving them into the no access pool. The thresholds and periods at
which these delays come into eﬀect can be set via the ACgui (see Section 4.5.5).
Data received from the NetFlow sensors running on the AC and CAPs are collected
and aggregated by the AC to provide accounting of how the hosts and C-LANs are using
the Internet connection. The collected NetFlow data is manipulated to provide a list
of network hosts and C-LANs with their Internet usage. The NetFlow data is used in
conjunction with IPFW and Dummynet on the AC to limit Internet usage originating from
a particular host or C-LAN. As with user based delay pools, hosts have delay pools as well,
although implemented as IPFW tables. Four tables have been conﬁgured for host and
C-LAN (site) based quotas; they are host slight delay, host signiﬁcant delay, site slight
delay and site signiﬁcant delay. Dummynet pipes and queues have been implemented
which eﬀect the hosts or sites (C-LAN subnets) according to the speciﬁed delay. These
delays work in a similar fashion to user based quotas, however they can be conﬁgured
with diﬀerent thresholds and periods. Thresholds and periods for which the hosts and
C-LANs fall into these delays can be conﬁgured via the ACgui (see Section 4.5.5).
The ACgui provides comprehensive summaries of user, host and site based Internet
usage. By viewing these usage summaries, an administrator can allocate acceptable levels
of bandwidth for each type of quota. The ACgui is discussed in the next section.
4.5.5 Access Concentrator Graphical User Interface (ACgui)
The AC has a PHP based web front-end, named the ACgui, which provides a C-WAN with
a number of monitoring and management functions. System health of the AC is displayed
as well as the status of the CAPs and their services. The ACgui integrates monitoring
data received from the CAPs (SNMP and NetFlow data), Squid and LightSquid. The
combined data is displayed meaningfully for an administrator to make informed decisions
when setting thresholds for bandwidth use.
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Figure 4.14: ACgui - System Page
Figure 4.15: ACgui - CAP/CLAN Status Page
Figure 4.14 shows the System Status page of the ACgui and the general layout of the
ACgui. The ACgui is similar in visual design and structure to the CAPgui. It has been
constructed using PHP which generates XHTML and the style is deﬁned using CSS. As
with the CAPgui, all conﬁguration changes modify a single XML ﬁle, which is parsed to
generate FreeBSD conﬁguration ﬁles. The ACgui User Manual, source code, background
scripts and screenshots of all the pages can be viewed in Appendix C.
In Figure 4.14, on the left-hand side of the interface is a menu, which is separated
into the headings AC Status, Network Status, Conﬁguration and Monitoring Statistics.
Under the heading AC Status, information is available about the system health of the AC
and the status of the Internet connection. The information contained in the AC Status
sub-headings is obtained in a similar fashion to the CAPgui (see Section 4.4.2).
The heading Network Status provides status information for each CAP in the C-WAN,
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Figure 4.16: ACgui - CAP Services Status Page
status of the Squid cache, most popularly accessed websites, site (C-LAN) quotas and user
quotas. First, CAP/CLAN Status (see Figure 4.15) provides information in a table for
each CAP in the network, its PPP IP Address, the subnet it serves, its current status
(UP or DOWN ) and the date and time of when it was last seen. This page provides a
simple overview of the CAPs in the C-WAN and whether they are available or not. The
use of colour, green for up and red for down is used to denote whether a CAP is available
or not. The status information displayed in this table relies on a PHP script which uses
ping [67] to attempt to reach the CAP on its PPP IP address. The status script is run
every ﬁve minutes. By clicking on the name of the CAP, the Internet browser is directed
to the relevant CAPgui.
The CAP Services Status page extends the information in the CAP/CLAN Status
page by checking the status, uptime and services running on the various CAPs in the C-
WAN (see Figure 4.16). Information is displayed in a table showing: the PPP IP address,
system uptime, general status and service status of SSH, the web server, SNMPd and
SoftFlowd. The general status is retrieved from the previously mentioned status script.
System uptime is retrieved when checking the SNMP service. SSH and the web server
status are checked by connecting to the relevant port for the service (port 22 for SSH and
port 80 for the web server).
Figure 4.17 provides an example of the table that can be viewed on the Squid Cache
Status page. This page provides a high-level summary of the cache of web content that
the Squid proxy provides. Information for the table is gathered by processing the reports
that LightSquid generates. The information in this table is updated every 20 minutes.
The ﬁrst table seen in Figure 4.17, provides a summary of the Squid cache for the current
quota period (November 2009). First, it shows the Hits, the amount of web content served
from the cache. Secondly, Misses, the amount of web content which had to be retrieved
from the Internet. And lastly, All, the sum of both Hits and Misses. From the data in
this example, analysis reveals that 16% of web content was retrieved from the cache in
the current quota period (November 2009), resulting a 7.69 MB decrease in use of the
Internet connection. The `Cache Overview' table provides an overall status of the cache,
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Figure 4.17: ACgui - Squid Status Page
Figure 4.18: ACgui - Site Quota Status Page
with the total size of the cache, how much of the cache is used and how much disk space
is still remaining.
The next subheading under Network Status is Top Websites, which provides a listing
of the most popular websites (domains) for the current quota period. The websites can
either be sorted by total bytes transferred or total connects (visits to that domain name).
Data is gathered by processing the LightSquid reports and summing up the total bytes
transferred and the total connects to the various domain names for the current quota
period. Viewing this information, an administrator can assess which websites are using
the most amount of bandwidth and whether acceptable sites are being viewed by users.
Unacceptable websites can then be placed in a blacklist to prevent access to that site.
The Site Quotas Status page provides a summary of bandwidth use gathered from the
NetFlow sensors on the AC and the CAPs. Bandwidth use is displayed in a table, with a
row for each CAP. Data displayed shows the amount of `Active Hosts' behind the NetFlow
sensor (AC and CAPs), the total amount of bytes transferred to the Internet from that
site, the percentage of Site Quota used by that C-LAN, the percentage of total Internet
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Figure 4.19: ACgui - Host Quota Status Page
bandwidth (of the C-WAN) used and the total number of packets that were transmitted
to or from the Internet. In Figure 4.18, the ﬁrst column of the table shows what type of
delay the site (C-LAN) is experiencing when accessing the Internet. The limits for which
the delays come into eﬀect for each site are set in the CAPs Conﬁguration page which
updates the XML conﬁguration ﬁle. The PHP script which enforces the delays compiles
reports from the NetFlow ﬂow data ﬁles, obtains site bandwidth use thresholds from the
XML conﬁguration ﬁle and updates the delay tables in IPFW. In Figure 4.18, `Benjamin
Mahlasela' is in a signiﬁcant delay as they have used 115.35% of their allocated site
quota (1500 MB) for the current quota period (November 2009). Colour has been used as
follows for the delays: green denotes no delay, orange denotes slight delay and red denotes
signiﬁcant delay. An administrator can consult this table to check that bandwidth usage
thresholds have been set at fair levels for each site.
By clicking the `(>>)' link in the `Active Hosts' column on the Site Quota Status
page, it is possible to view the Internet usage per host (host quota) for all hosts behind
a speciﬁc CAP (in a speciﬁc C-LAN). An example, seen in Figure 4.19, is for all the
hosts in the `Dan Wells' C-LAN. In this example, there are four hosts in the `Dan Wells'
C-LAN, and bandwidth use for each is shown. This page extends the overall C-LAN
information seen in the Site Quota Status page to separate bandwidth use per host. In
the ﬁrst column of the table, delay levels are shown, in this example no hosts are in a delay
as they have not exceeded their allocated bandwidth. Colour is used in this column, in
the same manner as the Site Quota Status page. Each host has information for the total
number of bytes transferred to the Internet, percentage of site quota used, percentage of
total Internet bandwidth used and packets transmitted. An administrator can consult
this table to check whether Internet bandwidth used per host is set at fair levels, and
whether particular hosts are in a delay.
Figure 4.20 demonstrates the User Quotas Status page. The summary at the top of the
page provides details about when the user quotas were last calculated, the period that they
were calculated for, the total bytes transferred in that period and an average bandwidth
used per day. A table is generated for user quotas, displaying the delay, the user (or
host), total bytes transferred (bandwidth used) and connects via the Squid proxy. In the
example of Figure 4.20, Squid has not been used in conjunction with user authentication
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Figure 4.20: ACgui - User Quota Status Page
Figure 4.21: ACgui - CAPs Conﬁguration Page
and therefore the users are in fact the hosts that have accessed the Internet via the Squid
proxy.
Following the Status pages are the Conﬁguration pages. Conﬁguration pages are
available for General settings, Network, PPPoEd, CAPs, Static Routes, SNMPd, Squid,
Blacklists, Flow Capture, Quotas, View Conﬁg Files and Reboot AC. For more detailed
information about each Conﬁguration page, consult Appendix C. Pages explained in more
detail in this section are CAPs, Squid and Quotas.
The CAPs Conﬁguration page allows the addition, removal and conﬁguration changes
of CAPs within the C-WAN. See Figure 4.21 for an example of the CAPs Conﬁguration
page in the ACgui. Each CAP is presented in a separate table showing the conﬁguration
of each. Importantly, conﬁguration is here for the Slight Delay and Signiﬁcant Delay
ﬁelds which aﬀect the bandwidth use thresholds of the C-LAN. The ﬁelds update the
XML conﬁguration ﬁle, which in turn is parsed to generate conﬁguration ﬁles for PPPoE.
The delay ﬁelds are checked when calculating Site Quotas.
The Squid Conﬁguration page is fairly comprehensive, after which a Squid conﬁgura-
tion ﬁle is generated. It allows the modiﬁcation of conﬁguration for general squid settings,
cache settings, delay pools and SNMP monitoring for Squid. General settings include IP
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Figure 4.22: ACgui - Squid Conﬁguration Page - Delay Pools
address and port to listen on, setting of transparent proxy, user authentication, enabling
blacklists and the subnet allowed to use Squid. Cache settings include the size of the
cache and conﬁguration for a cache parent. A cache parent is an upstream cache to which
all Internet requests are forwarded. Figure 4.22 shows the delay pools conﬁguration for
Squid. Delays pools can be disabled here if they are not required. Throughput delays can
be set for slight delay and signiﬁcant delay in kbps. Aggregate/Total is the total through-
put provided to all users in that delay pool, the combined delay pool users will never
reach a throughput higher than the value set here. Individual/Per User is the throughput
allocated to each user in the delay pool. Thresholds for when these delay pools come into
eﬀect are set in the Quotas Conﬁguration page.
Figure 4.23 shows an example of the Quota Conﬁguration page. First, in the top table,
general settings can be modiﬁed: this includes the number of top websites to show in the
Top Websites Status page, total Internet Capacity of the shared Internet connection per
month, the local subnet of all hosts within the C-WAN and whether Site Quotas are
enabled or not. Secondly, thresholds and periods can be modiﬁed for User Quotas. The
period can either be set as Monthly where bandwidth usage is calculated for the current
month, or per Period Days where bandwidth usage is calculated for a speciﬁc number of
days using a sliding window. Host Quotas have a similar conﬁguration.
When conﬁguration has been updated, the AC must be rebooted to enforce the changes
to permanent conﬁguration ﬁles. Changes that do not require the AC to be rebooted are
modiﬁcations to CAPs, Squid, Blacklists and Quotas. Before rebooting the AC, the
administrator should consult View Conﬁg Files to make sure that the new conﬁguration
is correct.
From the ACgui, links to Cacti and LightSquid are available to access more informa-
tion and graphs for the AC and CAPs in the network. Before the CAPs and the AC
were deployed to the testbed networks, a testing environment was required. As a result,
VMware was used to construct a virtual network similar to those of the testbed networks.
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Figure 4.23: ACgui - Quota Conﬁguration Page
4.6 Virtual Development Environment
This system was ultimately deployed at the testbed networks which were described in
Section 2.11, and the deployment discussed in Chapter 5. However, a development en-
vironment was required during the implementation phase. In lieu of building a devel-
opment network with physical connections, devices and hardware, a virtual network was
constructed using VMware Workstation [112].
The main advantage of using a virtual network over a production network for the
development of the system is that modiﬁcations can be easily made without disrupting
users on the network. By using snapshots of running virtual machines, a known working
state can be saved. If additions or modiﬁcations to the virtual machine are not performing
as they should (or have been misconﬁgured), the virtual machine can be rolled back to
the previously stored working state. Snapshots also allowed experimental development
and testing and if the experiments failed no work or time was lost in the process.
The virtual network was conﬁgured and installed using VMware Workstation 6.5.1
on Ubuntu 8.10 [111]. The private virtual networks (each subnet) were created by using
the Virtual Network Editor tool which is bundled with VMware Workstation. Virtual
interfaces on the virtual machines are bound to the private virtual networks and can only
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Figure 4.24: Virtual Development Network
communicate via the virtual network that they are bound to. This is similar to a physical
connection in that a computer can only communicate via the network it is attached to.
The virtual development network was based on the two testbed networks and is similar
in structure. Figure 4.24 provides an overview of how the virtual network was constructed.
On the right of Figure 4.24 are three C-LANs, and each C-LAN has a speciﬁc subnet. In c-
lan1, networked devices have an IP in the range of 192.168.1.0/24 and their default router
is CAP_clan1. The CAP labeled CAP_clan1 has two virtual NICs, the `internal' NIC
connected to the virtual network c-lan1 (subnet 192.168.1.0/24) and the `external' NIC
connected to the C-WAN (subnet 169.254.0.0/16). The C-WAN is used for link testing and
troubleshooting but primarily carries PPPoE tunnels which are established on the links
to ensure encrypted and authenticated communication between the access_concentrator
and the CAPs.
All traﬃc entering or leaving c-lan1 passes through CAP_clan1. The CAPs (CAP-
clan[1-3]) route traﬃc to the access_concentrator via their PPPoE tunnel interface. The
access_concentrator then routes the traﬃc to the Internet or to another CAP in the
C-WAN. As the virtual network IP ranges are in the RFC 1918 [78] address space, the
access_concentrator uses NAT to translate their IP addresses to an IP address which is
Internet routable. The access_concentrator has two virtual NICs, the ﬁrst is attached to a
virtual network (in the IP range 169.254.0.0/16) and the second is bridged onto the hosts
physical NIC. In this virtual network, traﬃc is routed from the access_concentrator over
the Rhodes University network (with a Rhodes University IP address) to the Internet.
By implementing the AC and CAP in this virtual network, it allowed problems to be
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identiﬁed and resolved before deploying the system to real world networks. A number
of applications within the system depend on each other for the project goals to be met,
therefore evaluating whether these goals had ﬁrst been achieved in a virtual environment
led to a smoother deployment to the two research networks. By identifying problems
before deploying the system to the two research networks, it allowed the construction of
a more robust and ultimately better system.
4.7 Summary
This chapter built on the design requirements of the system that were described in Chapter
3. A number of applications have been identiﬁed to meet the design requirements and
have been implemented into a two part solution. The two components are the AC and
the CAP, and both are based and built on the FreeBSD OS.
The CAP is the default router for a C-LAN, and connects to the AC via an encrypted
and authenticated PPPoE tunnel. It collects monitoring data for the C-LAN by using an
SNMP agent and a NetFlow sensor. The SNMP agent provides a method to monitor the
system health of the CAP and gather statistics on the network interfaces. The NetFlow
sensor gathers data on the ﬂows of data entering and leaving the C-LAN. The SNMP
data is polled from the CAP by the AC and NetFlow data is transmitted to the NetFlow
collector on the AC. The CAPgui was constructed for initial and subsequent network
conﬁguration, and provides a number of monitoring statistics that have been gathered on
the CAP. The CAPgui is the ﬁrst point-of-reference for troubleshooting network issues at
the C-LAN, providing the status of the CAP itself and the upstream connectivity.
The AC is the C-WANs default gateway router to the Internet and terminates PPPoE
tunnels from the various CAPs within the community network to ensure all traﬃc is en-
crypted and authenticated. All Internet bound traﬃc is translated using NAT, providing
internal network hosts with Internet connectivity. An IPFW ﬁrewall is conﬁgured to limit
incoming and outgoing connections to speciﬁc ports, providing security to the C-WAN
hosts. An SNMP agent is conﬁgured to provide a method to monitor the ACs system
health. And a NetFlow collector receives NetFlow data from all the CAPs.
The AC utilised three important applications in terms of reaching the project goals.
First, the Squid caching proxy server presents a single method for all hosts within the
C-WAN to access the Internet. Squid also reduces bandwidth usage by caching regularly
accessed web content. Squid logs every connection and by processing these logs it was
possible to implement user based Internet quotas by using delay pools. Blacklists were
integrated with Squid to prevent access to speciﬁc types of web content. The second
application, LightSquid, provided a summary of the Squid logs, displaying Internet us-
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age per user; Internet usage per day, month and year; and the most popularly accessed
websites. By analysing the popularly accessed websites, they can be placed in a black-
lists to deny access to them via the use of the ACgui and Squid. The third application,
Cacti, retrieved monitoring data from the CAPs, the AC and Squid to generate graphs
for monitoring purposes.
Internet usage summaries can be viewed on the ACgui, summarised per user, host
and C-LAN (site). Utilising this bandwidth monitoring, administrators can impose limits
on Internet usage. User based quotas are imposed by summarising the Squid access log
for each user and using Squid delay pools with predeﬁned throughput limits. Users have
higher delays imposed on them as their bandwidth usage increases. The delay pools are
no delay, slight delay, signiﬁcant delay and no access. Conﬁguration of the period of
Internet usage, throughput limits and thresholds for moving between the delay pools can
be conﬁgured using the ACgui.
Host and C-LAN (site) quotas are calculated by processing collected NetFlow ﬂow
data from the AC and CAPs. Limits on bandwidth use are then imposed by using IPFW
tables and Dummynet pipes and queues. Delays that are enforced are host slight delay,
host signiﬁcant delay, site slight delay and site signiﬁcant delay. The thresholds and
periods for moving between these delays can be conﬁgured using the ACgui.
The ACgui provides administrators with a single portal for managing and monitoring
the C-WAN. Summaries of C-LAN use are provided, including their Internet usage and
the status of services on their CAP. The ACgui also provides many conﬁguration pages
which allow administrators to conﬁgure the AC; modify the CAPs authorised on the
C-WAN; and modify thresholds for user, host and site based quotas.
The system, the AC and the CAP combined, allow community networks to be managed
and monitored from a single portal, which is the ACgui. The system provides a number of
variables which aid the administrator in resolving network problems within the C-WAN.
This chapter described a working system and deployed it in a virtual environment for
development and reliability testing. Chapter 5 discusses the deployment of the system to
the research networks that were identiﬁed in Section 2.11.
Chapter 5
Deployment and Results
5.1 Introduction
Once the system had been deployed and tested in a virtual environment, as discussed in
Section 4.6, it was deployed to the two research networks which were presented in Section
2.11.
This chapter begins with an overview of the hardware used for the deployment of
the Community Access Points (CAPs) and the Access Concentrator (AC). A deployment
strategy was created to aid the process and this is discussed in Section 5.3. Next, the
deployment to the Centre of Excellence (CoE) network is discussed in Section 5.4, with
its related results in Section 5.5. Following this, deployment for the Siyakhula Living Lab
(SLL) network is described in Section 5.6 and the results are presented in Section 5.7.
The deployed system in the two networks and their related results are reﬂected upon
in Section 5.8.
5.2 Hardware and Installation
Revisiting the design speciﬁcations (seen in Section 3.3 and 3.5), the CAPs and AC had
speciﬁc hardware requirements. The CAPs and AC were required to be able to run on a
device with minimal hardware performance speciﬁcations.
The platform that was chosen for the deployments was a small-form factor (Mini-ITX
case) Personal Computer (PC). The PC contained an Intel Atom N270 1.6 GHz processor
and 1 GB of RAM. It had built in video and a 100 Mbit/s Ethernet Network Interface Card
(NIC). It had a single PCI expansion slot which was used to house an additional NIC. The
PCs were ordered with the Ubuntu Operating System (OS) pre-installed and therefore
no additional cost was incurred for purchasing a proprietary OS. The PCs contained no
CD/DVD-drive or ﬂoppy drive and as such installation was performed using a bootable
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USB ﬂash stick with g4u (ghosting for unix) [24]. Details regarding how g4u was used
for installation is contained in Appendix C.
g4u1 is a NetBSD-based harddisk cloning tool which allows the deployment of a hard-
disk image to a number of PCs using FTP [24]. Harddisk images of the CAP and AC
were created from the virtual implementation environment (discussed in Section 4.6) and
uploaded to an FTP server. This allowed CAPs and ACs to be deployed to physical PCs
concurrently.
Only minor modiﬁcations to the system conﬁguration of the physically deployed AC
and CAPs had to be made: the network interface names2 had to be updated from the
virtual to physical NIC; and the harddisk device name3 for the physical harddisk. These
changes were trivial to update in FreeBSD as the system is ﬂexible to cope with these
changes. Once this had been completed, the CAP's and AC's harddisks were imaged to
make a ﬁnal, easily deployable image which required no FreeBSD system conﬁguration
updates.
The CAP and AC were deployed with pre-conﬁgured IP addresses for the two network
interfaces. The CAP had an external IP address of `169.254.0.2' and an internal IP of
`192.168.0.1'. The AC had an external IP of `10.0.0.1' and an internal IP of `169.254.0.1'.
This aided in easy conﬁguration of the devices, from another networked PC, via their
respective web based interfaces.
Following the deployment of the ACs and CAPs to physical PCs from the virtual
network, further testing was done to make sure all components were functioning correctly.
After the testing, a strategy for deployment was designed to ensure a smooth deployment
to the two research networks.
5.3 Deployment Strategy
To minimise the risks of deploying this system to the two research networks, a deployment
strategy was constructed. The core of this strategy was to fully understanding the ex-
isting networks and their topologies. Having accurate knowledge of the network allowed
the quick resolution of potential problems during deployment. The strategy involved
undertaking research into three speciﬁc areas: the type of Internet connection present,
connection medium used between sites and services oﬀered on the network.
First, the strategy involved understanding how the network is provided with Internet
1g4u - http://www.feyrer.de/g4u/
2Setting Up Network Interface Cards - http://www.freebsd.org/doc/en/books/handbook/conﬁg-
network-setup.html
3Storage Device Names - http://www.freebsd.org/doc/en/books/handbook/disks-naming.html
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connectivity along with the IP address(es) that it was allocated by the ISP. This step also
involved determining the IP addresses for the ISP's DNS servers. Secondly, the connection
medium was researched, to understand how the various hosts and sites within the network
were interconnected. This step also observed how IP packets were routed to the rest of
the network, or to the Internet. The third step, sought to document what existing services
the network provided or required. This ﬁnal step also gathered information about which
additional network services were required for connectivity (such as a DHCP server) on a
site by site basis.
Beyond understanding the network and developing a strategy, a deployment procedure
had to be planned for each of the research networks.
5.4 Deployment in CoE Testbed Network
The Centre of Excellence (CoE) testbed network extends the Rhodes University network
and is situated in Grahamstown (see Section 2.11.1). The CoE network provides con-
nectivity to the Rhodes University network and the Internet for a handful of Rhodes
University staﬀ members and post-graduate students. It also provides Internet connectiv-
ity for a number of previously disadvantaged schools situated throughout Grahamstown.
This system was deployed to the Settler City Wireless (SCW) portion of this network
incrementally over the period of a year. An overview of the SCW network can be seen in
Figure 5.1.
The CoE network is dependent on the Rhodes University network and relies on its
Internet connection to obtain Internet connectivity. The Rhodes University network pro-
vides a cluster of proxy servers which must be used to access the World Wide Web
(WWW), any host which does not use the proxy servers are denied Internet access.
Rhodes University also provide a cluster of DNS servers for which all name lookups within
the network can be performed. All hosts within the CoE network are dependent on the
Rhodes University proxy servers and DNS servers for external Internet access.
In Figure 5.1, the SCW portion of the CoE network is displayed, demonstrating how it
is linked to the Rhodes University network. The deployment procedure involved replacing
the existing site routers at four sites, each were replaced with a CAP to initially connect
with the previous SCW access router (dukat.dsl.ru.ac.za). Once this step was complete,
the system's AC was deployed (gf3.dsl.ru.ac.za) in parallel with the previous access router,
see Figure 5.1. The four deployed CAPs were then modiﬁed to route traﬃc through the
new AC. Other sites would still route their traﬃc through the existing access router
(dukat.dsl.ru.ac.za).
On the right-hand side of Figure 5.1 are the four deployed sites. WiFi and WiMAX
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Figure 5.1: CoE Testbed - Logical Network Layout - SCW Deployment
Site Name Type of User PPP Address Subnet Connection Medium
Benjamin Mahlasela School benm.scw.ru.ac.za 192.168.0.0/24 WiFi via WiMAX Repeater
Dan Wells Post-Grad Student dan-gw.scw.ru.ac.za 146.231.118.128/28 WiMAX
Dan Wells 2 Test Site dan2-gw.scw.ru.ac.za 146.231.118.144/28 WiMAX
Barry Irwin RU Staﬀ Member bvi-gw.scw.ru.ac.za 146.231.118.160/28 WiMAX
Table 5.1: SCW - Deployed Sites Information and Requirements
technologies are used to connect the remote sites to the AC. Each site has a CAP which
facilitates this connection for the hosts at the site. From each site, packets are routed
over the WiFi or WiMAX network via PPPoE to the AC, which either routes packets to
other hosts within the SCW network or to the Rhodes University network via the ADSL
connection. Beyond the ADSL connection is out of the scope of this project, however,
packets can be routed to any host in the Rhodes University network, to the proxy servers,
to the DNS servers or to the Internet.
The four deployed sites were a school, a post-graduate student, a test site and a Rhodes
University staﬀ member. More detail about each site can be seen in Table 5.1.
The school site (benm.scw.ru.ac.za) only required access to the Internet, web servers
hosted within Rhodes University and Rhodes University DNS servers. The school was not
permitted access to other network services which the Rhodes University network provides.
As external Internet connectivity is only granted via the Rhodes University proxy servers,
all HTTP traﬃc from the school was conﬁgured to be automatically forwarded to the proxy
servers. Automatic forwarding was conﬁgured using forward rules in the IPFW ﬁrewall
to redirect HTTP traﬃc to tproxy4 [83] (transparent proxy) on the CAP. ICMP packets
(for use with ping [67]) were allowed in and out, and Secure SHell (SSH) was allowed to
the CAP and out of the school subnet. Besides the HTTP traﬃc which was automatically
forwarded to Rhodes University by the CAP, ICMP and SSH packets had their source IP
4Transproxy (tproxy) - http://transproxy.sourceforge.net/
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addresses translated to the PPP IP address of the CAP using NAT [29]. NAT was required
as the internal subnet of the school was in a private IP range (192.168.0.0/24) [78].
The other three sites (dan-gw.scw.ru.ac.za, dan2-gw.ru.ac.za and bvi-gw.scw.ru.ac.za)
had no limitations imposed on their use of the Rhodes University network. They were
provided with a subnet in the Rhodes University Class-B network (146.231.0.0/16) and
therefore required no NAT. Hosts behind the CAPs would require manual conﬁguration
of applications to use the Rhodes University proxy servers to access the Internet. One
site, dan-gw.ru.ac.za, had a special requirement for a DHCP server, to allow automatic
conﬁguration of TCP/IP settings for hosts within its subnet. The DHCP server at this
site was conﬁgured to automatically provide TCP/IP settings for hosts in the subnet such
as IP address, subnet mask, default gateway, DNS servers and WINS servers.
The CAPs were conﬁgured using their CAPgui, which allowed easy deployment and
conﬁguration. The school had an additional requirement of tproxy which required the
manual modiﬁcation of the FreeBSD system conﬁguration ﬁle /etc/rc.conf.
The AC was not required to have a proxy server, as all sites would access the Internet
via the Rhodes University proxy servers. Rhodes University imposes limits on Internet use
via their proxy servers (User Quotas), and also Host Quotas per IP address. Therefore,
it was decided to disable all quotas on the AC as enforcing two levels of Internet usage
quotas would be redundant and possibly confusing for users. Monitoring, however, was
still performed to provide information on how the Internet was being used by each site.
5.5 Results - CoE Testbed Network
The SCW network, albeit similar to the logical network topology of the SLL network,
had fewer requirements. The results discussed in this section were used to create a more
eﬃcient and robust system for the deployment in the SLL.
As previously stated in Section 5.4, all quotas were disabled in the deployment of
this system to the SCW network. Quotas were only enabled intermittently to test their
accuracy and eﬀectiveness. For this reason, there is no discussion on quotas in this section.
In Section 5.5.1 bandwidth use at the school site is investigated along with some of
the popular websites which were accessed over a month. Following this is a discussion on
a number of Cacti graphs for devices in the SCW network.
5.5.1 Bandwidth Use
A school at which one of the CAPs was deployed is Benjamin Mahlasela, and results from
this site are presented in this section. The CAP was conﬁgured to automatically forward
their Internet traﬃc to the Rhodes University proxy servers. The application which was
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Website Connects
www.theherald.co.za 6431
ads.avusa.co.za 4684
pic.classistatic.com 3927
www.timeslive.co.za 3829
www.google-analytics.com 3662
ad.yieldmanager.com 3545
l.yimg.com 2903
mail.google.com 2429
us.mg4.mail.yahoo.com 2087
us.bc.yahoo.com 2047
ad.za.doubleclick.net 2029
www.dispatch.co.za 1959
cdn.24.com 1940
www.google.com 1927
us.mg3.mail.yahoo.com 1616
Table 5.2: SCW - Top 15 Websites - Sorted By Connects - Nov 2009
used to automatically forward the traﬃc was tproxy. This section investigates the log
ﬁles which were generated from tproxy. The log ﬁles only provide simple data such as:
the source IP; the URL which was requested; and the number of requests which were
forwarded.
The listing in Table 5.2 highlights the websites which generated the highest number of
connects. Due to the nature of the tproxy log ﬁles, the bytes to retrieve the requests were
not recorded. Studying the top 15 websites in Table 5.2, it appears that bandwidth use
at this site included: news websites; advertising websites; Yahoo! Image Search; Yahoo!
Mail; Google Mail; and Google search.
This type of Internet traﬃc could be expected from an educational setting. The website
www.theherald.co.za is an up to date and online version of an Eastern Cape newspaper.
Accessing this website would allow staﬀ and students of the school to be knowledgeable
about current aﬀairs in the region. The use of online mail services can be attributed to
users utilising email for communication outside of the school, as there is no school mail
server. Beyond these, typical requests include Internet searches for content and images.
5.5.2 System Use Graphs
This section presents, analyses and discusses a number of graphs from the Cacti graphing
application. The graphs aided the project in assessing usage patterns, the quality of
network links and the eﬃciency of services which the project system provided.
Figure 5.2 displays a graph of the PPPoE tunnel interface on the Benjamin Mahlasela
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Figure 5.2: SCW - Benjamin Mahlasela - Traﬃc(tun0) - Nov 2009
Figure 5.3: SCW - Dan Wells - Traﬃc(tun0) - Nov 2009
CAP for the period of November 2009. This graph revealed that students and staﬀ at
the school typically use the network during weekdays. The school is generally only open
during weekdays and traﬃc during this time should be expected. The majority of traﬃc
shown in this graph is inbound traﬃc as the school is downloading more content than
they are uploading. It appears they are using the school network to search for information
on the Internet and this relates with the results obtained in Table 5.2.
Figure 5.3, when compared to Figure 5.2, shows a more erratic use pattern. The
deployed site in this example was that of a Rhodes University post-graduate student
who was not restricted to speciﬁc Internet usage times by using a computer lab. Figure
5.3 shows more outbound traﬃc compared to the previous ﬁgure, as this student was
transferring data between their site and hosts on the Rhodes University network.
In Figure 5.4, the CPU usage of the AC is presented. The ﬁrst half of the graph
displays a regular (20 minute intervals) high load on the CPU. The cause of the high
CPU load was investigated and it was found that the PHP script which analyses NetFlow
data was the cause. The script was parsing all stored NetFlow data instead of only the
current and most relevant NetFlow data. This led to a more eﬃcient NetFlow parsing
script which required less CPU time (seen in the decrease on the right-hand side of the
graph).
Learning from the experimentation, results and deployment in the SCW portion of the
CoE testbed network led to the deployment of a more robust system for the SLL network.
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Figure 5.4: SCW - Access Concentrator - High CPU Use
5.6 Deployment in SLL Network
The SLL testbed network is situated in rural Eastern Cape, the network is discussed
in more detail in Section 2.11.2. Staﬀ and students at the schools use the PCs in the
computer labs. The schools are geographically dispersed and connected to each other via
WiMAX technology. This system was successfully deployed to the SLL network and an
overview of the network connecting the schools can be seen in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5 shows the single Internet connection, provided via VSAT, a satellite back-
haul. The Internet connection is housed at Mpume, which is connected via a WiMAX
network to the other schools. The WiMAX base station is located at Ngwane, while the
other schools have WiMAX Customer Premise Equipment (CPE). DNS name resolution
is provided by querying the ISP's (Telkom) DNS servers.
The VSAT provides a 3 GB monthly bandwidth capacity, with a maximum download
throughput rate of 512 Kbps and upload rate of 128 Kbps [59]. Sharing this single Internet
connection equitably between the schools was one of the goals of this project.
Before deployment, a procedure was created. The deployment procedure involved
researching the layout of the SLL network (see Figure 5.6) and constructing a mock
network in a lab environment. This mock network involved using the physical devices (two
CAPs and the AC) which were to be deployed to the SLL. The SSL deployment is a six
hour car trip from Rhodes University to the Dwesa-Cwebe region, and by conﬁrming the
devices were operating correctly before departing, the deployment process ran smoothly.
The AC was deployed at Mpume, and the CAPs were deployed to Ngwane and Mthok-
wane. Two other schools, Nondobo and Nqabara were not included in the deployment.
Reasons for their exclusion from the deployment are further described in Section 2.11.2, in
summary, Nondobo seldom use their computer lab and Nqabara has yet to be connected
to the WiMAX network. The deployment procedure involved conﬁrming conﬁguration
details of the existing AC at Mpume and then replacing it with the new system's AC.
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Figure 5.5: Overview of SLL Network
After this, the procedure was to replace the the previous routers with the CAPs at Ng-
wane and then Mthokwane. The procedure also included labeling the various cables and
how they plugged into the CAPs and AC. Labeling of the cables and the devices was to
aid local support staﬀ to reconnect a CAP or AC, in the event that they had become
disconnected. It can help the SLL staﬀ in ensuring that devices are connected correctly
when troubleshooting network issues. Most importantly, labeling would ensure that net-
work cables were connected to the correct network interface. A ﬂow-chart was prepared,
see Appendix C, to aid Ngwane and Mthokwane in troubleshooting network connectivity
problems.
Each of the schools have a school server, which is an Edubuntu Linux Terminal Server
Project (LTSP) server which boots thin client PCs [13]. The thin client PCs are low-cost or
low-performance hardware and all processing is performed on the Edubuntu server. LTSP
enables the use of older machines as thin clients, reducing hardware and administration
costs, as administrators only have to maintain software on the server [13]. Using LTSP
and thin clients also prolongs the life and usefulness of the thin clients as all applications
are processed on the server and as such older PCs can be used as thin clients.
The physical layout of the SLL network is somewhat diﬀerent to the logical layout
and is described for clarity. The physical connections are described ﬁrst. Each school
is connected via a WiMAX CPE to the WiMAX base station located at Ngwane. This
provides TCP/IP connectivity between each of the schools via the WiMAX base station.
The CAPs and AC's network interface which is facing the WiMAX network is in the
range 169.254.0.0/16. This network provides a method to troubleshoot connectivity issues
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Figure 5.6: SLL - Logical Network Layout - Deployment
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Site Name PPP Address Subnet Connection Medium
Mpume n/a 192.168.1.0/24 Ethernet
Ngwane 192.168.255.2 192.168.2.0/24 WiMAX Base Station
Mthokwane 192.168.255.3 192.168.3.0/24 WiMAX CPE
Table 5.3: SLL - Deployed Sites Information and Requirements
between the schools and to facilitate PPPoE tunnels between the CAPs and AC. All
communication from the CAPs, whether it is destined for the Internet or another school,
is routed via the AC over their secure PPPoE tunnel. The AC routes traﬃc destined for
the Internet to the Mpume Server.
The network layout provided in Figure 5.6 shows how the network was logically struc-
tured and what devices are present. The Mpume Edubuntu server boots the thin clients
in their computer lab, and provides the gateway to the Telkom VSAT. The Mpume lab
does not need to communicate with the AC for access to the Internet, as all their Internet
based traﬃc is routed directly to the VSAT. This is because there is no need for the con-
nection to be encrypted using PPPoE as Mpume's Internet bound traﬃc is not carried via
the WiMAX network. Connected to the Mpume server is the AC, which provides connec-
tivity to the Ngwane and Mthokwane schools. The AC, located at Mpume, connects to
the WiMAX base station via its WiMAX CPE. Located at Ngwane is the WiMAX base
station, terminating the WiMAX connections from the other two schools. Connected to
the WiMAX base station is Ngwane's CAP and beyond that is the Ngwane server and
computer lab. The Ngwane Edubuntu server boots thin clients for their computer lab.
Lastly, Mthokwane is similar to Ngwane however the Mthokwane CAP connects to a
WiMAX CPE.
The SLL network is dependent on other sites due to its physical layout and inherently
has several points of failure. For example, Ngwane cannot access the Internet if the AC
is down, if the Mpume Server is down or if the Telkom VSAT is down. While Mthokwane
cannot access the Internet if the WiMAX base station at Ngwane is down, if the AC is
down, if the Mpume Server is down or if the Telkom VSAT is down. Section 5.8 provides
two recommendations to modify the structure of the SLL network to resolve these points
of failure. The term down can refer to powered oﬀ, unreachable via the network or in a
halted state (locked up or crashed).
Each of the three sites have a simple requirement, they require access to the Internet.
As a result the CAPs and AC allow HTTP, HTTPS, SSH, ICMP and DNS traﬃc only.
This was achieved using an IPFW ﬁrewall ruleset, consult Appendix C. IPFW can be
modiﬁed, if required, to allow additional services.
The system was deployed successfully in three days to the SLL network and encoun-
tered only minimal setbacks during deployment which were quickly resolved. The ﬁrst
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setback was one which aﬀected the connectivity test script which populated the upstream
connectivity table on the CAPgui and ACgui. ICMP packets were being dropped by the
Telkom VSAT, therefore no host on the Internet could be reached by a ping [67]. The
VSAT Indoor Unit (IDU) was not responding to ICMP Echo Requests either. This setback
was resolved by sending ICMP Echo Requests to the external interface on the Mpume
server, the interface which connected to the VSAT. This had the trade-oﬀ of checking
that the VSAT device was up and that the external interface on the Mpume server had
connectivity to it. However, this test did not provide information as to whether one could
indeed access hosts on the Internet. A solution was attempted with traceroute [49] which
relies on UDP, however, these packets were being dropped as well. This setback could be
resolved in future by modiﬁcation of the script to fetch a web page, although this will add
overhead (albeit minimal) bandwidth use to the already scarce resource.
The second setback was related to quotas. The Edubuntu LTSP servers, to which
the thin clients connect, performs the processing and execution of applications for all the
thin clients. As a result implementing host quotas would be ineﬀective, as all network
traﬃc from each site would only originate from the Edubuntu server. In addition, the users
understanding of quotas is limited. If user quotas were enabled, each user would have to be
provided a unique username and password. This would require further training of support
staﬀ to add, edit or remove users from a federated authentication server. From ﬁrst hand
experience during deployment at the schools, users seldom use the same Edubuntu account
and linking user quotas to the Edubuntu accounts would also be infeasible. This left the
system deployment with site quotas, which were disabled for the ﬁrst month of deployment
in order to gather necessary bandwidth use results.
The third setback that was encountered was during the ﬁnal testing phase of the
deployed system, when Mpume run out of pre-paid electricity. This problem was quickly
resolved by a number of cellular telephone calls and a short drive to purchase more pre-
paid electricity for Mpume
The deployed system was deployed initially without any limits on bandwidth for each
site. A month of monitoring data was then collected, and analysis of this data allowed
the introduction of limits per site.
5.7 Results - SLL Network
The system was successfully deployed to the SLL network in 2009, and since the deploy-
ment the network has been actively used by staﬀ and students at the three schools. The
network has since been reliable, with no system-related reported network down time from
the local support staﬀ.
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The results were gathered from the SLL network by using SSH to access the Mpume
server. This allowed the collection of results without having to physically visit the net-
work. The majority of the results presented, analysed and discussed are for the month
of November 2009. The monthly bandwidth capacity (3 GB) was reached on 27 Novem-
ber 2009, which prevented further collection of results until 1 December 2009 when more
bandwidth was available. The bandwidth capacity is renewed on the ﬁrst day of each
month by the ISP. Before the deployment of this system, there had never been a recorded
incident of this nature. This fact lead to the conclusion that this deployment has pro-
vided a more robust and stable network. As this was the ﬁrst recorded month of the SLL
utilising its full bandwidth capacity since the VSAT was deployed in 2006, the month of
November 2009 was chosen to report on.
No bandwidth was used in the ﬁrst week of November 2009 as the VSAT Internet
connection required repair. Due to the physical layout of the network, the results presented
exclude bandwidth use by Mpume, however, it has been estimated. The Mpume server
connects to the VSAT unit and therefore their Internet usage is not directed to the Squid
proxy on the AC. NetFlow data was not collected from Mpume and as such no bandwidth
restrictions could be enforced on this site via the AC.
As previously stated in Section 5.6, no bandwidth quotas were imposed for the ﬁrst
month of deployment. However, monitoring data was gathered and collected for this
period to allow analysis of Internet use by the sites. Analysis also revealed which websites
were responsible for the majority of bandwidth use.
Section 5.7.1 discusses the results gathered regarding Internet usage via the Squid
proxy on the AC. By contrasting cache hits and misses, it was possible to determine
the bandwidth saved when compared to retrieving all web content from the Internet.
This section also describes how the bandwidth was used at each site. Following this, in
Section 5.7.2, an investigation into the top websites for the month of November 2009 is
presented. This data highlights web content which was responsible for the majority of
Internet bandwidth use.
Graphs are presented in Section 5.7.3, which show network usage patterns. Lastly, in
Section 5.7.4, taking the results for November 2009 into consideration, site quotas were
imposed and blacklists were constructed and implemented in early December 2009.
5.7.1 Squid Use
This section provides detail regarding how the Squid caching proxy server was used,
including hits, misses and bandwidth use per site. Table 5.4 depicts the use of the Squid
proxy on the AC. This table presents data for November 2009 and shows the hits, misses
and all requests via the Squid proxy. The hits represent web content which was served
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Item Value
Hits 833 MB
Misses 1489 MB
All 2322 MB
Table 5.4: SLL - Squid Proxy - Nov 2009
to the client from the Squid cache. The term misses being the web content which was
retrieved from the Internet. All refers to the sum of all hits and misses.
Table 5.4 demonstrates that, during November 2009, there was a total of 2322 MB
of web content served from the Squid proxy. 1489 MB of traﬃc was retrieved from the
Internet, while 833 MB were served from the cache. The hits provided a 27.8% saving
on bandwidth which would have been used to download the requested content additional
times. This large number of hits is as a result of the browsing habits of the community
members, for example, visiting the same website regularly. These bandwidth use results
exclude Mpume, but considering that the total bandwidth available is 3 GB per month it
can be estimated that Mpume retrieved approximately 1511 MB of web content directly
from the Internet.
Figure 5.7 shows a graph from the Cacti application, this graph illustrates the usage
of the Squid proxy and therefore the Internet. The ﬁgure demonstrates the times that
the Internet was accessed in the month of November 2009. Figure 5.7 shows the time and
requests per second, of the hits and requests via the Squid proxy. In the ﬁgure, Week 45
has no activity as the VSAT Internet connection was down, however, when the VSAT was
repaired, activity increased. As seen in the ﬁgure, the majority of requests had a large
component of hits. Also noted from this ﬁgure are the Internet usage times, all spikes
of activity are present during mid-day when the schools are open. Typically schools are
open between 08:00 and 15:00 on weekdays. The majority of spikes are during weekdays,
with the exception of the two spikes at the end of Week 46 which were over a weekend.
Figure 5.7 provides summaries of hits and requests. Over the period of a month, there
were an average of 0.075 requests per second and an average of 0.022 requests being hits
from the Squid cache.
Extending the information provided in Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8 provides the number of
bytes transferred per day via the Squid proxy. Both ﬁgures show graphs for the month
of November 2009. By comparing Figure 5.7 with Figure 5.8, it is possible to determine
the number of bytes transferred per day in processing the Squid requests.
In addition, Figure 5.8 demonstrates the days in the week in which the Squid proxy,
and thus, the Internet is used. In this ﬁgure, the highest amount of activity was on 14
November 2009, when 675 MB was transferred from the Squid proxy. This high usage
correlates with the spike (third from the left) in the 6th day of Week 46 in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: SLL - Squid - HTTP Requests - Nov 2009
Figure 5.8: SLL - Bandwidth Use - Nov 2009
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Figure 5.9: SLL - Squid - HTTP Service Times - Nov 2009
Site Bytes Connects
Ngwane 763 MB 83889
Mthokwane 1555 MB 87532
Table 5.5: SLL - Bandwidth Use per Site - Nov 2009
Figure 5.9 highlights 24 hours of the Squid proxy use. The graph, from Cacti, in the
ﬁgure shows the time that requests took to complete. This graph is a closer look at the
last spike on Figure 5.7 in Week 49. Figure 5.9 demonstrates a typical daily bandwidth use
pattern for a single day, with activity between the morning and afternoon and peaking
around mid-day. This graph demonstrates that hits were served faster from the cache
than requests from the Internet. The average hit was retrieved from the cache in 6.26 ms
whereas the average miss was retrieved from the Internet in 1630 ms. This shows that
the experience of the user is improved when a request is retrieved from the cache because
the website loads faster. The graph also displays DNS activity, where the Squid proxy
would have to resolve host names to IP addresses, the average DNS request was resolved
in 466.22 ms.
The results in Table 5.5 separate bandwidth use via the Squid proxy per school in
the SLL network. These results take into account cache hits. The majority of band-
width use originates from the Mthokwane school, with a total of 1555 MB for the month
of November 2009. Ngwane used roughly half of this amount with 763 MB accounted
for the month, although they generated a similar number of connection requests (Con-
nects). The variance in connects between the schools is less than 5%, suggesting that the
Mthokwane users visited more bandwidth intensive websites.
The following section extends these results by investigating the type of websites and
web content that were responsible for bandwidth use.
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5.7.2 Bandwidth Use
In this section, popularly accessed websites for the month of November 2009 are discussed.
The data has been sorted by two diﬀerent ﬁelds: ﬁrst by the number of bytes transferred
in retrieving content from the website; and secondly by the number of connects to a
website. The number of connects refers to the number of requests that the Squid proxy
generated to fetch content from a website.
The data has been sorted using two methods as the number of connects is not propor-
tional to the number of bytes transferred. Table 5.6 highlights which websites used the
most bandwidth, and Table 5.7 highlights which websites generated the most connects.
Each table shows the top 15 websites for each category, and each table is analysed and
discussed.
The results seen in Table 5.6 for the month of November 2009 are interesting, as
they appear to highlight a tragedy of the commons scenario [40] which was discussed in
Section 2.3. The web content which appears to be consuming the majority of bandwidth
is pornography, The results in Table 5.6 identiﬁed that approximately 17% of the monthly
bandwidth (3 GB) was utilised on pornographic material which accounted for 25% of the
number of bytes via the Squid proxy. Further analysis of the raw data which generated
Table 5.6 suggested that the pornographic material was being requested from Mthokwane.
In Table 5.6, 7 of the top 15 websites are pornographic in nature. The other 8 websites
were: a Google service used in Mozilla Firefox to aid in preventing phishing attacks;
Yahoo! Image Search; an online game portal; Google Mail; Wikipedia image server;
Yahoo! Mail; and Facebook. The top 15 websites, which used the majority of bandwidth
for November 2009 account for 50% of the bandwidth use via the Squid proxy. It is
interesting to note that the majority of these top websites are not educational.
Table 5.7 provides the number of connects to a particular website from the Squid
proxy for the month of November 2009. The website that generated the highest number
of connects was Yahoo! Image Search. This website generated many Squid requests as it
retrieved many images. Of the websites in this table, two contain pornographic material.
Compared with the previous table one is lead to infer that the viewing of pornographic
material was a series of isolated incidents during this reporting period and not an ongoing
activity. The other websites listed in the table include: Google Mail; Facebook; Google
search; the Mozilla home page; Yahoo! Mail; and Wikipedia. The regular connects to the
Mozilla home page could be attributed to the default home page set in Mozilla Firefox
browsers. The top 15 websites, when sorted by number of connects that are listed in
Table 5.7 account for 38% of the month's bandwidth use via the Squid proxy.
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Website Megabytes Connects
www.gotgayporn.com 294.79 MB 6743
safebrowsing-cache.google.com 284.66 MB 8105
www.yimg.com 118.41 MB 14089
samples.blackicepass.com 78.03 MB 49
t5.cv7.org 71.70 MB 173
www.miniclip.com 52.62 MB 891
mediap.naked.com 46.77 MB 126
mail.google.com 42.29 MB 8238
realgallery.com 40.83 MB 100
upload.wikimedia.org 26.28 MB 2195
galleries.thugorgy.com 23.54 MB 40
galleries.40ozbounce.com 23.07 MB 144
m.www.yahoo.com 22.15 MB 2672
proﬁle.ak.fbcdn.net 21.40 MB 6757
www.facebook.com 17.62 MB 4447
Other 1157.67 MB 116652
Table 5.6: SLL - Top 15 Websites - Sorted By Bytes Transferred - Nov 2009
Website Bytes Connects
www.yimg.com 118.41 MB 14089
mail.google.com 42.29 MB 8238
safebrowsing-cache.google.com 284.66 MB 8105
proﬁle.ak.fbcdn.net 21.40 MB 6757
www.gotgayporn.com 294.79 MB 6743
www.facebook.com 17.62 MB 4447
clients1.google.co.za 2.23 MB 3108
www.mozilla.com 11.93 MB 2757
m.www.yahoo.com 22.15 MB 2672
us.mg4.mail.yahoo.com 6.87 MB 2383
static.ak.fbcdn.net 10.40 MB 2325
upload.wikimedia.org 26.28 MB 2195
www.google.co.za 9.32 MB 1936
b.static.ak.fbcdn.net 8.36 MB 1840
213.174.152.12 14.52 MB 1606
Other 1430 MB 102220
Table 5.7: SLL - Top 15 Websites - Sorted By Connects - Nov 2009
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Figure 5.10: SLL - AC - CPU Use - Nov 2009
5.7.3 System Use Graphs
This section presents three Cacti graphs from the deployed devices in the SLL network.
The graphs have areas where data is missing and this is attributed to either those devices
being powered oﬀ or unreachable. By looking at the data between the gaps in the graphs,
it was possible to understand the times when the network or Internet was probably being
used.
Figure 5.10 displays a graph for the AC's CPU Usage over the month of November
2009. First, note that the device is seldom switched oﬀ. CPU Usage of the AC is minimal,
with an average usage of 4.31% and a maximum peak value of 18.22%. These results
indicate that the AC has suﬃcient capacity for additional CAPs.
In Figure 5.11, the load averages for the Ngwane CAP have been graphed. Unlike
the AC, this graph has many areas where the load averages were zero as the device was
powered on in the morning and oﬀ in the late afternoon each day. It is interesting to note
that the majority of use is during the week, with the exception of Week 46 where the
device was powered on over the weekend. The graph highlights the Unix load averages in
intervals of 1, 5 and 15 minutes. A load average is the number of processes waiting for
the CPU averaged over a set time period. In Figure 5.11, the summaries show that the
load averages are low, concluding that the CPU is underloaded. This indicates that the
hardware is able to adequately meet the demands of the users, the various applications
and the background scripts and has the capacity for expansion.
Figure 5.12 is a graph of the ping latency from the AC to the Mthokwane CAP. For
this graph, it can be noted that there are periods where the ping latency was inﬁnite as
a result of CAP being powered on and oﬀ each day. The data for this graph is obtained
by using ICMP Echo Requests and measuring the Round Trip Time (RTT). The RTT
is a measure of the latency on the network segment, and the lower the value the more
responsive the network appears. The latency shown in this graph is relatively low for a
wireless link, with no indication of much variation. The average RTT was 66.42 ms.
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Figure 5.11: SLL - Ngwane - Load Average - Nov 2009
Figure 5.12: SLL - Mthokwane - Ping Latency - Nov 2009
5.7.4 Bandwidth Use Restriction Imposed
Taking into account the monitoring and graphing data that was presented and analysed,
restrictions on bandwidth use for the SLL network were imposed. It was decided that site
quotas should be implemented and these restrictions are in place as of early December
2009. Both sites, Ngwane and Mthokwane, were provided with the same bandwidth
restrictions over the same period. The threshold for Slight Delay was set at 900 MB
and Signiﬁcant Delay at 1250 MB. These values allowed the schools to continue to use
the Internet after they had depleted 1/3rd of the total monthly bandwidth of the VSAT,
albeit at a limited throughput rate. The period was set at one month, as the bandwidth
capacity of the VSAT Internet connection renews on the ﬁrst day of each month. By
imposing limits of use on the shared Internet connection, future months will hopefully
not reach the monthly bandwidth capacity imposed by the ISP.
In an educational setting, access to pornographic websites is questionable and a policy
should be formed regarding access to that kind of material. It was decided to blacklist the
pornographic websites that were seen in the log ﬁles, however, this is a very small portion
of the known pornographic content available on the Internet. Freely available blacklists
in speciﬁc categories are available, however, the pornographic categories can include over
750,000 known websites [85]. Implementing this blacklist into Squid would increase CPU
and memory usage on the AC and decrease response times for requests.
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5.8 Reﬂections on SLL
In the month of November 2009, the bandwidth capacity of 3 GB was reached in the SLL
network. This incident was the ﬁrst of its nature since the deployment of the VSAT at
Mpume in 2006 [59]. As this incident occurred after the system deployment, it leads one
to conclude that the Internet is being better utilised as the network is more reliable than
it was in the past. The results conﬁrm that the network and the Internet have been used
regularly by the three schools in the Dwesa-Cwebe community. In addition, telephone
and email conversations with staﬀ at the schools conﬁrm that the community is pleased
to have a reliable system to access the Internet whenever they require it.
This system facilitates a network and Internet connection which can be reliably used by
community members. Building on this reliability, educators at the schools can structure
courses for students to gain experience in using the Internet. Educators and students
can further their knowledge by accessing the plethora of information available on the
Internet. The Internet also provides methods to contact or collaborate with people who
are elsewhere in South Africa, in Africa or in the rest of the world.
In terms of bandwidth management, it was decided that quotas would be the best
method of managing bandwidth use and allocation. However, a number of diﬃculties arose
during its execution. For example, user quotas were disabled due to limited user education.
Implementing user quotas would have involved providing every user who required access
to the Internet with a unique username and password. This would require training of
support staﬀ to add, remove and modify user accounts. It would also require training
of the users to enter their unique username and password each time they wished to
access the Internet. Experience obtained during deployment in the community aided in
understanding how the computer labs were used, and users would seldom utilise the same
Edubuntu LTSP account. The passwords for the LTSP user accounts were typically the
same as the username to prevent users forgetting their passwords. User quotas would
provide the community with better use of their Internet bandwidth, however, it would
add an extra level of complexity for support staﬀ and users.
Furthermore, the ability to impose host quotas was impaired due to each school using
an Edubuntu LTSP server to boot their thin clients. As all applications and processes are
performed on the LTSP server on behalf of the thin clients, all external network traﬃc
originates from the LTSP server. In the case of many thin clients simultaneously using
the Internet, all traﬃc will appear to originate only from the LTSP server. LTSP in
community networks such as SLL, place an emphasis on providing usable services at a
reduced cost, as the thin clients can be low cost or low performance PCs. However, this
method of providing a school PC lab results in a limitation of not being able to implement
host based quotas.
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As such, site quotas that were enforced to limit each site to acceptable levels of band-
width use. It is hoped that these measures will help prevent the bandwidth capacity from
being reached before the end of the month, allowing users access to the Internet whenever
it is required. In the example of the bandwidth capacity being exhausted before the end
of the month, this lead to a period of time where legitimate Internet access was curbed. In
this case, the educators in the schools were unable to structure computer learning courses
or rely on the Internet connection for communication.
The technology and controls which have been put in place attempt to try and reduce
Internet access to material which is deemed inappropriate. However, even with these
controls in place users could still access this material by using websites which will proxy
the connection for them5. A long term solution would be to implement an Acceptable Use
Policy (AUP) for the PC labs and all users which require Internet access. The social eﬀects
of implementing an AUP would require users to understand what constitutes acceptable
Internet content and recognise this before they are granted access to the network.
This research project recommends that the SLL network layout is restructured, two
recommendations are provided. First, the SLL network is currently provided its Internet
connection via the Mpume server which is connected to the VSAT. The AC provides
Ngwane and Mthokwane with access to the Internet which is routed via the Mpume server.
Ideally, the AC should connect to the VSAT and provide all the schools with Internet
access, this will provide a single method for all schools to gain Internet access. This
recommended network restructuring would allow bandwidth restrictions to be imposed
on Mpume's Internet usage. Currently, Mpume do not route their traﬃc via the AC to
gain Internet access, and in this case this could lead to Ngwane and Mthokwane being
without Internet connectivity should Mpume use too much bandwidth.
The second recommendation would be to migrate the VSAT Internet connection and
AC from Mpume to Ngwane which hosts the WiMAX base station. The migration would
lead to a single site, Ngwane, which would provide the WiMAX connectivity and Internet
connectivity to Mpume and Mthokwane. Thereby merging the physical and logical layouts
of the network.
5.9 Summary
This chapter discussed how the virtual deployment of the system was extracted and de-
ployed to physical PCs. Using g4u, images of the virtual machines were created, deployed
and ﬁnalised for further deployments to a number of physical PCs. The PC which was
5A Bypass - https://www.abypass.info/
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chosen for use as the AC and CAP were low-cost PCs, with an Intel Atom N270 1.6 GHz
processor and 1 GB of RAM. The results revealed that the PCs performed suﬃciently for
the services they provided and had adequate room for expansion.
A deployment strategy was constructed before deployments to aid in gaining further
understanding of the (then) existing deployment network. The strategy involved under-
standing: how the network was provided with Internet access; what type of connection
medium was used to connect the various sites; and further research into which services
the network provided and the future services it required. The strategy also called for the
creation of a deployment procedure, which was constructed before physical deployment
at the two research networks.
Each of the deployment networks were discussed according to the deployment strategy,
along with their deployment procedure and the system deployment. First, the system was
successfully deployed to the SCW portion of the CoE testbed network. From the technical
and network troubleshooting knowledge gained from the system's deployment to SCW,
the system was successfully deployed to the SLL network.
Results were discussed and analysed for each network deployment. The results enabled
a better understanding of how the Internet was being used on each network. Results
obtained from the SCW deployment reﬁned the system for the SLL network.
The SLL network had no system in place to allow each school to troubleshoot its
connectivity, external assistance was always required. Results obtained from the SLL
network led to the conclusion that this system has made the network more robust and
less likely to encounter failure. The monthly Internet bandwidth capacity for the VSAT
Internet connection at the SLL is 3 GB. Before this system was deployed, it had never been
recorded that the bandwidth limit had been reached. Analysis of the SLL top websites
for the month of November 2009 was alarming, as the majority of bandwidth had been
expended on pornographic web content. This led to the construction and implementation
of a blacklist to prevent access to web content of that nature in an educational setting. Site
quotas were imposed to prevent a situation where Internet bandwidth capacity reaches
its limit before the end of the month.
The system was deployed successfully to the two research networks. The results that
were obtained lead to the conclusion that the project was a success and was more robust
than the previous systems. The next chapter concludes the dissertation.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
This chapter concludes the dissertation and provides a concise summary of each chapter.
Highlighted in this chapter are the key points which attributed to the conclusions that
were drawn during the research. After this summation is a revisit of the project goals
that were formulated in Chapter 1. The outcomes of those goals are discussed. Following
from this is a section on future research projects which could extend this work. Finally,
a conclusion to the dissertation is presented.
This project combined numerous open source applications and tools to construct a two
part system with custom web based Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). The GUIs allowed
easy management of the two system devices, the Community Access Point (CAP) and
the Access Concentrator (AC). The system was successfully deployed to two networks,
peri-urban and rural, and results were gathered. The results that were gathered led
to the conclusion that the system deployments were a success and that the system was
robust. The system could be used by administrators to equitably manage and control
access to the Internet on a number of levels. By using this system to manage bandwidth,
an administrator could ensure fair use of the shared Internet connection.
6.1 Summary
This section presents an overview of each chapter and the conclusions that were drawn
from them.
The dissertation began with an introduction to the problem domain in Chapter 1.
Community networks in South Africa and other African countries are often serviced by
limited bandwidth capacity Internet connections. The chapter presented the problem
statement which highlighted that a need for a system to manage and monitor bandwidth
use was required in community networks.
Chapter 2 discussed Internet usage in South Africa along with reasoning as to why
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a demand existed for fair management and monitoring of community networks and their
bandwidth. Network applications, tools and relevant hardware were identiﬁed and dis-
cussed and these items were presented alongside each other to aid the reader in under-
standing how the diﬀerent items could be integrated together to form a ﬁnal package.
This chapter introduced the two community research networks that were used as system
deployment sites. Previous work in the domain was discussed to gain a greater under-
standing of what was required for a network management and monitoring package.
Chapter 3 described the design of the system that was used to manage and monitor
bandwidth use at the previously identiﬁed community networks. The design is a high
level view of the system in terms of requirements and components needed. The design
called for a two-part solution in the form of client-server architecture. The server, the AC,
was designed to be the Internet gateway router for the community network and act as a
centralised management station collecting data from all the CAPs. The CAPs (the clients)
were designed as routers for each network site, not only routing traﬃc but also managing
their site and collecting monitoring data to pass onto the AC. Both devices required a GUI
in order to conﬁgure the device, view monitoring data and enforce bandwidth restrictions.
Chapter 4 used the design discussed in Chapter 3 to implement the CAP and AC. The
FreeBSD OS was chosen as the basis for the CAP and AC. FreeBSD is a robust and widely
used OS for networked devices. The devices implemented numerous free and open source
applications and tools, including Squid Caching Proxy Server, Cacti, SNMP, NetFlow
and LightSquid. Each device had a custom PHP based web front-end for management
and viewing of monitoring data. Before the system was deployed to physical networks a
virtual development environment was constructed. This allowed quick prototyping and
experimentation to further the construction of a more robust system.
Chapter 5 discussed the successful deployment of the system to the two community
networks. This chapter explains the results which were obtained. The results were anal-
ysed and bandwidth restrictions were imposed for one of the research networks. The
results revealed the project system deployed in the research networks improved network
usability as they were more robust than the previous system. No system related network
down time was reported during the data gathering for this project.
6.2 Research Goals Revisited
In Chapter 1 four primary and two secondary goals for the project were listed. This
section discusses how those goals were met and reviews the outcomes of achieving those
goals. The outcomes of the primary goals are as follows:
• Network management and monitoring was investigated and numerous applications
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and tools were identiﬁed and discussed. These applications and tools were presented
in Chapter 2.
• Further details of speciﬁc applications are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 as they
were chosen for inclusion in the system's implementation. The system was success-
fully designed, implemented and deployed to meet the requirements of the problem
statement. The system was composed of two devices, the AC and the CAP, with
their relevant GUIs: the ACgui and CAPgui. The GUIs allowed a simple method
to manage the devices without having speciﬁc knowledge of the underlying OS,
FreeBSD.
• The system employed various methods to monitor bandwidth use by the diﬀerent
sites within a community network. Using this monitoring information, adminis-
trators could enforce bandwidth use restrictions per user, per host and per site.
Restrictions could impose limits on throughput as bandwidth use increases. Con-
ﬁguration of the devices in the system was performed via their GUIs. Restrictions
could also be imposed on types of Internet content that users can view or download.
Websites can be added to a blacklist to prevent users from viewing speciﬁc websites.
• Initial implementation and experimentation of the system was conducted in a vir-
tual development environment, using VMware Workstation. The system was then
successfully deployed on physical PCs to the two research networks and monitoring
data was collected, analysed and discussed. Analysis of the data conﬁrmed that the
system was more reliable and usable than the previous system.
Along with the success of the primary goals being achieved, the secondary goals outcomes
were as follows:
• The low-cost PCs which were used in the system deployment had an Intel Atom
1.6 GHz CPU and 1 GB of RAM. The hardware speciﬁcations of the PCs were more
than adequate at performing the tasks and services of the AC and CAP.
• Two user manuals were produced to aid administrators using the CAP and AC. The
user manuals were written in simpliﬁed terms to allow an administrator of limited
networking knowledge to understand how to perform everyday tasks.
6.3 Future Extensions
The system employed a manual method for an administrator to allocate bandwidth to
users, hosts and sites. Extensions on this manual method for setting limits could include
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a dynamic bandwidth allocator. A dynamic system could take inputs from the monitored
data and provide administrators with suggestions for thresholds on limits. The thresholds
could be suggested by taking into account the previous months bandwidth use and by
forming a usage pattern.
Taking into account the results that were gathered in Chapter 5 the majority of band-
width was being utilised at the Siyakhula Living Lab (SLL) network by community mem-
bers viewing pornographic material. The SLL network is composed of schools, with staﬀ
and students using the Internet, therefore it is an educational location. An Acceptable
Use Policy (AUP) could be constructed for the network which would have to be acknowl-
edged by the users of the network before they are granted access to any PCs or Internet
access. The AUP can clearly state what the PCs may or may not be used for. The imple-
mentation of such a policy could allow more eﬀective use of bandwidth and allow further
restrictions on access to material which is found to be inappropriate in such a location.
6.4 Conclusion
This project investigated the methods and procedures available in managing and moni-
toring the limited quantity of Internet bandwidth available to community networks. A
simple solution would be to upgrade the Internet connection to allow more bandwidth,
however, the costs of Internet connections in South Africa are relatively expensive when
compared to developed countries. The cost of an Internet connection is also relatively
expensive when compared to the basic needs of a community.
Two community research networks (with limited and shared Internet connections)
were found to lack eﬀective management and monitoring systems, speciﬁcally in terms of
bandwidth use restrictions. The primary outcome of this project was to integrate multiple
tools and applications to eﬀectively manage and monitor bandwidth in community net-
works. The system that was constructed allowed an equitable distribution of bandwidth.
Restrictions on bandwidth use could be imposed per user, host and sites over a speciﬁc
period of time.
The results that were gathered concluded that the system is a workable solution to the
limited capacity of bandwidth in community networks with a shared Internet connection.
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Appendix A
SNMP - Useful OIDs
This appendix breiﬂy desribes some SNMP OIDs and MIBs that were used in the imple-
mentation of the project system.
A.1 General MIBs
In this section, general MIBs and how they were used in the project system are brieﬂy
described. Sample output has also been provided. In Table A.1, two MIBs are presented,
for monitoring system uptime and the host name.
In Table A.2, a number of MIBs are presented for collecting data from the various
network interfaces. Monitored data includes: description, media type, MAC address,
operating status, bytes in, bytes out, IP address and netmask. This data was retrieved
to populate the table on the Interfaces Status page on the CAPgui and ACgui.
Table A.3 provides the MIBs for identifying the status of processes running on the
monitored device. This data was retrieved from the CAPs to populate the table in the
CAP Services page on the ACgui.
A.2 Squid Proxy Server OIDs/MIBs
This section describes two SNMP MIBs used by the ACgui to populate the Squid Status
page. Two MIBs were retrieved: one providing the total size of the cache; and the other
providing the amount of cache space used.
OID MIB Return Type
.1.3.6.1.2.1.1.3.0 DISMAN-EVENT-MIB::sysUpTimeInstance Timeticks: (70427) 0:11:44.27
.1.3.6.1.2.1.1.5.0 SNMPv2-MIB::sysName.0 STRING: blackspy.ict.ru.ac.za
Table A.1: System MIBs
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OID MIB Return Type
.1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.2.2 IF-MIB::ifDescr.2 STRING: ext0
.1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.5.2 IF-MIB::ifSpeed.2 Gauge32: 100000000
.1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.6.2 IF-MIB::ifPhysAddress.2 STRING: 0:22:68:52:cb:12
.1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.8.2 IF-MIB::ifOperStatus.2 INTEGER: up(1)
.1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.10.2 IF-MIB::ifInOctets.2 Counter32: 387881969
.1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.16.2 IF-MIB::ifOutOctets.2 Counter32: 40775870
.1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.2.146.231.121.241 IP-MIB::ipAdEntIfIndex.146.231.121.241 INTEGER: 2
.1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.3.146.231.121.241 IP-MIB::ipAdEntNetMask.146.231.121.241 IpAddress: 255.255.248.0
Table A.2: Network MIBs
OID MIB Return Type
.1.3.6.1.2.1.25.4.2.1.2.926 HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWRunName.926 STRING: softﬂowd
.1.3.6.1.2.1.25.4.2.1.5.926 HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWRunParameters.926 STRING: -i ext0 -n localhost:8818
.1.3.6.1.2.1.25.6.3.1.2.229 HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledName.229 STRING: squid-2.7.7
.1.3.6.1.2.1.25.6.3.1.5.229 HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledDate.229 STRING: 2009-9-30,15:8:42.0,-2:0
Table A.3: Host Resources MIBs
The two ﬁelds, their OIDs and MIBs, can be seen in Table A.4. The MIB cacheSwap-
MaxSize returns an INTEGER value of the number of Megabytes (MB). The MIB cacheSysStor-
age returns an INTEGER value of the number of Kilobytes (KB) of cache utilised.
OID MIB Return Type
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3495.1.2.5.2.0 SQUID-MIB::cacheSwapMaxSize.0 INTEGER
.1.3.6.1.4.1.3495.1.1.2.0 SQUID-MIB::cacheSysStorage.0 INTEGER
Table A.4: Squid Proxy Server MIBs
Appendix B
Conﬁguration Files
This appendix describes how conﬁguration ﬁles on the CAP and AC were generated.
Details of the Squid caching proxy server's conﬁguration ﬁle is presented and discussed.
B.1 Generating Conﬁguration Files
The CAPgui and ACgui, as explained in Chapter 4, modiﬁed an XML conﬁguration ﬁle.
Further to this, the XML conﬁguration ﬁle was parsed to generate a number of system
and application speciﬁc conﬁguration ﬁles.
Conﬁguration can be modiﬁed via the GUI which will generate conﬁguration ﬁles for
DHCPd, PPPoEd, SNMPd and the Squid proxy server. The application conﬁguration
ﬁles were generated by editting a default ﬁle with speciﬁc tags to replace. For example,
a unique tag such as <hostname> in the conﬁguration ﬁle could be replaced with the
hostname value stored in the XML conﬁguration ﬁle.
Conﬁguration via the CAPgui could also modify /etc/rc.conf and /etc/resolv.conf.
The FreeBSD system conﬁguration ﬁle /etc/rc.conf was parsed and either updated the
previous ﬁelds or added new ﬁelds for the modiﬁed conﬁguration. The ﬁle /etc/resolv.conf
stores the IP addresses of nameservers, domains and search domains that the FreeBSD
system relies on. Generating this ﬁle relied on creating a new ﬁle each time.
After modifying settings via the CAPgui or ACgui, the user must reboot the device.
Before the device is rebooted, the generated conﬁguration ﬁles overwrite the previous
conﬁguration ﬁles.
B.2 Squid
This section serves to discuss the ﬁner points of the Squid conﬁguration on the AC.
Sections of the 'squid.conf' ﬁle are presented and discussed.
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auth_param bas i c program . . .
/ usr / l o c a l / l i b e x e c / squid / squid_radius_auth . . .
−f / usr / l o c a l / e t c / squid / squid_radius_auth . conf
auth_param bas i c ch i l d r en 5
auth_param bas i c realm Access Limited
auth_param bas i c c r e d e n t i a l s t t l 2 hours
auth_param bas i c c a s e s e n s i t i v e o f f
. . .
a c l radius−auth proxy_auth REQUIRED
Figure B.1: Squid User Authentication with FreeRADIUS (squid.conf)
B.2.1 RADIUS Authentication Helper
If user authentication is required for access to the Internet via the Squid proxy, a number
of authentication methods can be used. The example in Figure B.1 demonstrates the
changes to the Squid conﬁguration to utilise a RADIUS authentication server.
Using FreeBSD, the package squid_radius_auth can be installed from the ports tree.
Conﬁguration of the authentication helper involves setting a server IP address and a
shared key.
B.2.2 Delay Pools
Squid delay pools can be implemented to restrict throughput rates for speciﬁc users or
hosts wishing to access the Internet. An example of the Squid conﬁguration ﬁle changes
can be seen in Figure B.2. Changes include conﬁguring an ACL which contains a list
of users or source IP addresses which should be restricted. The example in Figure B.2,
provides two delay pools which are named sli_delay and sig_delay. In this case, source
IP addresses are read from ﬁles.
The delay_parameters conﬁguration directive takes the arguments: delay pool num-
ber; aggregate bucket; and individual bucket. The aggregate bucket and individual bucket
arguments are split by: total number of bits available in the bucket at any given time;
and the number of bits to replenish every second.
The sli_delay pool restricts the maximum throughput rate for all users to a maximum
128 KBps and each user to 64 KBps. The sig_delay pool restricts all users to a maximum
throughput rate of 32 KBps and each user to 16 KBps.
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a c l s ig_delay s r c "/ usr / l o c a l / e t c / squid / l i s t s / s ig_delay "
a c l s l i_de l ay s r c "/ usr / l o c a l / e t c / squid / l i s t s / s l i_de l ay "
. . .
de lay_pools 2
de lay_c las s 1 2
delay_parameters 1 16000/16000 8000/8000
de lay_access 1 a l low s l i_de l ay
de lay_access 1 deny a l l
de lay_c las s 2 2
delay_parameters 2 4000/4000 2000/2000
de lay_access 2 a l low s ig_delay
de lay_access 2 deny a l l
Figure B.2: Squid Delay Pools (squid.conf)
a c l b l a c k l i s t dstdomain "/ usr / l o c a l / e t c / squid / l i s t s / b l a c k l i s t "
. . .
http_access deny b l a c k l i s t
Figure B.3: Squid Blacklists (squid.conf)
B.2.3 Blacklists
Figure B.3 provides a simple method for implementing a list of domains which are to be
blacklisted. The ﬁle contains a list of destination domains each on a seperate line.
Appendix C
Electronic Appendix
Various items have been provided electronically on the attached DVD:
• g4u Installation Media (including USB bootable image) and Installation Guide
• g4u Images
 Access Concentrator (AC)
 Community Access Point (CAP)
• Source Code
 ACgui (including background scripts)
 CAPgui (including background scripts and IPFW rules)
• User Manuals and Screenshots of User Interfaces
 CAPgui and Connectivity Troubleshooting Flowchart
 ACgui
• Photographs of SLL Deployment
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Glossary of Terms
AC - Access Concentrator
ACL - Access Control List
Bandwidth - Amount of data that can or is downloaded/uploaded
Bandwidth Capacity - Maximum international and local Internet bandwidth provided
from an ISP
BIND - Berkeley Internet Name Domain
CAP - Community Access Point
C-LAN - Community Local Area Network
CNC - Community Network Core
CoE - Telkom Centre Of Excellence - Grahamstown
CPE - Customer Premise Equipment
CPU - Central Processing Unit
C-WAN - Community Wide Area Network
DHCP - Dynamic Host Conﬁguration Protocol
DNS - Domain Naming System
DSL - Digital Subscriber Line
DSLAM - DSL Access Multiplexer
FTP - File Transfer Protocol
GRE - Generic Routing Encapsulation
GUI - Graphical User Interface
HTTP - Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
HTTPS - Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure - an encrypted form of HTTP
ICMP - Internet Control Message Protocol
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IDS - Intrusion Detection System
IP - Internet Protocol
IPFW - IP Firewall
ISDN - Integrated Services Digital Network
ISP - Internet Service Provider
Kbps - Kilobits per second - 1000 bits per second
KBps - Kilobytes per second - 1000 bytes per second
KiBps - Kibibytes per second - 1024 bytes per second
LAN - Local Area Network
MIB - Management Information Base
NAT - Network Address Translation
NIC - Network Interface Card
OID - Object Identiﬁer
OS - Operating System
OSS - Open Source Software
PC - Personal Computer
PF - Packet Filter
PHP - Hypertext Preprocessor - A server side scripting language
PPPoE - Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet
QoS - Quality of Service
RAM - Random Access Memory
RFC - Request For Comment
RRA/RRD - Round-Robin Archive/Database
RTT - Round-Trip-Time - A measure of latency
SCP - Secure Copy Protocol
SCW - Settler City Wireless - a component of the CoE Network
SD - Secure Digital
SLD - Second Level Domain
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SLL - Siyakhula Living Lab
SMTP - Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
SNMP - Simple Network Management Protocol
SSH - Secure SHell
TCP - Transmission Control Protocol
Throughput - A measure of the amount of data transferred in a speciﬁc amount of time
TLD - Top Level Domain
TTL - Time-To-Live
UDP - User Datagram Protocol
URL - Uniform Resource Locator
WAN - Wide Area Network
WiFi - Wireless Fidelity
WiMAX - Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
WLAN - Wireless Local Area Network
WWW - World Wide Web
